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ORGAN COLLECTIONS
f;~the 9J)i4dtMrdnatinfj @1tfjani4t
'tAT THE CONSOLE William M. Felton
Familiar transcriptions from the Classic, Romantic and Modem
Schools. Just the hook for you, for the church or for the homel
Registration for two manual organ.
413-40004. . . . .. $1.25
'tCHANCEL ECHOES William M. Felton
The majority of these forty-two excellent transcriptions are
secular in nature. For two manual organ.
413-40005. . .... $1.25
CHAPEL ORGANIST Rob Roy Peery
Easy preludes, postludes and offertories! Practically all of
these are original works for organ. An outstanding compilation.
Twenty-eight in all. 413-40006. . .... $1.50
LITURGICAL YEAR (Orgel BnubleinJ
Johann Sebastian Bach-Albert Riemenschneider
Organ chorals preceded by the arrangements for voices. An-
notations on interpretation! An expression of the chorale in
the idiom of the organ. A book of innumerable assets!
433-40003. . $2.25
CHURCH ORGANIST'S GOLDEN TREASURY
Choral Preludes of the Classical Period edi ted by
Carl F. Pfatteicher and Archibald T. Davison,
in three volumes.
~ trul~ un'~urpassed collection for the church organist, consist-
mg ~n~anly of preludes and postludes. Useful as contrapuntal
studies ~n fo:m and for recital purposes. Editorial markings
and registration are omitted so that users may introduce the'
own. Of varied difficulty, they present a tremendous sourc:
of Lutheran heritage.
Volume 1
Volume 2
Volume 3
.................... 433-40021
....... 433-41003
......... 433-41005
POPULAR CHURCH ORGAN PIECES
Popular, high grade numbers from the Ditson catalogoforgan
mUSIC. There are none better! Registration for twomanual
organ.
433-40006 ..... . . $.15
tORGA TRANSCRIPTIO S
OF FAVORITE HYMNS
Clarence Kohlmann
Twenty usobl • comparr tiv Iy a y arrangements of theProtes-
tant f, ith.
413·4001' .. , ; $1.00
'THIRTY OFFERTORIES James H. Rogers
Th se off rtories r of a cont rrrplntive ch rneter by classic
nnd modern compo r. Th latter ar predominantl For
medium iz d organ. Biographi I data.
433·40012 .......•....... $1.00
'THIRTY PREL DES H. lough.Leighter
A car fully dited velum from works of the world', best
writers for th orgc n. Biographic I notes and subject index.
Regi trntlon f r thr m nu 1 organ.
433.40010 $1.00
'tUB II OF D ETS FOR ORGA A 0 PIANO
Clarence Kohlmann
All but two are adaptation of the works of the masters!10·
c1udes a Christmas number and an Easter Fantasy. Twocopies
necessary for performance.
" 13.40015' S1.25
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THEODORE PRESSER CO B-, ryn Mawr, Pennsylvan.ia
il'1oltra Lympany, English con-
cert pianist, was married in Lon-
don last month to Bennett Korn,
advertising executive of New York
radio station WNEW ... Follow-
ing her appearances at the Bay-
reuth Festival, Astrid Varnay,
soprano of the Metropolitan, was
heard in Wagnerian performances
in Lucerne and Berlin ... Dr.
Dika Newlin, of Syracuse Uni-
versity, will spend the next nine
months in Vienna gathering mao
terial for a biography of the late
Arnold Schoenberg under a
Fulbright grant.
Surveying results of its 70th
season, the Boston Symphony
Orchestra reports that during the
year 1950-51 the orchestra per·
formed an average of two concerts
every three days, not counting
radio broadcasts. During its 45·
week season, the orchestra played
212 concerts in 21 cities, reaching
a total audience estimated at 750,·
000 listeners.
Igor Stravinsky last month
conducted the world premiere of
his new opera, "The Rake's Prog-
ress," at the Venice FestivaL Plans
are currently under way for Ps"'
formances in Paris, Copenhagen,
Antwerp, Brussels, Cologne, Dues-
seldorf, Frankfort· on - the -Main,
Hamburg, Milan, Monte Carlo,
Munich, Muenster, and Zurich.
The summer concert series at
Lewisohn Stadium in New York
concluded with a concert starring
Ezio Ptnau, in his first concert
appearance since he opened in
"South Pacific."
First prize this year in the an-
nual Young Composers Contest of
the National Federation of Music
Clubs went to Wuyne R. Bohrn-
stedt: of Bowling Green, Ohio, an
ex-GI and former student of Dr.
Howard Hanson at the Eastman
School of Music. Bohmstedt's
prize-winning work was a sonata
for trumpet and piano. Second
prize honors were divided by
William Thomson of Fort
Worth, Texas, who submitted a
clarinet sonata, and Paul R. Par-
thun of Milwaukee, who submit-
ted a composition for flute, clari-
net, cello and piano entitled "The
Black Orchid" . . . The Cincin-
nati Conser'vlllol'Y this season
will offer its first course in music
therapy.
COIUPETITIONS (For details. write to sponsor listed)
• Four-part a cappella anthem. Prize and closing date not announced,
Sponsor: Chapel Choir Conductors' Guild, c/o Ellis E. Snyder, Mees
Conservatory, Capital University, Columbus 9, Ohio.
• Rome Prize Fellowships. $3.000 for one year's study in Rome of
classics and the fine arts. Closing date for 1952-53 scholarships. Jan.
1,1952. American Academy, 101 Park Avenue, N. Y_ C.
• Fulbright Scholarships for music study abroad. providing trans-
portation, tuition and maintenance for one year. Closing date for
1952·53 scholarships, Oct. 15, 1951. Institute of International Educa-
tion, 2 West 45th St., N. Y. C.
• Gershwin Memorial Contest. 15-minute orchestral work by an
American composer under 30. Prize, $1,000. Sponsor: B'nai B'rtth
Hillel Foundation, 165 W. 46th si., N. Y. C.
• Marian Anderson Scholarships for vocal study. Closing date not
announced. Marian Anderson Scholarship Fund. c/o Miss Alyse
Anderson. 762 S. Martin s., Philadelphia 46, Pa.
• "The Friends of Harvey Gaul" 5th annual composition contest.
Easter vocal solo or duet, prize $300; composition for harp, prize
$200. Closing date, Dec. 1, 1951. Friends of Harvey Gaul Contest,
Victor Saudek, chairman, 315 Shady Avenue, Pittsburgh 6, Pa.
• Chorus for male voices by an American composer. Prize. $100.
Closing date, .Jan. 1, 1952. Mendelssohn Glee Club, 154 W. 18th St.,
N. Y. C.
• Purple .Heart Songwriting Awards. Popular, standard or sacred
songs. First prize, $1000; second prize, $500; four prizes of $250 each.
Closing date not announced. Order of the Purple Heart. 230 W.
54th St., N. Y. C.
• Sacred vocal solo, 5-10 minutes in length, with accompaniment of
organ and oDe solo instrument. Prize, $100. Closing date, Feb. 1,
1952. H. W. Gray Co. will publish winning work. Church of the
Ascension, Secretary Anthem Competition, 12 W. 11th St., N. Y. C.
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$~:~~ DlTSO UB I OF ORGA ID PlANO BUrrS
3.50 Ito E. S. Stoug lion
RGAN MUSINGS Rob R P Bach, Counod, Debussy, Handel, Cuilmant, MacDowell,Raw-
For church or home C . . oy eery maninoff, Ravel, aint- aens, Tschaikowsky, Wagner, haveall
of I' "omposihons and transcriptions of works b d .
c aSSIC, romantic and contemporary writers! een rawn upon for lh excel! nt arrangements of medium
difficulty. Two copies n ry for perfonnance.
413-41001... .
___ --.: ._._._._._-_$_'_.5_0 ~.~J~J~.•~I002 - $1.50
Send for the Organ Circular On Collections, Methods,
Exercises and Sheet Music.
kw t6
:BaltlWinElictronlc owa~
.k'fflt new t'r!limtiOIJ....r
to our c£rrc£
Everyone talked about it-everyone said what a
difference it made in our Sunday service-what
new beauty and inspiration seemed to fill our church
and I was amazed and delighted to find how weU
I could play the Baldwin, even at the first service!
The effects achieved on the Baldwin are so
wonderful! It is hard to believe that
it costs so little and it occupies so small a
space in our church. When our organ
committee decided to buy
the Baldwin, my own organ teacher
and many others more expert
assured me that we had
chosen the best.
Your church, too, can have a
Baldwin Electronic Organ. Your
Baldwin sales representative will
help you with a proven fund-
raising plan. Ask him for our
booklet entitled "How To Select
A New Organ For Your Church,"
, or write DeportmentE-1 Otoday.
BALDWIN
ELECTRON)C ORGANS
THE BAtDWIN PIANO COMPANY, Dept. E-10, CINCINNATI 2 OHIO
BALDWIN. A(ROSONIC - HAMILTON <I. f-IOWARD PIANOS. BALDWIN ELECTRONI~ OI?GANS
1
You'll thrill
to the voice
of this superb
spinet!
Fantasy ...scaled to fore-
most decorators' rCljuil"emeots
for YOUl' llOllle today
See the Fantasy, stunning contempo-
ear-y design, at your Jesse French
Piano dealer's. Play it ... examine it
in every detail. Only in this way will
you discover its rich Of i-Co us tic Tone,
produced hy the exclusive Jesse
French blend of tonal elements ...
Magic-Touch Action ... individually
voiced hammers.
These are but three reasons why we
believe the "Fantasy" sets a new stand-
ard for spinet performance. Send for
the free booklet, "How to Choose the
Best Plano;' to help you
answer 20 vilal ques-
tions you want to ask be-
fore choosing a piano for
your home.
I, HOW"CHOOSETHE
lEST
PIANOIf there are children
in the home, you'll want
"Music in Your Child's
Development," too. --""""
J~~
\...----R:anos
Famous for musical excellence for 7fJ yearsr-------- ~
JESSE FRENCH & SONS
Dept. E-101. Elkhart, Indiana
Without obligation, send your free book-
lets as indicated:
o "How to Choose the Best Piano"
o "Music in Your Child's Development"
Name _
Street _
City Zone __ State _
o Please check here if you are a teacher
----------------------~
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T 0 T B E EDITOR
ago. This Mother's Day I dug
out my old copy of ETUDE and
asked our soprano soloist to sing
it again. The same magic spell!
I thought you might like to know
what an old ETUDE song has
meant to our people.
Mrs. James NoUner
Carthage, Tenn.
ETUDE Articles
Sir: What is happening to the
ETUDE? There seems to be a
persistent endeavor to make it
look like a cheap movie magazine.
My own subscription terminated
with the January issue and will
not be renewed.
Lois B. Olson
Sioux City, Iowa
Sir: lowe the people who make
so fine a magazine many happy
moments. Since the first issue
I received, on September, 1950,
I've been, month after month,
expecting the arrival of ETUDE
at my home. I couldn't count how
many good and interesting things
I've learned this year. Here in
Argentina we have nothing like
your magazine, so you can under.
stand my enjoyment of it.
Pablo David Sosa
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Sir: As an amateur pianist and
subscriber to ETUDE I wish to
thank you warmly for many
worthwhile articles which nowa·
days are my only teachers. I have
also noted with gl'eat satisfaction
that you keep on encouraging us
who have already passed our
young years. Yes, indeed, why
not take up our music again!
Veikko Lehtiranta
Helsinki, Finlalld
Sir: I have received two issues
of ETUDE, and am very"pleased.
I find them very interesting.
Barbara Segarski
Alpina, Mich.
Sir: Since I am not renewing
my subscription to ETUDE, I
thought it would be proper to
give you the reason. In the past
year, ETUDE, in its music, litera-
ture and all-around quality, has
consistently grown disinteresting
and boring to me. I feel we are
in need of a good music maga-
zine. ETUDE could be just that
if it would I'etain its quality of
years ago.
Earl B. Rose, Jr.
Cresco. Penna.
(Continued on Page 8)
Violin Department
Sir:- I look forward with eager-
ness to each issue of ETUDE,
and I must say that Mr. Harold
Berkley, who conducts the violin
department, writes his articles
with clarity and learning. I follow
his articles because t.hey are, in
my estimation, fuU of good advice
on how to play the violin.
I am a lawyer employed by the
Maritime Administration. Depart-
ment of Commerce, and I have
been here for 28 years. My violin
is my hobby and I like it. Your
ETUDE adds to that pleasure.
An.thony Blasi
New York City
Music Section
Sir: Why is it for the past five
years you haven't furnished nice
music? Why not look over your
issues of 25 to 30 years back and
print some of the fine old music
you used to have? I find the mu-
sic in the ETUDE of late very
uninteresting. Give us some of
the good old marches, waltzes,
songs and so on.
W. F. Quackenbush
Darien. Conn.
Sir: May I offer a small cntI-
cism of the ETUDE? The reading
matter is very fine, and the help
which I've received from the dif-
ferent departments is wonderful.
But we don't get enough easy
pieces-3rd and 4th grade.
Mrs. Fred A. Martin
Murray, Iowa
Sir: It would be appreciated
if a few selections of the music
published in ETUDE could he
for Grade 6 and up. So much of
it is for beginners. Some more
difficult duets would also be ap-
preciated.
Mary 10 Carrick
Pt. Pleasant, W. Va.
Sir: Several years ago, while
searching for something new for
Mother's Day at church, I came
across a song, "Home Again,"
by Rohrer, in the June, 1931,
ETUDE, which with a few
changes in words seemed to suit
the occasion very well. The effect
on our congregation was amaz-
ing. They sat misty.eyed and
spellbound. Even the minister
seemed to make an effort to rouse
himself from his reverie.
That was eight or ten years
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William Kapell at the Steinway
For your home:
the piano chosen by
the world's great artists
Read the program notes of the next
concert you attend. Virtually always,
you will find that the piano played
is a Steinway-for this, above all
others, is the choice of great
musicians.
Yet the Steinway is preeminently
for the home. It is an inspiring men-
tor for the child. For the family it
provides a happy gathering point.
The Stein way is the only piano that
has Accelerated Action, a true aid
to the beginner; and the Diaphrag-
matic Soundboard, which helps ere-
ate big piano tone in even the small-
est Steinway Vertical.
So superb is Steinway craftsman·
ship that, with proper care, this
piano will serve your family for gen-
erations. But beyond any single
superiority is the keen satisfaction
of owning the one piano that has
held the confidence of the music
world f01' almost a century. For a
free copy of our useful booklet,
"How to Choose Your Piano," write
to Stein way & Sons, Steinway Hall,
109 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
The Steinway is used exc:lusiuely by Anderson,
Casadesus, Hess, Istemin, Janis. Kurtz, Mildner,
Mitmpoulos, Petri, and many others. Illustrated
is the beautiful Pianino in Walnut. Now you may
purchase a Steinway at convenient terms. Your
local Steinway dealer is listed in the classified
telephone directory.
~STEINWAY
THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS
3
PIANISTS
No. 300
Gives
you
more
for
your
money!
Complete Outfit
with Fed. Excise Tax
Ccse, swab, lyre, cork grease
all included!
Sole Distributors:
5·7-9 Union Square, New '(ark 3, N. Y.
Canada: 720 Bathurst St., Toronto 4, Onto
LaMonte is a subsidiary of MARTIN FRERES
Greatly improve your technic, sightreading, accuracy. memorizing
thru remarkable Mental-Muscular Co-ordination. Quick results. Prac-
tice effort minimized. Used by famous pianists, teachers, schools,
students throughout US and in 32 foreign countries! •••
GAIN IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Value of the Broadwell Methods applied to your own playing is appreciated not only in the
improved q.uality of playing, but ?~SO the speed with w~ich improvements in technique,
accuracy, .slghtreadln!il and memOriZing, etc. become nO!lced .. Impr.oved mastery of skills
such .as trills, arpeggios, runs, octave passages, chord SkipS, IS unmistakably evident after
the first ten days alone!
ALSO OTHER VALUABLE STUDIES
Complete Modern Popular Courses-Fascinating Classical Interpretation Studies.
All grades (available either with or without disk records for supplemental demon-
stration) ... Harmony, Composition, Arranging, Songwriting, Theory of Accents
etc.
Unique, proctical, easy to apply methods insure success (our 25th
yeod worthwhile achievement, rapid progress.
Adults Write for FREE booklet. Moil coupon.8R~DmUST~~S~~~---------------
Covina. Calif.
~~~~sfu~td~t~fl~eofoo~~~e/ s~'Jdfe~n~~~~'~ed~d details on how I may improve my playing. Also
Modern Popular Course CompositjOO~"===_
Clossical Interpretation Studies Arranging_
EarlvGrades Theory off~A~":':"~"~ _
Interme.diate Harmony_
Advanced Music Theory, _
Contemporary ComposerS' _
Remedial Sightreading _
Nome' _ Address, _
5tate'c---::: _
Not sent to penons under 17
k__
4
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By NICOLAS SLONIMSKY
THE EMPEROR JOSEPH II ofAustria indulged in amateur
composition. He showed one of
his arias to Mozart and a ked
his opinion. "Your Majesty,"
said Mozart, "the A ria is good,
but the composer of it much
better !"
Richard Strauss conducted
a rehearsal for his pera," a-
lome." The orche LTn men had
a hard time struggling with the
notes, and they could not rr t
into the spirit of the music.
"Gentlemen, don't work so
hard," Strauss told them. "Ther
is nothing unusual about my
opera. It is merely a herzo
with a fatal outcome."
•
A DEMONSTRATION of what
may be called pianoforti-
tude was given by a man with
a picturesque name of [apo-
leon Bird in 1887, at Stockport.
England. On June 7 and 8 of
that year, Napoleon Bird
played plano for twenty-five
hours without stopping. On
October 27 and 28, in the same
year. he improved his record
to thirty·six and a qua.rter
hours. As a token of apprecia-
tion, he was presented a mas-
sive gold watch chain from the
pu blic of Stockport. In ovem-
ber 1894, Bird's record was
wresLed from him by a Herr
Berg, a German known as "the
iron pianist." But Bird refused
to yield his pianistic crown. He
put on an exhibition, again at
Stockport, playing with both
hc:..nds for forty consecutive
hour.s. Herr Berg's repertory
conSIsted of 400 pieces; Napo-
leon Bird had over a thousand
at his fingertips, playina' from
A. 0memory. traIned nurse fed
him while he played, and ac-
cording to the local news-
papers, the menu included roast
fowl, dry bread, lemonade, ice
water, and oysters.
The mother of a girl student
complained to the piano teacher
that her daughter was making
little progre s. "Her last piece
wa in fa ve harp," she said
" d h 'an t c one you gave her after
that only in two harps."
•
TnE WORLO PREMIERE of
trau J opera "Elektra,"
in Dre d n in January 1909,
was an event that shook the
then I' lntiv Iy peac [ul world.
Amu ing tori w r circulated
about the production of the
01 era. lt wa rumored for in-
stun e that 'rn t von chuch,
who conducted, topped the or,
ch stra during II reh arsal, and
said;" ntl men, play louder.
I think I hard the voice of a
ing r.H
trnn: Ii' It d to rehears-
als from an orche tra Ill. Dis-
sati lied with the eharacteriza-
lion of Eleklra given by \lme.
Krull, he shouted: l·you must
make yourself much more hate-
ful in this _ ne:' "What did
he say?" ~Ime. Krull asked
chumann-Heink. who acted
Iytemn <tra. "The Royal Gen·
eral Music Director trausssal's
you must act more Likea col·
leaa-ue/' replied bumann·
Heink.
•
Strauss' business sense was
a favorite topic of conversation
among musicians. A singer com-
posed a musical burlesque Oil
"Salome," and played it for
Strauss, who was greatly
amused. '''Would you object to
a public performance of my
parody?" asked the singer.
"Not at all':' Strauss replied,
"but of course we must first
settle the question as to the
share of the royalties that
would go' to me."
•
MUSICAL INSPIRATION comesto composers at the most
singular moments, In one of
Iris letters, Berlioz tells how he
found a suitable melody for the
refrain of "Pauvre Soldat" in
his cantata, "Le Cinq Mai."
For two months his inventive
powers failed, as be tried this
and that melodic phrase with-
out satisfaction. Then one day
he took a walk on the banks
of the Tiber near Rome, and
absorbed in his thoughts,
walked right into the shallow
water, finding himself up to the
knees in mud. And then, writes,
Berlioz, "Enme relevant Je
chantai ma phrase si longtemps
cherchee, it le morceau fut
fail."-"getting up, I sang the
phrase which I sought for so
long, and the piece was done,"
Several pianists, among
them Anton Rubinstein and
Leopold Godowsky, were cred-
ited with the following witti-
cism, but Hans von Bulow seems
to have the priority on it. Asked
his opinion about a contempor.
ary pianist, von Biilow replied:
"He possesses an extraordinary
technique which permits him to
surmount the easiest pieces with
the greatest difficulty."
•
disposal in the restaurant. And
suddenly, without difficulty, the
melody of the aria formed un-
der his fingers. Among his
friends "Di Tanti Palpiti" be-
came known as "L'Aria dei
riae," the air of rice. This
episode is told in "The Musical
World," of London, in the issue
of July 29, 1836.
The "Qullrtel'ly Musical
Magazine and Review" of Lon-
don, published this note in
1829 about the first visit of
young Mendelssohn in England:
"The seventh concert was the
most distinguished of the sea-
son. It commenced with a man-
uscript symphony composed by
Mr. Mendelssohn - Ilartholdy.
Mr. Mendelssohn is not more
than twenty-two; his features
indicate great vivacity, and his
conversations will not disap-
point the expectations raised by
his face. He speaks English
fluently and well, and is in every
sense an accomplished gentle-
man." But the account over-
estimated Mendelssohn's age.
He was barely twenty years old
at the time of his first visit to
England.
•
IN THE 1327 volume of thesame magazine, there is a
story on Beethoven which is
worth saving from oblivion:
"This great composer was at
his cottage in the neighborhood
of Vienna one summer and dur-
ing the afternoon of a sultry
day being seized with the furor
of composition, seated himself
at a small table in the garden,
where he wrote with his well·
known velocity, and abstraction,
unconscious how fast the day
was closing, unLi! towards the
evening a heavy shower of
rain began to descend-still
however the composer was so
intent upon his work, that he
remained until he was literal! y
drenched to the skin, when he
found, by the obliteration of
nearly every note he had written
that he Ilad stayed too long."
The anecdote itself is plausible
and interesting. But h is dif-
ficult to agree with the writer's
conclusion that Beethoven's
deafness resulted from this ex·
posure; "The consequence of
this imprudent want of care was
that a violent cold and deafness
attacked him which became in-
curable. "
THE END
NewWurlitzer Organ...
You can own it...
You can play it.-! __ .
So easy to play, you
can teach yourself
from this book!
ROSSINI WAS INSPIRED to com-pose the celebrated aria,gO>lEO,",E ASKEO Von HoH, Di Tallti Palpiti from the opera
mannsthal. the author of "Tancredi" by a bowl of rice.
the libretto, what his opinion He was dining in his favorite
\Va of -'Elektra; in cOUlllarison restaurant in Italy, but could
wilh anothe.r more popular hardly enjoy the food, a thor-
opeT~. ··Why. lElektra' .is a~ ough gourmand as he was, for
muc greater in companso~, his mind was on the missing
replied Oil HofJm8nnsthal. as aria. The waiter, familiar with
~Iont Blanc i- higher than Sem· Rossini's moods, said: HBisogna
mering_" ( emmering is a pop- mellere i rize," "Yes, please
ular resort near Vienna). "But do," answered Rossini. The
is.n't it true that more people waiter went to order the rice,
go to Semmering than to the and Rossini sat down at the
peak of ~1out Blanc?" com- piano which was always at his
mented the questioner. I
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Over 1000 differen t tonal
effects-the lowest-priced
standard two-manual organ
you can buy.
This vVuriitzer Organ makes the most of your playing right
from the start. Even to beginners, playing comes easy.
You simply follow the easy instructions outlined in this
book. Your Wurlitzer dealer has it now.
Built in the tradition of the "Mighty Wurlitzer," here is
a musical instrument the whole family can enjoy. Two full
-61-note keyboards for your fingers. A ful( 25-note pedal
keyboard for your feet.
you're the Maestro .••
~
A motion of your hand and the
voice of the clarinet sounds Ollt
-the piccolo and fife come in
-you hear the harmony of
diapason and strings. Twenty-
five different and beautiful
orchestral voices are yours to
command and combine at will.
This organ is complete .••
ready to plug in and play. And
it is the lowest_priced standard
two-manual orgnn you can buy.
AVllilable on easy terms, if de_
sired. See it. Hear it. Play it.r-----------------·
I The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company I
W1 ill r Dept. E-l0. North Tonawanda, N. Y. IURLI ZERYes,l'dliketoknowmoreabouttheNew IWurlitzcr Organ and Easy Course Booklet, I
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Arrangements Now Available
Arranged by
:: A'ibe'rt' ·Si·rm~·y:.·
· LOll Singer .
· . Albert Sirmay .
· J. Louis Merkur ..
·Galla-Rini .
·Pietro Detro, Jr .
Song .
Song (Children's Edition).
Plano Solo ..
Piano Solo Simplified.
Piano Duet-4 Hands .
Accordion Solo .
Children's Accordion Ed.
Accordion Band, Pietro Detro
(1st Accord.). .40 (31'dAccord.) .
(2nd Accord.).. .40 (4th Accord.) .
~fe~i~'i}~c~r'iC'Guital:........... ..:: i-hee~:~ ~\stJ~:':'
Organ Solo vpoma aurner .
Solo or Duet with Piano Accompaniment
. . . . . . . .Dick Jacobs. .40
· . Dick Jacobs. . .40
·Dick Jacobs. .40
· .Dick Jacobs. . . .40
· .Dick Jacobs. .40
· ..... Harry R. Wllson... .20
... Harry R. Wilson. .20
· ..... Harry R. WUson. . .20
... Harry R. Wilson. .20
·Harry R. Wilson ..... 20
... Johnny Warrington .. 75
Dick Jacobs. .60
·Joe Leahy
. 1.00
..... 1.00: : : : :paui 'YOder' .
List
Price
.40
.40
.60
.50
.75
.50
.40
Bb Trumpet.
E" Alto Sax ...
Trombone 01' Cello ...
Bb Clarinet or Bb Tenor Sa".
Violin, Flute 01' Oboe ..
Two Part Voices (SA).
Women's Voices (SSA) .
Men's Voices (TTBB).
Mixed Voices (SAB) .
Mixed Voices (SATB).
Dance Orchestra.
Small Dance Oren. B Pes.
Vocal Oren .
(Female Key F).
(Male Key Bb).
Quickstep Band ....
(Standard Band)
(Symphonic Band) ..
Concert Band.
Can be used with oncreie
(Full Band)
(Symphonic Band).
Orchestra .
Can be used with onorere
Set "A" .
Set "B" .. '
Set "0" .
.... 1.25
.... 1.75
.. : : : [ia:~idBe~~;ett'. ,
.. Merle J. i:sa~c'
..... 3.00
.. .4.50
.40
.40
.~
.50
h__ 6 _
.. .4,00
............ 5.50
......... 7.00
Order from' your local dealer or direct
ST. NICHOLAS MUSIC INC.
1619 Broadway New York 19, New York
OBERLIN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
Distinguished Features Professional
Training infor its
Faculty and • ORCHESTRA
Facilities • OPERA
• CHAMBER MUSIC
• • SYMPHONIC BAND
• MUSIC EDUCATION
• CHORUS
Apply now for admission for
the school year 1952-53. Cata-
log and entrance data sent
promptly on request.
• CHURCH MUSIC
• Piono-Organ-Harp-Violin
- Violoncello - Singing - all
branches of instrumental and
vocal study.
David R. Robertson. Director
Box 5101 Oberlin, Ohio
By GEORGE GAS COY 'E
Gounod: "Fflust"
Among the new operatic
recordings is this one of the
opera "Faust" as sung by the
Metropolitan Opera cast in it
revival last season. In the prin-
cipal roles are Eleanor teb r
(Marguerite), Eugene Conley
(Faust), and Ce are iii
(Mephistopheles), with other
Metropolitan artist in upp rt-
ing roles and Fausto CI va on-
dueling. The perforrnanc i
about on a par with that of the
revival. Eleanor Steber's voice
sounds as beautiful as ever.
(Columbia, 3LP discs.)
Aubel': "Fra Diavolo"
Another operatic perform-
ance on records deserving men-
tion is that of the Dresden tate
Opera in Auber's "Fra Diavolo."
Included in the cast are Irma
Beilke, Hans Hopf, Lorenz
Fehenberger, Gottlob Frick,
Arno Schellenberg and Kurt
Boehme. Karl Elmendorf con-
ducts the Saxon 5ta te Orches-
tra. The opera is given a spir-
ited performance. ( rania, 2
LP discs.)
Berlioz: Nuils d'ete
The first Full Frequency
Range Recording (FFRR) to
be made in this country present
a hitherto unrecorded song cy-
cle, "Nuits d'ete" by Hector
Berlioz, as sung by Suzanne
Danco, with the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra conducted by
Thor 10hnson. The result is a
more realistic sound on records
than one is accustomed to hear
together with a marked im:
provel11ent in the balance be-
tween orchestra and soloist.
(London, one 12-inch disc.)
LoeilIet: Trio Sonata ill B mi"OT
Telemann: Ta/elmusik 1733 11
No.2 and No.4'
An early eighteenth century
Belgian composer-flutist lean-
Baptist Loeillet is repr~sented
on records by his Trio Sonata
in B minor a played by Milton
Willo-en tein, flute, Marcel Hu.
bert, cello, and ylvia Marlowe,
harp ichordisl. AI 0 on this fine
r cord i th mu i by the pro-
lifi G org hilipp Tiemann,
a ntemporary of Loeillet, For
this the ab ve named artists are
j ined hy Th ma Wilt and
amuel a r 0, flutes, and Engel.
b rt Brenner, oboe. (W tmin-
ster, on lz-incb disc.)
Hand 1- ho oher,: COIlc.erlo
Crouo [or ",i'lg Qilarle, alld
Orclle,tra
Mozur1: 2 Arla~-i(J. nIHI Fugue,
(D-""orIl minOr and F·.harp
mitior)
The c inl r tingworks are
played by Wern r Jan' en and
the 1an n ymphony Orches·
traL Th hoenb rg lranscrip·
lion p ially i .a revealing
experi nc for the Ii tener. The
original Handel becomes very
"modern" indeed with the third
and fourth movements taking
on more and more of choen·
berg's per onality. An unusual
recording. (Columbia: one 12·
inch disc.)
Haydn: orla'a1-No. 48 in C
and o. 51 in D
Virg'inia Pleasants plays
thi lovely Haydn work in a
highly pleasing manner. (Haydn
Society, one lO·inch disc.)
MOlltc\terdi: alee Regina and
Magnificat
Verdi: Al:e Maria, Laudi aI/a
Yirgine and Pater oster.
ome excellent choral sing-
ing is brought to the listener ill
this fine recording made by the
Philadelphia Choral Ensemble,
conducted by lames Fleetwood.
This group of about thirty
mixed voices, which was organ·
ized five years alToby its present
conduclor, turns out a real1y
fine record. The bala11ce of
voices is good. (Allegro, one
12·ineh disc.)
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BOOKSHELF
By THOMAS FAULKNER
Schubel·t: Thematic Catalogue
By O. E. Deutsch and Donal,l R •
WakeliJlg
This is a work of massive
scholarship which may well be-
come as authoritative for Schu-
bert's music as is Kochel's cata-
logue for that of Mozart. It lists
in chronological order all the
works of Schubert, whether pub-
lished or unpublished, and it
even includes works which are
lost but are known to have been
written. The book tells when
and where each work was com-
posed and when it was first pub-
lished, along with other perti-
nent information.
W. W. Norton, $8.50
Three-Quarter Time
B')' Jerome Pastene
This is a biography of Vien-
na's famous waltz composers,
Johann Strauss, Senior, and
Junior, that tens in detail the
quarrels, jealousies, antago-
nisms, successes and failures
of this brilliant musical family.
It also contains a critical
analysis of the Strauss waltzes
and operettas, a list of available
recordings, and very frank com· .
ments on their merits by Mr.
Pastene.
The author, a Bostonian, has
spent years studying and con-
ducting in Austria, and is con-
sidered even by Viennese to be
an authority in the field of
Strauss waltzes.
Abelard Press, $3.50
A Song in His Heart
By Jolm Jay Daly
This is the story of 1ames A.
Bland, the Negro composer who
wrote "Carry Me Back to Old
Virginny," HJn the Evening by
the Moonlight/' "Oh, Dem
Golden Slippers" and many
other songs beloved by all
barbershop quartets in the land.
In writing his fictionized ac-
count of Bland's life, Mr. Daly
has been forced to draw lib-
erally on his imagination, par-
ticularly in regard to the com-
poser's early years. Little is
known of the circumstances of
his life except that he was born
in Flushing, New York, in 1854,
attained considerable fame as a
minstrel in Washington, and,
later, in London: and died pen-
niless and forgotten in Phila-
delphia in 1911.
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In his foreword Mr. Daly
gives an account of the memo-
rial tribute to Bland on 1uly
15, 1946, which came about
through the efforts of Dr. James
Francis Cooke, Editor Emeritus
of ETUDE.
John C. Winston Co., $3
Cumulated Index of Record
Reviews
Compiled by Kurtz Myel'S
Edited By Rich(lrtl S. Hill
This new and extremely use-
ful volume, just issued by the
Music Division of the Library
of Congress, is a compilation
of reviews of new records which
appeared in America's leading
publications between December,
1948, and September, 1950. Be-
side each record is tabulated
the number of reviews which
appeared, and whether they were
favorable or unfavorable. This
handy compendium of opinions
of the nation's outstanding rec-
ord reviewers should prove to
be of the greatest usefulness to
everyone interested in records
and record collecting. The Index
is a cumulation of listings which
appear quarterly in NOTES,
the magazine of the Music Li-
brary Association.
Music Library Association,
Music Division, Library of
Congress.
Schirmcr's Guide to Books on
Music and Musicians.
By R_ D. Darrell
This practical volume fills a
need of long standing. Research.
ers and librarians are always
being asked to recommend' a
good biography of Schumann,
or to enumerate the textbooks
on keyboard harmony which are
available and discuss the fea·
tures of each.
Now for the first time, this
information is available in a
single handy volume. Mr. Dar·
rell has sensibly limited his
selection to available books.
and has not included volumes
which are scarce or out of print.
Even with this limitation there
is a large variety to choose
from. Music researchers every-
where will probably be grateful
for Mr. Darrell's thoroughness
and conciseness, and for the
simplicity and clarity of his
indexing.
G. Schirm.er, $6
MICHAEL
AARON
'PIANO COURSE
Progression
.60:::=
1.00
1.00:::=
1.00:::=
1.00
1.00:::=
.75
.75:::=
Perfect Uninterrupted Sequence - Natural
MICHAEL AARON PIANO PRIMER...
GRADE ONE .
GRADE TWO .
GRADE THREE .
GRADE FOUR . .
MICHAEL AARON ADULT PIANO COURSE .
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC-Book One
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC-Book Two .
IIII MERR~!O!D s~EDEand~E~~R~ON~ND SING
ON FIVE·FINGERPATTERNS FORPIANO(with wards)
by ESTHER ENNICK
Stimulates enthusiasm for piono lessons by 'Providing the beginner with Q book of
pieces he con play in its entirety. The student will be quick to learn such familiar
melodies as "I Woutd Be True," "Onward, Christian Soldiers," "Skip To My lou,"
"When You And I Were Young, Maggie," "Oh My DCIf/ing. Clemenline" and 12
others ••••••••••••••••••.......... · ••••••• ·· ••• ······•····••••••· .60
HAZEL COBB ~~ 1M tk PIANO
RHYTHMWith RHYMEAnd REASON
Counting made "Easy as Pie." Used in the Dallas elementarv
school system. this unusual method teaches the first essentials
to fluent sight·reading through the use of the interesting
"pie" patterns. Price .75
THIS WAY TO MUSIC....u....................... .75
A simplified, correct way to the intelligem reading of notes
GETTING ACQUAINTED w;,h the KEYBOARD
• Book One: PRACTICEPATTERNS
• Book Two: SCALEPATTERNS each book 75¢
tJ"9 ~ YOUR BACH BOOK
24 Bach compositions, chosen from Suites, Portites. Two- and Three-Voiced
Inventions, Well-Tempered Clavichord and "Goldberg" Variations 1.50
~ ~ YOUR CHOPIN BOOK
23 Chopin compositions especially compiled by the gifted teacher-Preludes,
Mazurkas, Not!urnes. Waltzes, Polanaises. etc. ...... 1.00
THINKING FINGERS
GUY MAIER & HERBERT BRADSHAWiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,l~.:O:O.)
A Learning Music Program
by FLORENCE FENDERBINKLEY
Supplements the student's beginning material and aids the teachers in planning
a well-bolanced study program.
MY MUSIC DRAWING BOOK .....
MY MUSIC WRITING BOOK" ..
MY MUSIC SPELLING BOOK ..
MY MUSIC READING BOOK ..
PRACTICINI TIME .
81NKLEY MUSIC READING DRIll CARDS... . ..
ENROLlMENJ AND LESSON RECORD {Report Card} ..
.60
.60
.60
.60
.60
.7S
....• 15
- STANFORD KING Piono Books
PIANO PLAYTIME FOR BOyS............................• 60
PIANO PLAYTIME FORGIRLS............................• 60
Perfed link between King's BOY and GIRL Series and JUNIOR MISS and
MISTERSeries.
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4 •• as only anl,1 stey
ca n create.
I
,'! ~
The wonderful world of real
music is yours to offer pupils
with an easy-to-play Estey Or-
gan. Practice is a pleasure on
an Estey. Always in tune, the
beginner's' sense of tone is
quickly attained. Orchestral ef-
fects are rich-full-beautiful.
Most important-the cost is
much lower than any compara-
ble instrument. Choose a corn-
pact, space-saving model to
match your budget . . . from
the inexpensive, portable Estey
FOLDING, through the JUN·
lOR, the graceful SYMPHON·
IC, the superb CATHEDRAL.
Write now' for illustrated folder
and name of nearest dealer.
Priced from $175. to $1075.
plus tax and freight. Estey is
headquarters, too, for built-to-
plan PIPE ORGANS.
Teeelver-Soleenien 'nake
good moner-e-wrtte for de-
tails anti open territory. If
you are all. organ teacher
anti have a car at your
disposal, you can builll a
profitable business both in
teaching arid in selling
Estey Organs.
ESTEY ORGAN CORPORATION
Brattleboro 10, Vermont
Q.. OVER 100 VEARS OF
Ls-~r:~:::s
LeTTeRS
T 0 THE EDITOR
(Continued from Page 3)
liKeep Those Violins Tjncd"
Sir: Mr. Hyman Goldstein's
article, "Keep Those Violins
Tuned," (ETUDE, July, 1951) is
good, but that author sho?ld
know that radio signals aloebeing
broadcast right now, day and
night, by Station WWV, Wash-
ington, D. C., sounding A-440.
Of course, you need a shortwave
set to get the signal, but the pitch,
as given by the Bureau of Stand-
ards, is certainly correct.
Maurice Reswick
Ruther/ord, N. J.
Fortnightly?
Sir: I write to you from a coun-
try where the musical plant does
not grow so well as the ru~be.r
tree. Your magazine has per-iodi-
cally pumped inspiration into r.ny
life and kept me in touch With
the musical world. Could you not
publish it weekly, or at lea t
fortnightly?
Stephen Chin
Penang, Malaya
UHow to Start a Piano Studio"
Sir: I wish to thank the ETUDE
for the very good article, "How
to Start a Piano Studio," by
Florence M. Porter (ETUDE,
July, 1951). I hope we have more
from her pen.
A. Boesen
Detroit, Mich.
Organ Department
Sir: I would like to take this
opportunity to tell you how much
I enjoy ETUDE, especially the
organ department, as I am an
organ pupil.
Jane E. Widmann
Slingerlands, N. Y.
Musical Group
Sir: I am interested in belong-
ing to a musical group and asso-
ciating with music lovers. Could
some reader who is a member of
such a group in New York City
get in touch with me?
Phyllis Axelrod
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Old Issues
Sir: I have been wondering
what the subscribers of the
ETUDE do with their numbers
when they get through with them.
I know of one subscriber who
t~kes the music out of the maga-
zme and destroys the rest of it
b~t I think when I get througl~
WIth my numbers that I'll give
th~m to someone else, a musical
fnend, no doubt. That is a good
way to do with any magazine
keep it moving around from one
to another.
James G. Jolly
McFall, Mo.
ha__ •8 .' _
Sir: The Bureau of Standards
Station, WWV in Washington,
and its subsidiary, WWVH, lo-
cated here on the island of Maui,
both provide standard pitch of
440 (A) and 600 (E-flat)
throughout the entire za-bour
day, 365 days per year.
Stewart F. Shellaby
Honolulu, Hawaii
Wagner Issue
Sir: A letter in your August
issue referred to Richard Wagner
as "an old reprobate." I wonder
if the writer knows that Wagner's
music has been accepted as the
cornerstone of modern operatic
repertoire. Has the writer seen
any of Wagner's operas per-
formed? They are very beautiful.
Jim McKee
Manteca, Cal.
Sir: Perhaps your reader who
objected to the ETUDE devoting
an issue to Wagner doesn't realize
that there are many people who
think highly of Wagner and en-
joy his music. Wagnerites would
value the special issue in July.
(I am a Wagnerite, as you may
have guessed by now).
Grace Janet Garratt
Berkeley, Cal.
Sir: Your ETUDE is marvel-
ous! Especially the issues on
composers and other special
things. Would you please include
more such issues-s-that is, about
composers and special phases of
music?
Robert R. Blackley
Philadelphia, Penna.
PROTECT
YOUR
SHEET MUSIC
in Q TONKabinef
You'll koep it 1'1001,dton, ordtrly,
sofe ond eOIY '0 lind in 0
TONKoblnel. Special drower_',o)"
for eOIY filing olmo,' hond yol,/ Ike
mUlic you wont Rlchly "yled; ~nely
crofted.
S1ylo 60' ,how" h 10010 "';eh, '01' tko,
1,I11111y. Hold' 600 ,hMU. Will. 101
doolo", "OMO oftd ,,1"1lI'" of a/her
uyl., for hOM", tehool,. bollCh.
TONIC MAHUf'ACTUIIHCi CO.
1912 N. Maqf'lollo ....... Chl,ogo 14
TONKabinets
for S/leet Music
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Cick Smith. high-stepping drum major of Dr. Revelli's University of Michigan Band. goes through his paces aided by a youthful fan.
Can Your
March? By WILLIAM D. REVELLI
Poor band performance results from inefficient
organisation by the director and his bandsmen
vided them in OUI secondary schools. However, only a com-
paratively small minority are even casually acquainted with
the terminology and fundamentals of marching or drill rou-
tine. Much of the lack of this knowledge can be attributed
to the intensive schedule of pep sessions, football' games
and assembly programs in which our bands must perform
during the early weeks of the fall term. Naturally, these pub.
lie appearances play havoc with the conductor's objectives
and results.
However, similar schedules have existed for several dec-
ades and it is not likely that they will be altered to a great
extent in the years to come. Therefore, if we are to carry
on in the future as we have in the past, we must admit that
our bandsmen of tomorrow will be as inadequately informed
of marching fundamentals as those of yesterday.
In view of those conditions, it behooves us to gIve con-
sideration to means and ways for improving our marching
technics, so that we may be able to secure better results in
a shorter period of time. Naturally, such objectives will
require more careful planning, efficient organization and
administration on the part of the conductor and his bands.
men. The drill schedule, rehearsals and meetings must be
THOUSANDS of band conductors who, during the summermonths, have observed with great curiosity the roadway
billboards, magazine advertisements, current events, the hit
parade, TV, radio, and every other conceivable source-all
in quest of an idea for a formation, maneuver or pageant-
are presently in the final stage of charting, diagramming and
drilling for the shows which are to unfold and take shape
on the field during the autumn weeks ahead.
Although marching bands have been presenting pre-game
and half-time entertainment before gridiron audiences for
approximately a half century, only a few have successfully
established a program which utilizes the full resources of
the marching band.
Each fall at the University of Michigan, more than two
hundred and fifty men are auditioned for the marching band.
Many of these students are excellent musicians, and show
results of the superior musical training which has been pro-
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Even Hopalong Cassidy (background, on white horse) gets into the
act as Michigan's band parades before the Rose Bowl Game of 1951.
Between the halves at a Michigan football game, Michigan"s band
shows its versatility by forming a University of Michigan monogram
(above) and a hula-hula dancer (~elaw) who keeps time to the music.
l 10ft........ _
Can Your "Marching Band" March?
so highly organized that not a single moment is lost. Cer-
tainly, the marching bands' most bitter enemy today is the
wasted rehearsal and drill time. Especially is this true of
the preliminary drill sessions of the bands which I have
had the opportunity of observing during the early weeks
of the school year.
Much of the abuse of these precious minutes stems from
a lack of efficient organization on the part of the conductor
and his bandsmen. Too frequently, there is little or no
preliminary planning, drill charts are not well prepared,
no specific duties have been a igned the band's student
officers, nor has the program been pr -te ted on a minia-
ture gridiron. The music is often ch n with little con-
sideration of its appropr iat ne s f r th 0 easton, and
frequently is poorly arrang d. II n e, if we arc to improve
our marching bands, we must fir t pro d to improve our-
selves, especially in th fi Id r rganization and adminis-
tration. One hour of careful planning at our d -k will save
ten hours of labor and wa ted flort of an ntlr band on
the gridiron.
As a preliminary plan for irnpr ving the fundamental
of our bandsmen,let us fir t provide a rnim ogrnphcd list of
marching band terms which will b sent to very band man
who expects to participate in thi eo on's marching band.
This list will be sent to him at lea t two we ks prior to
the first, meeting of the band. The t t in marching bond
terminology will include the d fining and ex ution of uch
commands as:
"Attention," "At case," "Fall in,'" "Fall out," IlCuide
right," "Guide left," "Guide Iront,' 'Right face," "Left
face," "About face," "Forward mar h," "Holt" II ounter-
march," "Full face," "Half face," it olumn right,"" olumn
left," "Diminish front," "Augment front," "Hieht oblique,"
"Left oblique," "As you were," "In Lrument up." "Instru-
ment down," "Halt while playing," "To the r ar march."
"Dismissed."
Other terms which every band men should be able to
define are:
Rank, file, squad, pivot, interval, alignment, cadence,
cover, dress, flank, carriage, stand fast.
I doubt if more than a dozen non-military bands in the
country are capable of making a perfect score on the above
test of fundamentals. Try it. I will be inter ted 10 learn
how well your band has responded to thi simple but im-
portant test.
The mastery of these element i a primary requi ite to
the success of any marching band, and there can be no
doubt that the time spent upon uch fundamentals will have
its reward in the improved marchinc of the band as the
"se~son progresses. Smartness of executioD, unity of stepl
alIgnment, carriage, dress, preci ion, and coordinatioll, caD
never be achieved until due attention upon such drill routine
is emphasized by conductors and mastered by bandsmen.
. Too o~ten OUT bands are grossly concerned with the
mtroducbon of "cute tricks" whkb, for the most part.
can aptly be classified as "corny" and frequently in bad
ta~te. For the most part, such program which I have
wItnessed at various festivals, contests and football games
have been poor! d . by execute , presented WIthout forethoug 1,
and bear no relationship to the (ContinlUd on Page 60)
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THE ROLE OF HARMONICS IN MUSIC
H ow ARE WE able to determine the
difference between a cheap instrument and
a valuable one,just by listening to it? Or, for
that matter, by what means do we distinguish
between the different classes of .instru-
ments ? How does one musician produce a
better tone than another? These questions
suggest that music consists of something
besides pitch, rhythm, and volume. This
other quality is often called "timbre" and
deserves some inquiry, for those people
who know more about the makeup of musi-
cal tones enjoy them more and use them
better.
Before discussing the nature of music
from the standpoint of sound, it is helpful
to observe how music is produced. By watch-
ing a drumhead after it has been struck, a
person can almost see music being created.
The drumhead moves back and forth, caus-
ing the air to be set in motion. Bells, cym-
bals, and the xylophone produce music in
a similar manner; that is, the entire struc-
ture of each instrument vibrates.
All string instruments are constructed
very much alike in that they all have a
sounding board to amplify the weak tones
produced by the vibrating strings them-
selves. In the banjo, the guitar, and the vio-
lin family, it is the body of the instrument
which acts as a sounding board. There is a
large sounding board in the piano.
Wind from the lungs vibrates the vocal
cords, which in turn produce tones that
are modified by the mouth, throat, and
nasal cavities. In the case of most brass
instruments, the wind vibrates the lip, caus-
ing music to be produced. These tones from
the lips are then modified by the instrument.
Vibrating reeds, actuated by air from the
lungs, produce the music in clarinets, bas-
soons, oboes, and other reed instruments.
Music from different sources sounds dif-
ferent. EV,en when the same note is played
at the same volume on the same instrument
by two different persons, it sounds different.
Just what is it that makes the difference?
The answer lies in hannonics.
Very interesting facts can be learned
about harmonics and the relations of notes
by studying the piano keyboard. The octave
interval, for example, was not decided upon
by the scientist. Our brains psychologically
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determined the octave, the chords, and the
scale long before the scientist knew what
was happening. When the scientist finally
investigated the relationship between the
frequencies, he was somewhat amazed, for
he found that raising a tone one octave ex-
actly doubles the frequency of the sound.
('~Frequency" is the number of vibrations
per eecond.) Thus, going down the scale
an octave reduces the frequency by divid-
ing it in half. Knowing that the piano is
tuned to '"A-440," we can easily find the
frequency of the lowest note on the piano,
an A, by dividing 440 by 2 for every octave
between that A whose frequency is 440 and
the lowest A on the piano. When this is
done, we find that the frequency of the low-
est A is 27% cycles per second, or near the
lower end of the ear's range. (Our ears re-
spond to the tremendous frequency range
of 20 to 20,000 vibrations per second!)
The scientist also found that the fre-
quency rela tionship between the various
notes of a chord could be reduced to sim-
ple ratlos, such as 3:5 or 2 :3. As an ex-
ample, the frequencies of the notes in a
tonic chord may be 256 (for middle C),
320 (for E), 384 (for G), and 512 (for
C), hut the ratio of the frequencies can be
reduced to 4:5:6 :8.
Perhaps you have watched an archer's
bow and noticed how the string vibrates
back and forth when it is released. The fre-
quency at which it vibrates depends upon
its length: its tension, and the material of
which it is made. If the string is held ex-
actly in the middle, one end can be plucked
and both ends will vibrate equally, even
though only one end has been plucked. Or
it can be held so that it will vibrate in three
segments, or four: or more. (See Fig. 1).
But changing the length of the vibrating
section changes the frequency of tone pro-
duced. Thus as the string vibrates in shorter
sections, it vibrates at higher frequencies;
as the length of the vibrating segment is
halved, the frequency is donbled, or the
pitch is raised one octave.
A violin string behaves much the same
as the string of the archer's bow, except
that the relative magnitude of its vibrations
is less, and it is kept in constant, even vi·
bration by the violinist's bow. The string
By Glen R. Tamplin
Fundamental, or Fir8t Herercalc
g-econd Harmonie
Third Harmonie
String ,:,ibratiog in Va.riOU8sogments
Figuret
vibrates in one large arc whose length is
the length of the string. But it also vibrates
simultaneously in smaller segments, as ex-
plained above, by superimposing the vi br-a-
tions upon each other. These smaller seg-
ments occur even though there is nothing
holding the string at the middle or at any
points other than the ends.
It is standard practice to call the tone
produced when the string is vibrating at
its lowest frequency, or full length, the
fundamental tone. But when this tone is
compared with other vibrating sections,
which are superimposed, it is called the
first harmonic, and the other tones are har-
monics of higher numbers.
Just as the string of a violin vibrates in
segments, so do all music-producing ma-
terials like piano strings, clarinet reeds,
and air columns in a flute.
Harmonie
':;i'3'E-!!-!J::! .g':f:1:1 .g.g.g.g .g"-S
_~"'''''IOCD r--IOQlg :::l~~ :!:.~~
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. Vibrations per 8eoond
Figure 2
Suppose the fundamental of some tone
were the C two octaves below middle C.
Then its harmonics are those indicated in
Fig. 2. (The black noles are only approxi.
mate.) Notice that the first six, or even
eight, harmonics form very familiar chords.
"Rich" tones contain many harmonics.
The Diapason tone of the pipe organ is
rather dull. In (Continued on Page 51)
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"YOU'RE AN ARMY. ORGANIST NOW"
ON MY ARMY form 120 J had writ-
ten, Horgan" in the space that asked,
"Musical Instruments Played." Before you
could say E. Power Biggs, I found myself
at the console of the organ in Chapel # 3
in Camp Breckinridge, Kentucky. The
hymn was The Old Rugged Cross and there
were about 300 rousing male voices singing.
There have not always been three hun-
dred men in chapel every Supday ; some-
times it is more likely to be thirty, but
such variation in congregational volume is
but one of the interesting experiences an
Army organist encounters.
All your old, established forms and pro-
cedures of worship swiftly fly out of the
organ loft. You are at once a Methodist,
Lutheran, Episcopalian, plus hundreds of
other denominations (it seemsl }. The Lu-
theran liturgical service meshes into the
freedom of the Baptist. In most cases,
however, the Chaplain has set up a good,
dignified form of worship service that is
agreeable to all and that .instills a sense.
of reverence.
You must provide a repertoire that
doesn't cause the Colonel to complain about
too much Bach and some Pfc to complain
about too little. Or; perhaps you will be
admonished by your Regimental Com-
mander "to play it loud and fast," as I
was when I first ar~ived in Trieste. Prob-
ably the good Colonel had become tired
of the Italian organist who was not familiar
with robust Protestant singing. At least
that occasion was the first in my Army
career where I was met with open arms
by a ColoneL
Overseas, your musical experience is
considerably enriched. Y.ou are stationed
at 'posts close to some of the world-famed
cathedral! and their equally famed organs.
Here in Trieste I have become acquainted
with the organist at the cathedral of San
Guisto and with Mr. Kreutzer, the organist
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Whether in the post chapel or in a rough setting
near the front lines, the army organist must be
always ready to adapt himself to every condition.
By DAVID D. RAYCROFT
at the Evangelical Church. This organ is
a fine, old German one built in 1798. What
a thrilling experience to play it!
Also, I have met the director of the
opera house in Trieste and I had a box
for the season which cost me about fifteen
dollars. Music still forms a vital part of
life here and the music lover can revel in
concerts and opera to his heart's content.
But to return to military matters, ] must
mention our setup over here. Our post
chapels are equipped with electric organs
as in the states. However, we must use a
generator instead of the local, unsteady
current. And Army generators being what
they are sometimes necessitates a whole
commo section hovering over the organ
and generator trying to coax enough cycles
out of it to last one service. This particular
generator can he so temperamental at times
we have come to call it "Gilda" after a
local diva who displays much the same
characteristics at times!
Our other chapel utilizes the commissary
refrigerator generator, hence the only
trouble we have is to anticipate when the
refrigerator goes off and on, so as to use
more "juice" for a few moments. If this
happens in the middle of a particularly
peaceful offertory, its effect is a bit unnerv-
ing, and a glorious HMarche ~1aestoso" can
sound horrendous at these inauspicious
times.
. I manage to satisfy most everyone by
playing transcriptions of well-known or-
chestral works; simple, melodic works of
well-known composers and many, many
hymn arrangements. Hymns played or sun
. I . ·k gas specla mUSIC stn e a responsive chord
in the soldier's heart that no other music
seems to do. Then there are the weddin s
funerals and christenings. I have play:ci
Ap~il Sh.owers as the last request of a
~~Jor; and! by special request I have played
nsoner 0 Love at the wedding of a Ser-
gennt an 1 hi r k bride.
A t lui tma , n mal choru manages
to g t t gerber. Moot of the Ielle.. can'1
rend a note f music and most of them
prefer rite Tennessee Walt:, $0 it tak
infinite pati nee to gel ilent 'iSht ound·
ing halfway b nuriful. But ldien al"a)
come thr ugh, I'v eli revered.
As an Army rgnni t )IOU will m t .. 10-
let whose music mu t «h"a b ~pccially
arranged an I tr nsp . ed at th In t minete;
then there \\ ill be ome n \,ho ha. been
a profe si n al in ivihun Iif lind with
whom it i a II ur to work. tone
camp 1 met a fin. ung baritone and we
were able' 10 pr I; nt undo afternoon reo
citals in th hap I. lnl r tingly enough,
the men came nnd li ..t ned I riou music
in an Army hapcl. Th ArlllY i alway,
full of urpri s.
Sometimes. you, Q PrOI tent, will pia)'
Mass for Ihe atholi haplain whee he
has no organist, Ther will be the .. rvices
out in the field when th troops are on
maneuvers. You pia the little. portable
organ that you lu around yourself. Youll
ride in a dirty, bumpy jeep OH_r ox-roads
and modern autobahns cold German win·
ters and hot Italian ~U1llmn. At .. me
posts, you will jump up from :1 P ..tlude.
take a half·hour jeep rid to Ihe ne" """
and begin with th Do"olo .
There wiII be occallions when ),ou play
for only two people and other tim when
men's voices fill the chapel with their ,,'00'
dedul singing. There will be Chri,uuas
Eve when a hom ick Corporal will ask
you to play White Christmas over and o,-er
again.
T~en, perhap you realize wllat rour
mUSIC means 10 men who live a Hie that j-
at best, lonely and hard. d some 01 the
frustrations and strange rmy ways will
fade away at such h_ I G I a"··UJueg Wlen a .. -~
you to "play it again." THE 6:\1)
Bring Music
••Into your practice
Too much mechanical repetition of finger ex·
ercises will result in mechanicol performance.
By CLIFFORD CURZON
P IANO·PLAYING advances only withthe study of music. It lags behind in
proportion as concentration on keyboard
problems is allowed to outweigh musical
thought.
The time for pure finger work is during
the first few years of study when the hands
must be accustomed to the keyboard and
when the mind is not yet capable of mature
musical thought. But once the hands are at
home on the keys, there should be no cleav-
age between technique and music. Jf a note
is played at all-whether in a scale or in a
composition-it should express some de-
sired musical effect.
There is a vast difference between tech-
nique and finger facility. Technique means
the ability to express music as completely
as possible at every moment of playing.
It includes finger facility, tone quality, dy-
namics, pedaling, and the inflecting of
every note (so that, if four are struck to-
gether, each can sound, if one wishes, like
a separate instrument).
Training for facility only, on the other
hand, means simply keeping the muscles
fit, as an athlete does, through proper exer-
cises. On the piano, these exercises begin
with the common hand positions and con-
tinue through all the diatonic and chromatic
scales, and all the arpeggios. Scales and ar-
peggios are universally stressed because they
occur so frequently in the pianoforte liter-
ature that they may be said to represent the
main idiom of classical music.
As study advances, however, too much
purely mechanical practice is as danger-
ous as it is helpful at the start! Obviously,
the fingers need to be kept nimble for their
tasks, but technique cannot be developed
apart from musical purpose. The student
helps himself by lea\~ning, as soon as pos-
sible, to exercise his fingers while endeavor-
ing to secure desired musical results. Thus,
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Clifford Curzon, English-born pianist. cre-
ated a sensation at his first American
recital in 1946. A sensitive, poetic, inter-
preter. he is famed for his imaginative
performance of Mozart and Beethoven.
the development of the stretch, the use of
the thumb, etc., are best mastered in pas-
sages where the problems occur and where
the musical intention helps to suggest the
solution. The kind of stretch you want, the
particular way you use your thumb, vary
with the effects you plan to produce.
Technique is never a fixed set of clever
tricks, to be first mastered physically and
then applied on all occasions. There are no
tricks. One has got to find one's own tech·
nique, based on the structure of one's hand,
one's fingers, one's individual way of mov-
ing hand and arm (for, as Schnabel has
. ·h I ·d" ." d "h d· "fIg t Y sm, anTIlng an an mg are
as important as "fingering" !)
After the earliest years, you no longer
play isolated chords or passages-you play
chords and passages in their musical con·
text, and their sound must approximate
your ideas about the passages in question.
The identical notes may occur in a gay
Mozart Rondo or in a tragic passage of
Beethoven; obviously, you cannot play them
the same way_Technique must be linked to
music because technical resources flow from
musical thought.
This means that, whether in practice or
in performance, the sound of every phrase
---every note-must be planned in your
mind before you begin to play. This, in
turn, means endless experimenting with
numerous possibilities of phrasing, shad-
ing, dynamics, tone-quality, before you find
the exact sound you want. Further, this
mental ideal (which must seem to you the
only way of expressing the music at that
time) will necessarily change as you de-
velop. Then you go back and think out the
work afresh. This maintaining of one's mu-
sical integrity through all the changing
phases of one's development is one of the
most important parts of study.
To play convincingly, one must be utterly
convinced of the rightness of one's mental
ideal of the music at the moment. And an
interesting corrollary Rows from this: the
surer you are of your musical conception,
the more readily you overcome purely
mechanical problems.
While genuine musical feeling is perhaps
inborn rather than acquired, it must be de-
veloped. It is important to widen general
culture, building oneself into the kind of
person who has something to say not only
in music but in any field. It is also impor-
tant to think in terms of the basic inter-
relation of all the arts. For example, a sense
of form in architecture and in painting is
helpful in studying musical forms. A sense
of color (also a knowledge of the voice
and of the other instruments) is valuable
in gauging tone-quality. And an under-
standing of both form and color aids in
selecting which details to put in and which
to leave out.
On looking over a new work, for instance,
you may want to use a specially luscious
tone in a given phrase of the melody-only
to find that the particular tone·quality
which hightens the effect of the one phrase
distorts the form of the work as a whole.
So you wrestle with your musical con-
science. If you decide to sacrifice the one
phrase to the integrity of the whole, you
have taken a step along the road to musi-
cianship.
Music study and general culture are also
broadened by learning all one can about
the various composers, the periods in which
they lived, the possibilities of the iJlstru·
ment aLthose times. (Continued on Page 63)
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The Orchestra
• Education~In
PART 2
By REGINALD STEW ART
MUSIC, talked about aud listened toonly by radio or phonograph,
"comes alive" when children are taken to
hear a real symphony concert and where a
narrator clarifies everything as the music
unfolds. An opportunity to see the instru-
ments at close range and to talk to the mu-
sicians is afforded. Programs are carefully
chosen to progress by easy steps from music
the youngsters know, to music they do not
know. This makes the concerts a real joy
and inspiration.
Preparations in the class room for such
an experience include the hearing of all
material to be played by the orchestra dur-
ing the sea SOD, utilizing the aid of a phono-
graph or radio. Motion-picture shorts, too,
can be very helpful. Interest is also devel-
oped through "school spirit" by having stu-
den t performers appear with local or visit-
ing orchestras, or by having young com-
posers' works performed. This serves to de-
velop an appreciative audience, as well as
to provide talented youth with opportunity
for challenging experiences.
The important place which the sym-
phony orchestra holds in the field of music
in its own right, in opera, in ballet, etc.,
warrants the serious study of the compon-
ent parts of an orchestra, as well as of the
literature and the background of great com-
posers and great performers. Through class
discussion, radio program assignments, ver-
bal and written reports, examinations and
class room performance, the development
can be rapid. The competitive spirit is an in-
tegral part of the American way of life;
it is worth while to foster it in relation to
the orchestra through prizes awarded at
the end of youth concerts, radio series, etc.,
for outstanding reviews, notebooks and the
like.
No curriculum is complete without the
opportunity for the study of music and for
participation in musical activities. No study
of music can be completer without a great
amount of attention to the leader in the
music field, the symphony orchestra. The
professional orchestra, when it goes on tour,
is a tremendously potent influence in edu-
cation, for, in addition to its regular adult
concerts, it can give children's concerts in
communities where they would not other-
wise be heard.
All of this school activity sbould lead to
greater participation in music by the masses.
There is an urgent need for post-school
musical organizations, for orchestras and
choral groups in the 18-30 age class. Why
should the rich musical experience gained
in the twelve years of school be cut off sud-
denly upon graduation? There is a gap
which should be filled, an extension of the
function of music education from the school
into the home and community.
One of the rich experiences of my
youth was that of making music with my
parents and my brother and sister. Every
evening after dinner we played together for
an hour. What fun that was, and what a
lovely, happy relationship was built up at
an early age through association with music.
When such music in the home is not possi-
ble there ought, at least, to be an amateur
or "community" orchestra where those who
have acquired some skill on an instrument
may continue to enjoy the fruits of their
labors. One of these orchestras exists in
Carbondale, Illinois. Every Tuesday eve-
ning a group of school teachers and house-
wives, a banker and several secretaries have
been traveling from their homes in sur-
rounding towns to Carbondale. For some it
is a IOO-mile round trip. In Carbondale
they rehearse with university students in the
newly organized Southern Illinois Sym-
phony Orchestra. Then there is the famous
doctors' orchestra in New York, the one in
Akron, Ohio, and countless others through-
out the country.
Aside from the pleasure of participation
in such groups there is the question of
spreading appreciation of music throughout
l. 14It......... _
the country. A glance at the geographical
location of the major orchestras in the
United States reveals the uneven distribu.
rion of professional orchestral music ill
America. It is the community orchestra,
awa-: from metropolitan centers, which is
creating love and interest in great orches-
tral music.
In Baltimore we are very fortunate in
that a civic grant is given, not only to aid
the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, but to
keep alive a recreational symphony orches-
tra and chorus. Never wa m ncy pent to
greater advantage! P oplc of all ages and
from all walks of life gather weekly lor the
fun of making mu ic together.
It is in uch group as the e that the
rich experience gain d in carli r y ars at
school is expanded and brought to fuller
realization. People ntinue to express them-
selves with more la ting and satisfying en-
joyment as they penetrate m re deeply into
the vast storehouse of grea t mu ic.
The part major orch tras play in educa-
tion is much better known. The development
of the 22 major orche tra in a ccmpara-
tively short span of time i one of the
bright pages of American hi tory, and the
mushroom-like growth f hundred of other
professional and semi-profe sional orcbes-
tras, which have appeared ince the first
World War, bas provided the ountry with
a broad base upon whi h to develop a great
musical culture. In its home concerts, the
symphony orchestra is really the hub of the
musical life. Around it revolve the various
musical enterprises of the city, the encour-
agement and development of local resources,
as well as the carefuJly planned presentation
of comprehensive programs with world-
famous artists.
Some cities have grasped the opportun-
ity provided by anniversary years of great
composers to utilize their entire artistic
forces in festivals which have occupied the
whole season. The fiftieth anniversary of the
death of Johannes Brahms is a ca e in point.
The complete output of this prolific com-
poser (600 works) was performed in one
city during the anniversary year. Similar
plans have been followed in connection with
celebrations of Chopin and Bach.
An extremely valuable broadcast project
has been the "Orchestras of the Nation"
series over NBC by symphony orchestras in
all parts of the United States and Canada.
Through these broadcasts listeners from
coast to coast have been enabled to judge
and compare the work of some fifty orches-
tras ranging Irom (Continued on Page 52)
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HOW HIGH THE MOUNTAINS!
By HUGH McGINNIS
A LIGHT BREEZE sent waves through the spring grass onthe rural school playground. Over the near green
of the pines the dark blue of the western North Carolina
mountains stabbed the paler sky.
In the library at one end of the building a boy sat read-
ing. The words faded away into a view of Majorca in the
Mediterranean Sea. A man, slight and pale, slumped over
the piano playing something the boy could not distinguish.
The boy was not reading the words in the book; he knew
them by heart. "The great Fantasie in F minor is a work
of intense power and concentration, beyond the capabilities
of any but the greatest pianists."
What did that music look like, sound like?-could be buy
it? How much would it cost? To this dazed youth it seemed
very far away, in another world, a removed region where
only the people he had been reading about-Bach, Beethoven,
Chopin, Liszt, Rubinstein-could live.
"Hugh, are you going to play fox with us or not?" He
started, turned to the window and grinned. "Yeah, I'll he
there in a minute."
A few minutes later he was loudly chasing a fox in over-
alls through the broomsedge behind the school, and for the
moment Chopin and Majorca and music were forgotten.
How do I know? I was that boy.
It was at a tent revival the year before, when I was twelve,
that I first remember listening with any interest to a piano.
Some weeks later I worked up enough courage to ask my
mother, "Do you think Faith would teach me to play?"
"Well, you can ask her the next time she comes to the
store."
Faith Cantrell lived half a mile down the road from us
and played the piano at our church, better than any other
pianist I have ever heard in a country church.
Two days later I saw her coming and managed to tell
her what I wanted.
At the beginning I practiced only half an hour a week
because I didn't have a piano. But I'd picked enough cotton to
buy two pigs which by that time were big enough to sell. I
got forty-five dollars for them and bought a cow. The milk
I sold made the payments on a piano.
After a year and a half I was practicing four hours a day
along with school work, but I wasn't playing "fox" any more
or baseball or football either.
One afternoon when I was almost through milking, I
heard a piano. Someone was playing what I now know was
the Minute Waltz of Chopin. I left the milk where it was and
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ran toward the house to see who was playing. When I was
halfway there the music stopped and I heard a radio announc-
er's voice, "You have just heard Walter Spry, Professor of
Piano at Converse College in Spartanburg, South Carolina,
in 'another of a regular series of broadcasts."
I turned back to the barn to find two gallons of spilled
milk and a missing cow.
The next day I read of Walter Spry in the newspapers, that
he had studied at the Berlin High School for music and with
Leschetizky. Leschetizky-c-I felt my hair stir from the roots.
I had read of him, the greatest piano teacher of the nineteenth
century, the teacher of Paderewski.
It took me more than a month to persuade my father to
write to Professor Spry. He could not at first reconcile him-
self to the unpleasantness of paying six dollars for something
I'd been getting for a dime. However, he finally agreed, and it
was arranged for my first lesson to be at nine o'clock on
Saturday morning, July seventh.
I was sitting on the kitchen floor when I asked, "What am
I gonna wear, Mama?"
As she lifted butter out of the churn she answered, "A
shirt and a pair of pants, sonny boy; you can't go to a col-
lege wearin' overalls."
WHEN we got there Mr. Spry was coming out of the music
hall. I knew immediately who he was although he did not look
as I had pictured him from the newspaper photograph. One
thing that worried me was his hair; he had very little and that
was unmusically short, I thought.
As he showed us into his studio, I was attracted by auto-I
graphed pictures on the wall-pictures of Josef Hofmann,
Teresa Carreno, and Theodore Leschetizky.
Mr. Spry sat at a desk and made notes as he asked me
questions. I played for him and he seemed pleased. He gave
me a half hour lesson and we left.
My second lesson was on the first of August, and 'when we
had finished, I asked Mr. Spry if he had known Paderewski.
"No," he replied, "I didn't know him, but, of course, I've
heard him playa great many times."
At subsequent lessons he told me more about Paderewski
and illustrated the way he came onto the stage and bowed.
Mr. Spry spoke, too, of the intense beauty of his performance
of romantic music. "'It was the most beautiful playing you
would ever expect to hear."
About a year after I began study- (Continned on Page 64)
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THE TECHNIQUE OF CONDUCTING
The best conducting achieves maximum
musical results with minimum effort
By FRITZ REINER
16
As A YOU~G MAN, J b Ii ved that T uld lorn an aboutthe mechanic r conducting by observing what the
areat conductors did with th ir hand .. Then 1 would pUI my
b
observations to practical u c. nnd 1 \\ uld ) nduetor.
With this in mind, I on' \,al heel. iki ..eh direct von
Weber's "Dheron" Overture, and 0\\1 .. cmetbin whi h fa j.
noted me. J ust belor th beHinning r lit Alltpo, there
is 0 fortissimo chord. The or h stra h. be n pl lin moolhlj,
quietly; then this udden era h. I il.i h produ rd the ,R'd
in this way: he quickly drew tw rull ir I in the air .il~
his baton, and then came firmly d wn. rdinarilh the C'rkh
would have come in with hi d \\ 0\ nrd So "lurr. But il did
not. There was a brief instant (qui 'l- 1m ..I Ii'" a breath
-and then came the hor I. Thi fa in ted me,
I could hardly wait to get at th r h -Jra ml If. 10 try
this effect. I made the circl with In baton and cam -.arply
down. And the crash came straight d ,..n \\ ith 11K'. "ilhoul
any breath pause. I had used xactl III sam ~tur . thai
Nikisch had used and railed utterly to pr du th ...me.Rcd
To this day, I ha"e no ideo holO th orch lra 1.0... tho
exact interval of time to wait b for omiDg in '¥lith thi:
chord. But this experience taught me 3 valuabl 1 n:-il i5
useless to imitate the mechanical g lur ol condu tin~.
Each conductor has hi Own g ..lur and pedal ~iguak
He develops these for himself, oul of hi own pb~ital and
suggestive power. It is this PO\"'- r '\ hi h re\"eals the trUe
eonductor-; not the things he do <_ Th g lur ~hich brio!
out the musical effects are, a g lur per ~ qujte unim-
portant.
The technique of conducting has valu only after it ""
b~com~ unconscious second nalur . Th 1 conducting leclt
m.que IS that which achieves the maximuln of musical ~
Wlt~ the minimum of effort. By effort. I mean aelual pbp.ical
m~tlOns of arms, hands. ometim musical results are ob-
tamed without .any mOllon what \' f. Th p "ion of the
eyes, or the attitude of the body. . "d _~: .... ~omelJ.mes ngl ,_ ~
paSSIve, can be mOre I .:n. e oquent and roOT !ligni6cant IbanCUU'
mg about with the arms. ....
__ ~ _ _ ...,.Tn rR ,tW
lance advised a young conductor to put his left hand into
his pocket and forget it. His left hand only duplicated the
motions of the right hand.
Trying to achieve maximum musical results with a mini-
mum of physical effort takes years of experience. Also years
of self-control. Someone once asked me how it is that 1 do
not perspire after conducting "Salome." Well, I do, of course;
but I try to hold my own excitement in check. I know quite
well that excitement in me will not excite my co-workers; it
may simply make them uneasy. They must feel that they are
under my self-controlled control. Then they will give their
best. Richard Strauss h'ad a neat thing to say with regard
to this: "It is the public which should get warm, not the
conductor. "
The basic technique of conducting comprises a series of
gestures, a sort of international signal code, for starting,
stopping and starting again; holding; indicating dynamics;
giving cues, etc. Any intelligent adult can learn the motions
inside half an hour. The gestures themselves, however, do not
make a conductor. The important questions are, 1) what
natural aptitude does the conductor show for translating musi-
cal thought into gestures; and 2) what effect will his gestures
have on the executants ?
There are a number of books on the technique of conduct-
ing-the one by Rudolph, with its diagrams, could be helpful
to beginners-but none of them can supply magical rules or
gestures for success. Because no such rules or gestures' exist.
I learned that when I tried to imitate Nikisch.
The conductor evolves his own rules and gestures out of
his natural aptitude, and his knowledge. The natural aptitude
most valuable to a good conductor includes genuine musician-
ship, an infallible ear, a strong sense of rhythm, and certain
purely physical characteristics. The natura] conductor isn't
too tall, and doesn't have too-long arms. He should have ex-
pressive eyes, and a fundamentally sympathetic personality.
I have no idea what this personality should be, or what causes
it-enough to say that there are people who bore us and pea·
pIe who stimulate us, and the conductor must be of the stimu-
lating sort. He also needs the ability to explain clearly and
plausibly what he wants.
His knowledge must include a thorough musical background
-which, among young conductors, is often lacking. He should
know the nalure and uses of the various instruments, and of
the human voice; the lechnique of composition; the history
of musical form. He should have a knowledge of musical
literature-not merely orchestral, operatic, and choral, but
instrumental as well. He should know world literature and
history; painting and sculpture. It is in things like these, and
not in motions, that the technique of conducting has its roots.
The background structure, and meaning of music should
be clear to him in order to do justice to it. This he can do
only through constant study and re~study of scores. Twenty
years ago, I trusted largely to my instinct. To-day, with
greater maturity, I want more than what mere "feeling" can
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suggest. One can become an accomplished singer or instru-
mentalist by the time one is thirty. I do not believe a con-
ductor can become accomplished under fifty. Richard Strauss
puts the age up to seventy. Toscanini demonstrates his powers
at eighty; and his secret lies, not in his gestures, but in his
vast musicianship, plus the dynamic force, the driving energy
which, quite simply, are himself.
But something must be communicable, you say; otherwise
there would be no teaching. Assuming adequate background
and personality exist, all I can do to teach conducting is to
point out certain short-cuts, avoiding pedantry.
For example, the conducting of reciuuivos involves such
short-cuts. I do not conduct the whole measure; only certain
beats. Let us assume that a chord occurs on the fourth beat
in 4/4 time. I do not beat the measure out, 1,2,3,4,; rather,
hold my hand quiet, giving the indication only on the fourth
beat.
At the start of the "Magic Flute" Overture there are pauses.
You don't conduct pauses-you simply wait, counting time
for yourself. If you are trained in the proper signals, the
men will respond.
As I HAVE already said, these international code
signals are simple enough in themselves. In 4/4 rhythm, you
beat down, left, right, up. In alla breve, simply one down and
one up. Yet, under certain circumstances, I replace these tra-
ditional signals with very slight gestures. What these gestures
are or how they are made is impossible to explain-nor is it
important. The only general rule is to infuse all gestures with
precision, clarity, and vitality. Without these, the music will
not come to life. And from this point on, each conductor
develops his own gestures.
The down-beat must be absolutely clear. Actually, this
clarity results from careful thought and preparation. The
conductor must give his down-beat preceded by its prepara-
tion in the form of an up-beat of exactly the same quality.
The precise nature of the down-beat must be mad~ clear in
advance; whether this nature is softness, loudness, decisive-
ness, etc., it must be made clear through the up-beat that
goes before.
Indeed
l
all decisive beats, up and side as well as down,
must be established by advance preparation, and never allowed
to waver.
A noted conductor used to be known for a down-beat which,
to sa y the least, was not too clear. Added to this, there used
to be a habit among the German orchestras, of coming in,
not precisely along with the down·beat, but a flash after it.
This ·was done to give the winds a chance to breathe, and
sometimes could cause confusion. This combination of unclear
beat and after-beat entrance bewildered me, and I once asked
the concertmaster exactly how the men knew when to come in.
"We come in," he answered, "when his baton reaches lhe
third button on his vest."
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The Springboard
FAITH
•lS
When you encounter difficulties, remember that every
established artist was once a struggling beginner.
By JAN PEERCE
As told to Rose H eylbut
NOT LONG AGO, I listened to a youngman sing. After, I gave him some
advice and he looked at me peculiarly.
Then he burst out, "It's all very well for you
·to talk-but don't forget, you've had the
breaks!"
Most youngsters believe that engage-
ments and a place in the sun are what con-
stitutes "the breaks." I'm not at all sure I
didn't think so myself-once. I've learned
better, though. So does everyone else who
carves himself a niche, in competition with
the world.
At one time, every established artist was
a struggling beginner. At some time, a num-
ber of struggling beginners are going to
find their way into established artistry. In
between those points there comes a time--
maybe a period of time, maybe a single
moment-when the shift in status begins
to assert itself. When that time comes, you're
like a diver taking a leap from a spring-
board. The resiliency of that springboard
is your biggest break. .
In my early struggles, I found that cer-
tain managers shied away from a new-
comer whose name and status meant exactly
nothing at the box-office. ~lhat they did was
to come up with excuses that let them out
of giving me the engagements I wanted,
regardless of my vocal abilities.
One manager complimented me on my
With his accompanist, Warner Bass, at the piano, Jan Peerce rehearses a tricky
passaCJe in one of the numbers he plans to sinCJon a forthcominCJ recital proCJram.
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singing; then, when I expected these en.
couraging preliminaries to lead to some.
thing definite, he said, "Yes, a beautiful
voice. If only you were six feet tall, I'd
sign you up immediately."
The next manager didn't want me be.
cause I wasn't the right weight. The third
one had already engaged a brunette soprano
and wanted a tenor with light hair. A fourth
held out for a different facial type. They all
agreed I could sing, but ...
If you are ambitious and a sentimentalist
besides, such a cour e of treatment sends
you home with a va t yearning to weepon
somebody's should r. That may not be a
heroic attitude, but it happ n . I'm a enti-
mental i t, and T know.
T did have some br aks, f course, and
the most important wa marrying Ill)' wife,
Alice. I'd go home to her and moan about
what had happened to me. "L k," she said,
"You're just tall enough, and lim enough,
and blond en ugh; m re v r, you're ex-
actly the right type. 1£ you weren't, I
wouldn't have married you. N w k ep your
chill up and make up our mind that some-
day, somewhere, you're going t meet a
manager who'll also want) u just as yuu
are. He'll want your type."
I believed what she aid, imply because
it was he who aid it., but I kept wonder-
ing. No matter how well I came prepared
for an audition, I'd find my If forgetting
about my singing and wondering what the
man would find fauh with next. But I didn't
have auditions every day, and I used the
time between jolts to work at my singing
and develop myself generally.
This went on for over a rear. And then
I met the late Samuel Rothafel, generally
known as Roxy, and one of the greatest men
in show business. To me, Roxy opened the
gates of the promised land. He wanted a
singer and judged me solely on my singing.
Roxy engaged me for no other reason
than that he liked my voice. I had become
tall enough, slim enough, blond enough, and
just the right type--just as my wife had
predicted. In fact, I was just the type he
was searching for.
That was back in 1933, and the engage-
ment for which Roxy wanted me was the
opening of the great Radio City Music HaU,
then under his direction. The opening show
was a vast stage spectacle. I was to sing a
solo, with orchestra-and spotlight. My
number was advertised, everybody knew
about me, I was on Broadway under unusu·
ally good auspices. I had made a start and
it felt mighty fine. (Continued on Pnge 49)
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We will never give any
com.petition. to the Trapp Family
Singers, but we have a lot
of [un. making music together.
OUf Family Makes
THE SAYRE SINGERS and Orchestra is
strictly a family affair. Daddy plays cornet
and sings tenor. Fourteen-year-old Carol
Jeanne is our clarinetist and alto singer.
Billy, nine, toots the trombone and warbles
soprano. Ruth, six, and Mary, five, join
their sopranos to the chorus and look for-
ward to instrumental study in a few years_
When Billy's voice changes, we may even
have a bass, thus rounding out the harmony.
Mother is accompanist and director.
Our family possesses no unusual musical
talent. My husband's experience, however,
shows what can be accomplished by an adult
beginner. Although he has a good singing
voice, he couldn't read music except by
"position." He had never studied an instru-
ment until last fall, when he became inter-
ested in Billy's trombone. One day, Daddy
curiously picked up the instrument and blew
on it. Pleased with the resulting blast, he
went through the first lesson in his son's
bookI paying careful attention to the pic-
tured directions.
This happened several weeks after Billy
had begun his school lessons. Already his
first flush of enthusiasm over the instru-
ment had cooled, and he was beginning to
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complain I "Aw, Mommy," when reminded
that it was practice time. A few days later,
when Billy began his usual protest, his
father took the trombone, saying slyly,
"Let me show you something." Whereupon
he played "Oats and Beans and Barley
Grow" with only an occasional sour note.
Billy's eyes popped. "Cee, Dad, that
was neat. But just listen to this." And he
tackled Lesson Four with the enthusiasm
previously reserved for baseball. The prac-
tice problem was solved, at least tem-
porarily.
Daddy found practicing to be both
relaxing and enjoyable. In five months he
finished half of the beginner's book, with
Billy keeping just one jump ahead, The boy
enjoyed helping his father over tough spots
and chortled with glee whenever he could
surpass him in quality of tone.
But what was the use of having two trom-
bone players in the same family? Now that
Daddy had proved to himself that he could
learn to play an instrument, perhaps he
could switch to something else, thus helping
form a family orchestra. We already had
Carol Jeanne who had been studying at
school since the age of nine and now played
Music
first clarinet in the junior high band.
We consulted the school music teacher
who suggested a cornet or trumpet. Then
we set out to find a good used instrument.
Cornets proved to be much more plentiful
than trumpets (probably due to the vogue
for Harry James) and we had no difficulty
in finding a good silver cornet through a
liner ad.
Next our cornetist started over agam
with a new beginner's book. The notes he
had learned for trombone didn't help at all,
for he now played in the treble instead of
the bass clef, but he could apply his new
knowledge of musical terms and time. Soon
he was performing "Oats and Beans" in
quite recognizable fashion. Since the two
beginner's books paralleled each other,
father and son began playing trombone-
cornet duets before long, although of course
Billy was now much farther along in his
book.
The cost of instruments for the whole fam-
ily could have been prohibitive, if we had
insisted on having new ones. A metal clari-
net of good make may cost over a hundred
dollars; we bought a used one some years
ago for twenty. (Continued on Page 56)
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"RIGOLETTO"
at Indiana University
The know-how behind the performance is professional, but the ro ter of 150
singers, dancers, orchestra players and stagehands is made up entirely of tudents,
By JEAN M. WHITE
Flanked by two pages. the hunchbacked court jester, Rigoletto. makes
his entrance in Act I of the opera. Singin!) the title role is Noni Espino.
graduate vocal student from DumoCJueteCity in the Philippine Islands.
Virgil Hale. 23. of Buffalo. N. Y•• singing the role of the Duke of Mantua
begins the duet. "E iI sol dell' anima:' The Gilda is Phyllis HOCJel.21, of
Washington. Indiana. "RigoJefto" had two complete sets of principals.
l 20
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MEMBERS of the cast were veterans of four public per-l formances and some seven month of rehearsals, but
they all suffered from stage fright that afterno n.
In the audience were Regina Rc nik, Richard Tucker,
Jerome Hines, Nicola Moscona and other of the :\Ielropoli·
tan Opera's brightest stars, along with their directors and
voice coaches and General Manager Rudolf Bing him elf.
On stage were students of the Indiana niver iry chool
of Music presenting Verdi's "Rigoleuo" in . nglish, and the
enthusiastic applause meant a great deal to them because it
came from people who knew how much hard work goes into
the production of good opera.
The Metropolitan company wa on the Bloomington campus
May. 7 and 8, making one slop of their pring tour, and the
special afternoon performance of "Riaoletto" was eiven in
their honor. 0 C
. Features ~f the production included a completely newEng-
lish translation by Ernst Hoffman, musical director and con-
duc.tor of the university's symphony orchestra: new settings
designed by H. M. Crayon of ew York, whose work bas
been seen on the stage of the Metropolitan and in ~BC·TV
opera telecasts; and new stage business introduced by Hans
Busch, son of famed opera conductor Fritz Busch and one of
this country's top authorities on opera staging, to make the
course of the action more clear.
For example, in the Indiana niveraity version the audio
ence not ~nly sees the roistering courtiers steal Gilda from
her father s house in Act I, Scene II; but, in the beginning
of Act II, they see the gagged and struggjing srirl carried into
the Duk ' I . 00 0e s pa ace, locked In a room, and the key handed to
the Duke.
From a study of V di B cher I s notes, usch learned that su a
scene was planned b t J ft h . ed, u e out w en the censors object .
One memher of th M tr I' edtho e e opo rtan choru comment on
IS to Dean of the School of Music Wilfred C. Bain after the
berf~n;ance, saying he had sung in a score of hRiJJoletto'sl'
. ut
th
la never before understood how Gilda happe~ed to be
III e palace.
Busch and Hoffman a h th di
U.. re 0 regular members of the In .ana mversuy fa Itcu y, as are Myron Taylor, Anna Kaskas
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Act I. Scene I in rehearsal. Virgil Hale. as the Duke of Mantua.
is at center, wearing dark sport shirt. Courtiers are voice stu·
dents ond members of University's modern dance school.
and Dorothee Manski, all voice teachers who formerly sang
with the Metropolitan.
But only the know-how behind the "Rigoletto" production
is professional. The 47 singers, 20 dancers, 45 members of
the orchestra and the 31 members of the stase crew ando
technical staff were all students. In all, about 150 took part.
Some did double duty, painting scenery and then appearing
as featured singers.
A tentative cast, with two singers for each of the principal
roles, was chosen early last October. Double-casting makes
understudies unnecessary and also gives more students the
experience of singing before an audience and makes it possi-
ble to give performances on successive nights without strain-
ing young voices.
The principals studied their roles with their voice coaches
during the autumn months and began full-cast rehearsals
shortly after the Christmas holidays. Since the opera group
has its own building, a 1200 seat auditorium with fully-
equipped stage and orchestra pit, they can schedule nightly
rehearsals without conflicting with other campus activities.
Too, the singers become thoroughly familiar with stage and
acoustics as they learn their roles.
Music students worked three months constructing scenery
in shops located under the stage. Their biggest job was
building and wiring fourteen free-standing candelabra with
120·odd tiny electric light bulbs. Four sets are needed, and
with six large units mounted on stage wagons to be rolled
on and off, backstage space was at a premium. Singers had
a hard time squeezing their way back and forth from dressing
rooms to stage.
Costumes were rented, though the School of Music hopes,
sometime in the future, to design and make their own.
There are few production problems that can't be ironed
out during the long period of rehears- (Continued on Page 62)
Rehearsing the famous Quartet from Act 111of "Rigoletto." Virgil Hale
sings to Maddalena (Mary Hensley, 22, of Martinsville, Indiana) as Gilda
(Phyllis Hagell and Rigoletto (Richard Dales) listen outside wall of hut.
~fter the performance, Rudolf Bing, general manager of the Metropol~
Itan. conCJratulates the Duke (Jack DeLon. 24, of Kokomo, Indiana). Gilda
(Jean Ray. 21, of Indianapolis) and Noni ESFina, who sanCJ RiCJoletto•
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The Singer's Breath
Writings of teachers from the "Golden Age" of bel
canto throw light "ana perplexing vocal problem.
ADISCUSSION of the various phases ofthe art of singing deals with matters
of controversy and differences of opinion.
This is inevitable, considering the subjec-
tivity of the process. It is so with the mat-
ter of breathing. For this discussion we
shall consider selected opinions on the sub-
ject by various competent authorities, point
out the areas of disagreement, and sug-
gest, where possible, solutions for the
problems involved.
Let us begin with the ideas of the Italian
teachers of the 17th and 18th centuries,
the period of the abel canto." Our knowl-
edge of the way in which breathing was then
taught is limited, and it seems that not
too much of a specific nature was given the
student of singing. Two of the most authori-
tative works we have from this period are.
those of Tosi and Mancini, both castrati
sopranos, and successful teachers in the
old tradition. The former published in 1723
his "Observations on the Florid Song," the
latter, in 1777, "Practical Reflections on
the Figurative Art of Singing." In neither
work is breathing mentioned except cas-
ually. Tosi makes two specific statements
about it:
"The master should teach the scholar to
manage his respiration, that he may always
be provided with more than is needful."
"There are singers who give pain to the
hearer, as if they had an asthma, taking
breath every moment with difficulty, as if
they were breathing their last."
Aside from this, all we find in Tosi's
book are one or two suggestions as to
posture.
In the Mancini book is mentioned the
need for development of size of chest and
physical strength, but again specific instruc-
tions are lacking. Here are quotations from
the work:
"The multitude believe that one who has
an elevated chest and can make lots of
22
By EUGENE CASSELMAN
noise, has the essentials to become a good
singer. The strength of the voice depends,
it is true, upon the quantity of air, and the
velocity with which it is compressed from
the lungs ... "
"In the opinion of physiologists, the
lungs are the instruments which aid in
speaking and in singing with more or less
force, according to the degree of expansion
of the lungs and the chest and their ability
to expel the inhaled air."
It can be concluded from the above quo·
tations that to these teachers breathing and
posture were a necessary part of vocal
study. It is also apparent that the breath
occupied a place of secondary importance
in the minds of these men, and it may well
be that the breathing process was not
taught directly and separately, but was al-
lowed to be a result of the gradual develop-
ment of any voice. Breath control must of
necessity come if the student applies him-
self. to the learning of scales, solfege, and
to "messa di voce" (crescendo and de-
cresendo on a sustained tone).
Nevertheless, it is difficult to imagine
that teachers of singing anywhere, or at
any time, would not deal directly with such
obvious breathing faults as extreme high
chest breathing, or with faults of bad pos-
ture. After all, Tosi did say specifically
that the student must be tauaht to manazeo 0
the breath so that he would have a sufficient
quantity. And Mancini implied that it was
well understood that size and strenuth ofo
chest were desirable. It is safe to assume
that there were teachers who prescribed
ways and means of increasing chest size
and strength, and of managing the breath.
It is generally agreed, however, that the
real emphasis during the period of the bel
canto was not upon breathing, but upon
the tone and how it sounded.
Many later writers and teachers present
conflicting views as to what the Italians
actually taught regarding the breath. Un-
fortunately most of these are not well docu-
mented, and the opinions in most cases
seem to be based on hearsay evidence. A
few examples will be presented here.
Mr. W. J. Henderson was a well known,
and highly regarded, New York music
critic, who heard all of the fine singers from
the 1880's until the 1930's, and made a
careful study of the history and art of
singing. The following is a quotation from
his book "The Art of the inger" (1906):
"Most of the old teacher had not a great
deal to say about breathing. They seemed
to believe that if one y tematically prac-
ticed drawing in deep breaths and letting
them out slowly, turning every bit into tone,
the power to breathe in ju t that necessary
way would eventually be acquired ...
"Three words must ever be kept in mind
when thinking of breathing' in the art of
song. These words are 'slow,' 'gentle,'
'deep.' All the old master insisted that
breathing in song should be of the charac-
ter described by these three term _ .. The
fundamentals of the method taught by the
masters were the pure legato, and onerous,
beautiful tone. To this they added trainmg
in vocal agility, but it must be ever borne
in mind that this training wa superimposed
on a course of instruction in breathing and
tone formation."
Emma Seiler, after some years of singing
and teaching, went to Heidelberg niversity
in Germany to investigate the voice, col-
laborating with Helmholtz, who is known
for his original work in the realm of
acoustics. Madame Seiler published in this
country in 1875 a book entitled "The Voice
in Singing" in which she included the reo
sults of her findings. Here arc quotations:
"In looking carefully through the his-
tories of music, and studying the old Italian
schools, we find that it was upon this point
-the control and right division of the
breathing-that the old masters in the sum-
mer of song laid the greatest stress, and
this it was to which in teaching they gave
the most time and labor.
"According to 111eold Italian method ...
the pupil was required at first to breathe
just as he was wont to breathe in speaking,
and care was taken, by frequent resting-
points in the exercises, that the breath
should always be renewed at the right time.
Accordingly if the crowding or pressure of
his breathing was too great, he was required
to learn to hold it back ... He was grad-
ually taught to fill (Continued on Poge 50)
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THE ARTIST in public speaking andthe artist in singing are alike inmany ways. The public speaker has
'this advantage, that he can create his own
pitch and rhythm whereas the singer must
accept the pitch and rhythm of the com-
poser. Both are alike in that everything that
the listener hears comes on the sounds of
vowels, diphthongs, and consonants. When
you listen to the great artist in speech or
song you are never conscious of the words,
rather you are conscious of the thought of
the phrase. This means that the inspiring
singer must thoroughly understand the ele-
ments in good diction. To understand these
elements it is necessary that he thoroughly
master phonetic spelling by sound and not
by letter. Those of us who have been taught
from our early youth to spell by letter are
greatly handicapped when we take up this
study. Our brain has been taught to hear
with our eyes and not with our ears.
Last week I was with a good friend who
is completing his thesis for a Doctor of
Philosophy degree. He conducts a splendid
choir. He is the head of a music department
in a strong college, and yet this gentleman
was born blind. He has never seen himself
in a mirror. I-Ie has never seen light and yet
he is one of the most sensitive individuals
it has been my privilege to know. A part
of his thesis is given over to explaining how
blind people see. As he explains it, they see
with their ears, with their sense of touch,
their sense of taste, and their sense of smell.
The psychologists tell us that blind people
are more intelligent than deaf people be-
cause greatest intelligence comes when all
of the senses are used, not just the sense of
sight. This gentleman reflects that sensitiv-
ity or intelligence. He sings with beautiful
diction and plays with beautiful tonal qual-
ity. Without seeing his choir, he can tell
them instantly what they are doing that
causes them to sing incorrectly, and without
a spoken word he can make his choir sing
in rhythm and with a good quality of tone
because he has mastered himself so thor-
oughly that his mind through the ears
knows everything that is happening and
instinctively he coordinates to produce the
result that he desires.
In giving this long example I hope that
you who read thi.s article will learn to see
without eyes, will learn that the letter "0"
is not o. It has many sounds. The letter "e"
is not e. It has man y sounds, and so for all
the other vowels. When you learn how to
hear all vowel sounds you must be sure that
what you accept is right according to the
dictionary usage. Our language has devel-
oped through the centuries through usage,
and events in past history have helped make
what is to us natural in our expression
today.
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CHORAL SINGING
The Importance of
Vowel Coloring
Correct pronunciation of vowels in
singing helps to create the mood
which the composer intended.
By JOHN FINLEY WILLIAMSON
About thirty years ago Mrs. Williamson
and I were traveling in Germany from the
city of Hamburg to the German capital,
Berlin. In the compartment with us sat two
heavy gentlemen dressed in black. Next to
them and directly across from us sat a
well-dressed man that we knew to be Ger-
man. Mrs. Williamson and I carried on a
conversation with this German gentleman
and the two gentlemen next to the 'window
kept getting more and more excited. At last
they broke into the conversation speaking
very excitedly to the German gentleman.
They told him that they knew we were
American and that they understood a great
many of our words. He explained to us that
they were farmers from Denmark and sud-
denly they had realized that they under-
stood many of our words. There was a logi-
cal explanation of this. In the years 871-
901 the Danes crossed the channel and con-
quered England. They brought many new
words that became a part of our English
language. From reading our lips and hear-
ing the sounds, our fellow travelers Tecog-
nized those words. AIter 1,050 years, peo-
ple who seemingly have no kinship in coun-
try or language found that they had a kin-
ship in both language and country.
Our discussions here are solely with the
pronunciation that comes to us from the
dictionary. The dictionaries vary little
whether they be English or American. We
may use the word "baby buggy." The Eng-
lish say "perambulator." Our dictionary
may say "streetcar." The English dictionary
may say "tram," but correct speech reflects
culture and our dictionaries, both in Eng-
lish and American, bei ng the repository
through the centuries of a growing culture,
will have almost the same pronunciation.
As I present these vowel sounds to you,
you will notice I present them as words,
all but one starting with the sibilant "s"
and that one starting with the sibilant "f.'
The reason for the use of the sibilant is
two-fold. First, it makes the words easier
to remember, and second the sibilants hav-
ing a much higher pitch value than vowels
or consonants make it more easily possible
for individuals who have speech impedi-
ments to produce the correct vowel sounds
in the word. At the same time it helps those
who speak and those who sing in a habit
pattern, because they have used no intelli-
gence~ to find a way out of this rut into a
pattern of creatively controlling the sounds
that they use.
In Jhe English language our dictionary
gives us the classification of twelve vowel
sounds and two diphthong sounds that are
often classed as vowel sounds, making four-
teen in all. The fourteen sounds can be
heard through speaking the following
words:
soon sew saw psalm say see
soot sod sung sat set sit
swirl fast
Twelve of these are pure vowel sounds. The
other two, sew and say, are called vowels
but in reality are diphthongs.
The Italian language is a beautiful lan-
guage. Most authorities say that the elder
Lamperti, an Italian, was the world's great-
est voice teacher. Many of our great voice
teachers have been Italians. In the Italian
language the letter "0" as in "so" is a
vowel with the sound as in the word "saw."
Likewise, the letter "a" as in "say" or the
letter "e" as in "they" is a vowel sounded as
in the word "set." Personally, I have felt
that because we so idealize the Italian voice
teachers we have very gradually allowed
ourselves to believe that these sounds are
vowels. In the Italian language they are
vowels. In the English language they are
diphthongs. A diphthong is a vowel sound
that merges into a second vowel sound.
The first vowel sound is sustained, the
second vowel (Continued on Page 59)
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Modulation • theIn
Church Service
Part 2
These solutions of modulatory problems
by outstanding organists will suggest ideas which can
be used in 'Jour own service.
BY ALEXANDER McCURDY,
This month ETUDE presents more solu-
tions of specific problems in modulation
by some of the outstanding organists of
our time.
Our first two examples are by Richard
Purvis, brilliant young organist and master
of the choristers of Grace Cathedral in San
Francisco. There are masterly examples of
awkward modulations (Fisharp to G and
Bcflat to E) accomplished smoothly and in
the least possible time. Notice that despite
their brevity, Mr. Purvis has added interest
to each of these four-bar modulations by
introducing in the lowest voice the theme
of the hymn tune which the congregation
is to sing.
1~~~t;if~:1
11~1I~;::Jb I'l~:r I : J J=
~::\:"";·::·I:::Jilli
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A somewhat more elaborate modulation
from B major to E major by Dr. Edward
Shippen Barnes introduces the theme of
the hymn to be sung, but in retrograde-
reading from right to left, so to speak (see
the mareato passages in measures 3 and 4,).
B major to Emajor
Moderato, rna CODanhnll .. .
{~
Man.. .
"",Ito rit
1':\ "t_
~.~~
Pold.(SZ'adlib,)"..:.J
These two examples by Roland Diggle
would be admirable for bridging over sec-
tions of a Communion Service.
C to G
Warren ~artin's examples show two ways
of modulating from D major to E major.
Note that the first example introduces the
theme of "Holy, Holy, Holy" using the
strong rhythmic beat which must be present
... 24............._--------
ORGA.NIST'S PA.GE
if acongregation is to keep together in hymn-
singing. Mr. Martin's second modulation
from D to E is of a more general character
and co~ld fit into almost any point in the
service to which a modulation is required.
Note how frequently, by the way, these
skilled organists introduce a suspension in
their closing measures to postpone the final
resolution until the last possible moment.
The suspension is useful to gain a few
seconds of time if one has miscalculated
the Presentation, or some other part of the
service, and it takes longer than he had ex-
pected.
D to E
e::::m ~li~:;~;I
1~':1:;=r~
" -- -e,--=-'"':31l~"~ ----{~iJ!1~:d:te1----- -The third example by 1\1.r. Martin shows
how to travel smoothly from C-sharp major
to the dominant of G in eight measures.
ct to dom. of G
~~±I:J.J11:,:e:JiJ 71
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From a study of the solutions to prob-
lems of modulation by masterly organists
of today, we can draw several conclusions.
One is, that the modulation should be clear
and unambiguous and should establish
~rmly the tonality of the new key. Second,
It should be appropriate and should not be
in violent contrast either to the music just
heard or the music that is to come. Third,
(Continued on Page 57)
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I have currently been playing with an
orchestra that features Latin-American
music, and a saltando effect is often re-
quired.' ois.,rJ j J J U • J
I do not execute this type of passage well
and would be glad if you would suggest
an exercise or exercises that would help
me. (2) Is there some sort oj encyclopedia
0/ violin technique in which one can look
up a particular point oj technique in the
index and find an exercise to illustrate it?
(3) During my practice of scales end some
exercises I have been bearing down. heavily
and bowing very vigorously, until the vio-
lin squeals slightly. ".. for 1 wish to de-
velop m.y muscles and get bow control ...
Is this an approved method for w/w.t 1
need? -D. A. D., California
The type of saltando you quote should
be mastered by every ambitious violinist,
for not only is it a useful and charming
bowing but the study of it helps very much
to develop a supple and relaxed bow hand.
H the tempo is rapid, ahout 120 to the
quarter, the saltando should be played at
the middle of the bow; jf the tempo is
slower, 60-72 to the quarter: it should be
played some three or four inches neare r
to the frog. As the tempo is increased, the
stroke is made nearer to the middle.
The vital pre-requisite fQ! this bowing
is a complete control of the wrist-and-finger
motion, without which it cannot be trip-
pingly played. See ETUDE for November
1945 and April 1946. When the tempo is
rapid the saltando is made by the wrist and
fingers exclusively; if a slower tempo is
necessary, then some arm motion must also
be used. But whether the tempo be fast or
slow, these two essential bowing elements
mnst be present' (1) the bow is lifted
from the string after the eighth-note, then
(2) there are two up-bow "flicks" of the
hand (made by the wrist and fingers) to
play the two sixteenths. At a slow tempo
the arm will carry the bow two or three
inches on the eighth-note, returning it to
its original starting point during two
flicks. At a faster tempo the wrist and
fingers must make both strokes. But re-
member always that the bow must leave
the string after each of the three notes in
each group.
As for exercises in this bowing, there are
hundreds! Any study that has notes of
equal length can be used. Take, for exam-
ple, the second study in Kreutzer and prac-
tice it in this fashion:
lk2+ I·~t.ert I ..
~ ;:: -:; ~ (II ft· lete.
Or, if you prefer to work with easier mate-
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A BOWIng Problem
Is Analyzed
study in"
Bowing,"
my "Twelve
and practice
rial, take the first
Studies in Modern
it in the same way.
If your right hand is relaxed while play-
ing you should have little difficulty in ac-
quiring this bowing. Let your first thought
be that relaxation is essential to the master-
ing of all bowings.
(2) To my knowledge there is no ency-
clopedia in existence such as you have in
mind. The nearest thing to it is Carl
Flesch's "Art of Violin Playing," in two
books. This work, however, is poorly in-
dexed and there are very big gaps in the
information it supplies. Nevertheless, it is
a very valuable work. A book such as you
would like to have would be very useful,
but would probably be too expensive for
a commercial publisher to bring out.
(3) If your violin "squeals," you have
certainly been "bearing down" much too
heavily on the strings. You say you want
to develop your muscles. What muscles?
Not those of your right arm, I hope!
I have known a number of lightly-built,
light-muscled girls who could draw a round,
full, and beautiful tone-and they certainly
were not using a lot of muscle. It is not
brute force that makes tone, it is nervous
intensity and a glowing ideal of the tone
you want to produce.
As for "bowing vigorously," that is very
well-if you already have the control to
direct the vigor. What is your tone like
when you bow vigorously? Is it beautiful?
If it isn't. then strive for more beauty and
less vigor. The strength can come when
control has been gained.
I do not have sufficient space here to
give you the fundamentals of Tone Produc-
tion. but if you would read several times,
and carefully, "The Art of Expression" in
the issues of ETUDE for Jaouary and
March 1948, you would find much help.
The Paganini Caprices
1 am a luuryer by proiession, but spend
one to two hours a day with my violin. I
am extremely fond of the works of Paga-
nini .... Is there any particular etude or
any exercises which will aid me in the study
oj his Caprices in order to perject my ren-
dition oj them? ... My second question
is about the way to produce an artistic
tone on the G string .... In the last jew
measures oj the Meditation from "Thais" 1
can make an excellent velvet tone on the
G string, but in a piece almost entirely on
that string m,' tone seems /'0 deteriorate.
I fear I arn using not enough pressnre and
as a consequence I actually use too much:
Will a vibrato help any?
-f. H. R., Illinois
To my knowledge there has never yet
been found a short cut to the satisfactory
playing of the Paganini Caprices. You must
build up to them. From the Rode Caprices
on to Dancla's 20 Brilliant Studies, then to
Dont's Op. 35 Caprices, and after these to
the 30 Concert Studies of De Beriot, Op.
123. After De Beriot should come the
Etudes-Caprices of Wieniawski, Op, 18. All
this time you should be practicing some of
the Dont Caprices, for they have the ele-
ments of the Paganini technique. De Beriot
and Wieniawski are also necessary, as they
stress fluency where Qont stresses solidity.
The fourth book of Sevcik's Op. I is an-
other essential for anyone who wants to
work on the Paganini Caprices.
When yOLlhave well mastered the fore-
going studies and exercises, you can come
to Paganini with a clear conscience and
also a fertile technique. But approach him
warily. You will find many problems for
which your previous study has not pre-
pared you. So, at first, practice the Ca-
prices very, very slowly. When one is prac-
ticing, fast playing is mere vanity, anyway.
(2) To produce an intense lone on the
G string, three elements are necessary: the
vibrato must be continuously vital, the bow
must be drawn near the bridge, and, in
addition, it must be so drawn that the hairs
are very close to the ribs on the G string
side of the violin. This high bowing has a
tremendous effect on the tone. But the bow
must not be heavily pressed on the string;
if it is, the tone will be hoarse and throaty.
A clinging, sideways pressure is all that is
needed, plus a strong left-hand grip.
I would suggest (Continued on Page 59)
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PIANIST'S PAGE
Adventures
of a piano teacher
"Creative" music in the piano
classes of the little red schoolhouse
WHAT a thrilling adventure itwould be if we could turn backthe clock and start piano in
Miss Helen MacVichie's piano
classes at New York City's famed Little
Red School House! But listen to Miss Mac-
Vichie tell about her group-work with the
youngsters in that school:
"The instrumental program of The Lit-
tle Red School House is so well integrated
with the school's music and educational
program that piano playing naturally be-
comes a vital part of the students' social
life as well. For instance, when the eight-
year-aids are studying the American In-
dian, the piano students make up Indian
dances and play authentic Indian melodies;
when the nine-year-clds are studying Mex-
ico and Latin America, piano students are
playing the songs and dances of those
countries. The same is true of the ten-year-
olds in their study of Hebrew customs,
and the eleven-year-olds in their study of
Russia and the Far East.
So, not only are our piano students
equipped to play in assembly for class
pageants and programs, but it becomes a
natural thing for them to go to the piano
after school with their friends to sing and
play by ear the songs they have sung in
school.
"It seems to me that private teachers
would achieve rewarding results by devot-
ing part of every lesson to showing their
students how to play their school songs by
ear. Also, how to play chord accompani-
ments to songs while their friends sing the
melody. Example: Play and sing melody
of "Paper of Pins" or "Freres Jacques."
Have students sing first five notes of scale,
then turn away from piano while teacher
plays melody; pupils guess the degrees of
scale that it is based on; then go to piano
and play it. When this is perfected, the
teacher shows the students how to har-
monize the song.
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By GUY MAIER
CREATIVE WORK AND
IMPROVISATION
"It has been said that 'To the child, the
most important composer is the child him-
self.' This has been demonstrated again
and again at The Little Red School House.
Many of our children are highly emotional
and over-stimulated. We have found that
making their own music has a definite
therapeutic effect upon them. Some ways
of stimulating students' creative powers are:
"Setting some familiar verse to music;
setting their own names to music; chord
spelling for melody over I, IV, V bass;
writing or clapping a simple rhythm to
be followed in their own melody.
"One or two short periods in the average
piano lesson devoted to these procedures
will stimulate children to happy efforts in
all sorts of original compositions.
"For improvisations: Begin on the black
keys, first using the G-Bat chord in l.h.,
'fifth finger on the lowest of three blacks;
thumb on lower of two blacks,' omitting
the third of the chord. Start with 4/4
time, playing chords on the beat. Set the
tempo; tell student to make up melody in
r.h., on black keys, ending on the 'lowest
of three blacks' or G-flat.
"From this beginning, go to waltz time,
skipping time, and even 'boogie.' This
simple improvisation is socially invaluable
to the student in playing for square dance
parties, for marches at school, and as back-
ground music for dramatics.
GROUP PIANO
"The Group Piano classes at The Little
Red School House and the Music School
of Henry Street Settlement are limited to
four students for beginners, and to two
students for intermediate and early ad-
vanced pupils. We use two pianos, one
xylophone (large), one Haitian drum.
When two pianos are not available, we use
an additional xylophone (small) known as
"Song Eells' which has an excellent tone
o
and the same keyboard as xylophone or
piano. All students must participate all of
the time, except when solos and original
compositions are heard. At those times,
non- participants listen carefully and give
constructive criticism of each performance.
The length of lesson is one hour {or a group
of four beginners, one and one quarter
hours for Grades 2 and 21h, and one hour
for two early-advanced and advanced
students.
"Here is a typical one-hour lesson with
four students: two students at each piano
warm up with big chords, major, then
minor, I, IV, V, I, in a given key. Then
assigned pieces from study ?ooks are heard
with one player at each plano, one play-
ing melody on the xylophone, while the
fourth taps the beat softly on the Haitian
drum. As the first duo leave the pianos,
the other pair take their places. After this
scales and technique for beginners and
First Graders are done with two players
at each piano.
"Simple sight-reading comes next. Then
solos are heard indivi.dually. This is im-
portant because each child must have one
piece that no one el e is playing. It must
be short. The new asaismment is now ana-
lyzed. Hard parts of new pieces are marked
first, then ways of practicing them are care-
fully explained and gone over. No student
is allowed to go home bewildered by un-
explained problems. All music must be
simple enough for him to cope with alone
and without parental help.
"Creative work and playing by ear end
the lesson, because these are the most re-
warding aspects of music for most young
children."
Miss MacVichie (a former assistant
ETUDE editor) has had extraordinary
success with her piano classes .... No
teacher anywhere has faced a more difli-
cult job. If you think your students are
exasperating and frustrating (and they
are!) you ought to try to teach some of
hers .... I asked her for exact class pro-
cedures in order to give interested teachers
practical help.
Class piano offers a challenge to all good
teachers. It takes vitality and enthusiasm
to "put across" a group project of any age
or grade. Each lesson must be carefully
planned, prepared and projected. The re-
wards to both teachers and students far
exceed those of the private lesson. Why not
be adventuresome, and organize a class or
two this summer or autumn?
RELEASE
I find that all students need to be
taught the three ways to attain release
(Continued on Page 60)
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No. 110·40123 Prelude in D-Ilat
An engaging work in contemporary idiom, offering valuable practice in octave playing and the performing of arpeggiated'
passages. Correct use of the pedal is the key to an effective interpretation of the work. Follow the composer's pedal indi-
cations carefully. Grade. 5'.
ROBERT JACQUE WILSON
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Scene
from "Swan Lake"
Players of moderate ability will enjoy this transcription of a well-known passage from "Swan Lake." Make the melody I
'sing as if it were being played by the violins and woodwinds of the orchestra. Be careful to execute precisely the two
against-three that recurs throughout. The ending
should be played a,s" 'brilliant fortissimo, like an orchestral tutti.
Grant' 4.
Moderato (J, 80)
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Mirror Lake
Tone Poem
This tone-poem, in addition to being an excellent introduction to the playing of music by Impressioni.st composers, is a
v aIu ab le study for finger independence in the r ig ht hand. Follow the composer's instruction to emp h a s ize the top Ieff-hand
note. The right hand should be played with subdued tone and with absolute evenness of touch. The final section offers a technic.
al drill not often found-- chords arpeggiated from top to bottom instead of in the usual way. Grade 3Yz·
OLIVE DUNGAN
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Maytime in Vienna
A valuable exercise in the playing of thirds in the right hand, and in rubato playing. Ritards and other alterations of tern·
po have been carefully marked by the composer, and should be scrupulously followed. In performing the piece, try to capture
the characteristic lilt of the Viennese waltz. Grade 3.
In Viennese waltz time, rubato
~
.2 1 t >- ::>
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N 110- 01944 - Bagatelle - f t h e Italian word «b agate," ~nd
o. '. e of 23. The title cotne~ r~:n ht- hearted in character, with
I I thia charming Bagatelle in 1179, at the a~ 'I means a work generall
Y
d
~rit but not carelessly or sup.
Mozar w r o e 1 • no im or t ance . In mUSIC 1 eli ht.hearte &pt J
means, literally, a trifle, a thing of ,~t sh-ould be played in the sa~ g Grade 3 it«.
no social significance or other message. t . istically Mozartean ,phraSIngs.
erficially. Observe carefully the oh a r a c e r
Allegretto (J. :72)
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Jack- 0' _lantern Parade
o. 25995
SECONDO MARJE RAPELJE
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1'0.25995 Jack-o'-lantern Parade
PRIMO
MARIE RAPELJE
• ~. I~
Tempo di marcia (J: 120)
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No. 17107 Poem ZDENKO FIBICH
Transcription for Violin with Piano aceompaniment
by ARTHUR HARTMANN
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German Dance
(Deutscher Tanzl
Arranged by Franz C. Bor nech ei-n
Moderato con moto
1\ ,1 II r--_ _
KARL DITTERS von DITTERSDORF
<t739 - 1799)- ,... .
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The Lord's Prayer
LOUIS SHENK
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Prelude
WILLIAM E. FRANCE
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From "Miniature Suite for Organ" by ·Wm. E.France
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The WitchNo. 110·40t35
WILLIAM SCHER
Andante con moto <J. : 63)
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No. 110-40015 The Cossacks
•,
ANNE ROBINSON
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A Melody of Long Ago
Fast and gay JOHN VERRALL
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In a Hansom Cab
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I Wonder Where The Robins Go
MARGARET WIGHAM
fVo-yds by Wilma fV£gham
Moderato ......-, - 2~ ·-" • , .~ • , • s
• • --. ~ .. * 11 -¥ I'.. nif.
., fFon-der where the rob-ins go In win - ter when
there's ice and snow. I won-der how they
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No. 27480 Galloping Horses
Allegro d. '132) A LOUIS SCARIUOLIN.
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Dawn On Lotus Lake
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THE SPRINGBOARD IS FAITH
(Continued from Page 18)
Then came the big night. The
showran too long. My number was
yanked. I didn't appear. I walked the
streets,trying to keep tears out of my
e)"es.
J suppose everybody develops his
own method of bobbing up again
after he's been struck down. Other-
wisehe stays down. I have a theory
that difficultiesare part of t he test
ofwhat it takes to go ahead. Being
sentimental,I like proverbs that
showme I'm not the only one to get
a jolt; others have been in similar
situations.The proverb I like best is
theLatinAd astra per aspera-"To
the stars through difficulties." In
otherwords,you can't get to the top
withoutcrashing through obstacles.
The obstacles are valuable in
showingyou the kind of human be-
ing you are. The person who lies
downunder hard luck is one thing;
thepersonwho pushes through it, is
another.
Mypersonal springboard in leap-
ing over discouragement is faith.
Part of my faith is that God will
help those who hel p themsel ves. So
alongwith the faith, there must be
constant,uninterrupted hard work-
the right kind of hard work, which
means getting
your abilities,
you're going.
The aspiring young musician must
make absolutely sure of two things.
The first is whether, in the opinion
of honest and capable judges, he has
the basic, inborn ingredients of a
career. Nobody expects a young sing-
er to start out as a mature artist
but he must have a better than aver:
age voice. The instrumentalist must
be a better than average performer.
Thanks to the progress of our musi-
cal development, it is possible to find
judges-whether teachers or manag-
ers-who are competent to advise on
this all-important point. And while
an unfavorable verdict causes heart-
ache, it's better to accept the pain
at the moment of decision than to
prolong it over later years of un-
avoidable failure.
The second point is even less tangi-
ble than talent or promise. I gener-
ally get at it by asking the young
aspirant exactly why he wishes a
musical career. Sometimes he looks
at me blankly-c-as though he were
thinking, "What a question! Don't
you know?"-and that's always a
bad sign. Sometimes he stammers
sound advice
and knowing
about
where
out something about a wonderful life
in art, and all the wonderful people
you meet; that, too, is a bad sign.
But once in a while, a youngster tells
me tbat he feels he must sing or
hurst-that something inside him
leaves him no peace till he's gotten
it out through his voice. And that's
a good sign. The only reason for
performing in public is to express
something within you which is com-
pletely yours and which will explode
if it doesn't come out. That "some-
thing" is part of your faith.
Your work and your faith are what
get you to the attention of people
who can help you. That, at least,
is the only recipe I know. There are
a number of people who have helped
me, and still do. After the wonderful
lift of finding myself the right type
for Roxy, I got another boost from
the late Michael Di Pace.
I was then singing regularly at the
Radio City Music Hall, and I was
perfectly satisfied. When Di Pace
came to my wife with ideas about
opera, all the old doubts came back.
I was doing well-s-why risk things?
I knew nothing of opera. Maybe I
wasn't the right type-maybe I
wouldn't look right in tights. Di Pace
and my wife kept after me though;
we had talks about whether I be-
lieved in myself, and at last I made
the try. And I was the right type,
and I looked fine in tights!
Next, Sol Hurok took hold of me,
polishing the clay which Hoxy and
Di Pace had helped shape. One' of
the most astute impresarios of all
time, Hurok taught me the important
lesson of doing only the work which
I believed suitable for me. Many a
time he has guided' me to take a
moderately paid engagement into
which I fitted, and to turn down a
better- paying job where I would sim-
ply be filling a momentary need. He
has counseled me to go ahead slowly.
He insists that I steer clear of fads,
and I have developed myself along
those lines that best express my abili-
ties-and which my abilities can best
express.
To return to the young man who
threw my breaks at me. I've had ex-
actly three magnificent breaks: Iwas
early encouraged to think that my
vocal abilities would one day lead me
somewhere; Imarried the right wife;
and I was born with the gift of faith.
Whatever else I've gotten has grown
out of working as hard as I can, and
refusing to be downed by matters
which have nothing to do with my
work.
To-day, when I step out on a stage,
L am absolutely convinced that I'm
the tallest, slimmest, blondest, hand-
somest tenor in the world!
THE END
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most interesting first grade teaching
pieces yOll could find after a long,
long search. While some of them
have been favorites for many years,
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In spite of spiraling costs. Century
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FIRST GRADE PIANO SOLOS
S522 Boom Boom. March, C Scarmolln
~2998 Jinale Juk. F Hopkin~
'"'3459 When My Birthday Comes, C Rlchter
-<3155 Dartlna In and Out, Polka, C.. .Armuur
3681 Marie Antoinette's Music Boll., C
GLovannl
"3587 Advice to Dolly, G Arnold
"31)1)1 Captain's March. Tile. C Hopkins
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Haydu-Eckhardt
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3155 Parachutist, The (Chrllmatic). F
Steiner
3411 From Cllunty nee-s. G.. . .. Armour
.3693 Sea Spray, C ,. ..RoUe
'"'3448 Woodland Orchestra, C. . .. Jean
3016 Cello sens. G....•........ 1>Jontgofllerr
"3164 Mr. Third Takes a Walk, C ..... nteuter
3960. Mozart for the Younl Pianist .. Eckhardt
3937 Dopo the Donkey. C·I·2 ..... Dvorine
3935 Four by Eiaht. . .. , ... Pederson-Krag
3810 l.et's Play Tag, C.. . ... Foldes
3756 Pino pong. F .• , .. Steiner
3866 T.. kino a Walk, C.. . .,Foldei
31101 Yo Yo, C. . James
"7'11086 viDeos haec IGords for sinoi·nu. if desired.
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THE SINGER'S BREATH
(Continued from Page 22)
his lungs more and more. This was
to be done imperceptibly, noiselessly,
slowly ••• Only the sides of the body
were in so doing to expand, and
breathing with raised chest was el-
lowed only in exceptional cases."
Sir Morell Mackenzie, an English
physician and throat specialist
achieved wide recognition for his
research in the field of voice, and
published in 1899 a book entitled
"The Hygiene of the Voice." Here
are quotations from the work:
"The old Italian masters taught
that in inspiration the anterior ab-
dominal wall should be slightly
drawn in, and this method was prac-
ticed for more than a hundred and
fifty years. Signor Garcia, the lineal
descendant of the old Italian school
says in his "Singing School" (1840) :
'In order to inspire freely ... raise
the chest by a slow regular move-
ment and draw in the stomach.'
"As the result of personal obser-
vation I may remark that the old
Italian style of breathing is employed
by some of the finest male singers
that I know, and all these persons
have a wonderful control over the
respiratory htnctions."
Another opinion as to what the
old Italians taught is found in "The
Technics of the Bel Canto" by Gio-
vanni Lampertil who wrote:
"The mode of breathing required
for artistic singing is diaphragmatic
breathing. It is the sole method by
which a singer can conduct sufficient
air tranquilly and with a minimum
of exertion, from the lungs to the
vocal organs.
"The position of the body must be
easy and natural ... the shoulders
slightly thrown back to allow the
chest dlje freedom in front, without
raising it.
"Prof. L. Mandl writes in his "Hy-
giene de la voixH: 'As long as the
breathing is abdominal (diaphrag-
matic), no strain upon the vocal
organ can proceed from the chest.
"'Singing voices were preserved
much better and longer by the old
Italian method, as taught by Rubini
Porpora, etc. than by our moder~
methods, which teach, (or at least
permit) cla-viwlar breathing. And
thos: teacher.s who favor diaphrag-
matIC breathmg can likewise show
the best results:"
Lamperti shows by an illustration
that he believes that the chest should
not move during the breathing pro-
cess, the entire expansion and con-
traction taking place at the waist.
. Thus we have expressed the opin.
Jons that the old Italians: (1) al-
lowed the chest to be raised on rar
occasions for extra length of phrases
e
but insisted that the habitual breath:
ing cause l'?nly the "sides of the
body" to expand; (2) insisted that
the chest be raised for each inhala.
tion and the upper abdominal wall
be drawn in; (3) did not allow the
chest to be raised, but insisted that
breathing action be apparent only
at the waist.
From these various statements we
can draw several conclusions. First
of all it is not illogical to assume
that all of these ideas are true and
that old Italian teachers did teach in
the several ways described by the
writers here quoted. The bel canto
teaching was, after all, not a body of
rules to which all teachers of the per-
iod faithfully adhered. It wa 8 set
of principles with as many individual
variations as there were teachers, and
the teachers' skill and experience en-
abled them to adapt this knowledge
to the particular student.
Second, it is apparent that the
writers quoted, excepting Tosi and
Mancini, had each made a study of
the physiological phenomena in-
volved in the breathing process, and
had arrived at different interpreta·
tions of the function of the respira-
tory system.
The third idea which comes to
mind is this: perhaps, after aU, there
al'e several ways for the singer t
br.eathe and sing efficiently, and Ollr
mistake is in trying to find the onc
and only right way, to the exclu ion
of all others.
Let us leave the conflict unresolved
for the moment and consider some
other points of view. In the 19th cen·
tury the physiology of the human
body was much more widely under-
stood, and the functions of the pam
of t~e body used in breathing were
studIed and commented upon by
many teachers. Manuel Garcia (1805-
1906), who was not only the uJineal
descendant of the old Italians," but
also one of the first to enga' ,ge In sen-
ous ~nd. effective research in the field
of smgmg, points out in one of hi
last works ("Hints on S' . ~
1894) h mgmg,w at he considers to b I
two· fold action in hrealm . e tIe
"I I ' ng.
n t Ie first attempt to 'd h . emJl a
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tl e ~~om~c~l ~lightly protrudes, and
b
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portant change in '. ates an Im4
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THE ROLE OF HARMONICS IN MUSIC
(Continued from Page 11)
rclerto make it rich-sounding, the
~rtal'e,Twelfth, and Fifteenth stops
areaclded;these stops correspond to
Ihesecond, third, and fourth har-
monics. Thus four stops, each of
whichis dull by itself, are added
togetherto form a rich, full sound.
Electronicorgans use the princi-
pleofharmonicsto develop the tones
ofvarioustimbres. By combining the
harmonicsin various proportions, a
wideselection of timbres, or tone
colors,can be developed. The organ.
ist can easily change the timbre of
theHammondOrgan by the setting
of the drawbars-the fart.her each
oneis drawn, the louder will be the
harmonicorresponding to that draw-
bar.
In the accompanying table (Fig .
3) are examples of some typical
timbresand the way in which they
areproducedby t.he Hammond Or-
gan.Thenumbers in the table repre·
sentthe positionof the drawbar and
the Jelative magnitude of the tone
of that drawbar.
DR.-\.WBAR
HARMONIC
Diapason
Tuba
Flute
Strings
Violin
Clarinet
III IV V VT VII VfJI IX
1234568
8855000
8888000
8400000
1374000
1575521
6170310
Figure 3
The Diapason, the basic organ
lone,has the general characteristic
of decreasing strength for hirrher
harmonics.Notice that the Tub:, in
orderto get its characteristic sound
has stronger third and fourth har:
monics.The Flute is almost entirely
t~e fundamental tone; it is some-
limesknownas the "pure" tone. be-
caus~it does not contain many har-
mOlllCS.Strings, and particularly the
Violin,have a weak fundamental but
strongsecond and third harmonics
withhigher harmonics of decreasin~
~agnitude.The Clarinet has a rela·
tIVelystrong fundamental but weak
secondand fourth harmonics. There-
fore 't .,I lS strong in odd-numbered
hbarmonicsand weak in even·num·
eredones.
Tb' ,IS IS the method used with Ham-
mondOr . .f gans to lmltate the timbre
o any particular instrument. Actu-
ally, the drawbar settings of Fig. 3
canbeu~d I. ~e as a met lOd for analyz-
mg the tN ones, as was done above.
.{ext,however, is given the method
o an I .th a .yzmgthe tones produced by
e vanous instruments themselves.
CLARINET
Relative
Strength
100
o
25
o
Harmonic
1
2
3
4
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
100
4
17
10
8
8
7
4
5
6
6
5
4
5
5
4
3
3
3
VIOLIN
Harmonic
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Relative
Strength
100
50
5
10
7
20
7
5
7
7
FLUTE
Harmonic
1
2
3
4
Relative
Strength
100
33
7
3
Figure 4
Analyzing the tables of Fig. 4 will
show that harmonics playa very im-
portant part in determining the dif-
ferent tone qualities of different clas-
ses of instruments. It also shows that
the tones of some instruments are
so complex that it becomes diffi·
cult, if not impossible, to imitate
them accurately.
Perhaps the entire idea of blend-
ing harmonics to produce the tones
can be compared with the blending
of colors. Think of a musical tone as
being built up in much the same
wayan artist produces a certain
shade of red. He uses may colors,
mixing and blending them until he
has the desired shade. No trace of
the individual colors may be seen,
but the color is the distinct shade
which the artist wants. The red base
is predominant, but all the other
colors are there, although unnotice-
able. Just as there are many shades
of red, so there are many combina-
tions of harmonics which produce
tones of different timbre.
So you see, harmonics do play a
very important role in our musical
world: They distinguish classes of
instruments; determine quality of an
instrument; and proclaim an accom-
plished musician. THE END
/¢»rgan f(l]uestions
Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
• Can you suggest books or other
material that can be used for the
melodeon? J have two pupils who
play the accordion and have melo-
deons at home, and are taking piano
lessons. -J. F_ R., Wisconsin
For all practical purposes the
music and studies designed for the
cabinet organ would be suitable for
the melodeon. We suggest the "Reed
Organ Method" by Landon. We are
also sending a list of organ music
and books which includes a separate
classification of those works for
reed organ. Most of these are still
available.
• I am interested in a church hav·
ing a total seating capacity of 550.
The sanctuary seal,s 320 and a large
hall adjoining seats 230. They plan
to purchase a new pipe organ, two
manual, with chimes. What stops do
you suggest, and have you other sug-
gestions. They have the address of
a well known organ company, but
would like your snggestions before
conununicating with them.
-J. K. B., Illinois
The fact that the organ will have
to provide for an "adj oining" hall
in addition to the sanctuary pI'oper,
suggests that great care be used in
determining the proper location, and
guidance in this respect would come
best from a responsible builder who
would have a first hand view of the
building conditions and acoust.ics.
Generally speaking, such a builder
would be in a better position to
recommend the most suitable stops.
Under normal conditions the fol-
lowing would make a fair stop set-
up.-GREAT-Diapason 8', Melo-
dia 8', Dulciana 8', Octave 4', Flute
d'Amom 4', SWELL-Bourdon 16'
Diapason 8', Salicional 8', Stopped
Diapason 8', Oboe 8'; Aeoline 8'
Flauto Traverso 4', N.azard 2%<
Flautina 2'. PEDAL-Diapason 16',
Bourdon 16', Flute 8'. If more de-
sirable use Bourdon 16', Gedeckt
16', and Flute 8'. This is only a
basic suggestion, subject to changes
sugges.ted by the builder based on
local conditions, and price.
• We have a Story & Clark reed
organ, which has a pleasing tone
quality, but since I am a pianist I
have some difficulty finding suitable
tone co.mbinations, especially soft
ones. Question 1. What do the figures
2', S', and 16' mean. I only know
vaguely that they refer to pitch.
(2) Can the stops be classified as to
t01~e color, flutes, etc.? (3) Should
hymns be played as written in the
4 voice style? They sound guttural
and too thick in the medium register.
Can this be overcome, and what are
good combinations for hymn play-
ing? -R. T. K., Iowa
The following are the stops: Sub-
base 16', Vioella 2', Viole 4', Vacuum
Viola 4', Straight Coupler, Bassoon,
Diapason S', Echo Horn 8', Bass
Forte, Vox Humana, Treble Forte,
Dulce 8', Celeste 8', Melodia 8',
Roman Pipe 2', La Perfection 8',
Cello 16', Clarionet 8', Pipe Cello 16'.
Question I-Take- 8' as your start-
ing point. This is normal pitch,
meaning that a note sounded with
this stop on will sound the same
pitch as the same note on the.piano.
Now take this same note with a 4'
stop drawn and the sound wiH be
an octave higher than the piano note.
Now draw a 2' stop and you will
have two octaves higher than the
piano note. Draw a 16' stop and
you will have an octave lower than
the piano note. In other words take
8' as the normal, divide by two to
get an octave higher; multiply by
two and you get an octave lower.
Question 2-It would hardly be
advisa.ble to try to classify the stops
on this organ into the usual pipe
organ groupings of Diapason, Flute,
String and Reed, as the tone quali-
ties are not usually precise repro·
ductions of the pipe organ quali-
ties.
Question 3-Hymns should be
played in the regular four part
arrangement, though in the louder
type hymns it is sometimes desirable
to include the tenor notes in the
right hand and double the bass part
in octaves with the left hand, using
the Sub-bass 16'. Cenera]]Yl how-
ever, avoid the use of 16' stops, and
this will help to correct the "gut-
teral" sound you mentioned. For
the softer effects use only the Dul-
cet (apparently for the upper reg-
ister), and the softest stop for the
lower register-your list does not
seem to include any very soft 8' stop
for the lower section.
To increase the volume you might
add first the Echo Horn and Mel-
odia, then others in order of volume
including the 4' stops after moder:
ate volume is reached, but the 2' and
16' stops should be used only for
special effects. The 2' Vioella in the
left hand could sometimes be used
alone as an accompaniment for a
solo stop such as Celesle, Melodia.
Clar~onet in right hand. For hymn
playmg use the medium volume
build up as suggested above, adding
louder stops for congregational use.
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MUSIC TEACHER
will ETUDE was founded by Theodore Presser
in 1883 to aid and assist music teachers
throughout the world. Today we find that
many of our teacher subscribers are not
identified as such. To prepare material best
suited to teaching needs, we would like to
know where you live, what you teach and
about how many pupils you now have. This
information on a penny postcard - or the
following coupon - will be most sincerely
appreciated.
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us
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To ETUDE
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
I teach _
~ , and have _ pupils.
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BOSTON MUSIC CO.
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BOSTON 16, MASS.
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brandt. or. as an alternative. an ob-
scure opera by Handel. along with
a concert of contemporarr musi
utilizing the services of a stein"q.Je.. e uar·
ret. famous 50101515, full symphoDY
orchestra. and large chorus. n<
mind you. takes place ever)' week~
winter and summer.
A nether extraordinary organila.
lion in Creat Britain is the Art,
COUI\cil. e-tabf ...hed by Royal Char~
t f. whose objects are to de\'elopa
gr ater nrecnce and understanding
of th art to in reese the accessi.
bi lity of rhe art 10 the people and
! iml rov the ..tandard of exec~lion.
sum of money. somewhat le-dhan
2.000.000 i.... spent each year I'r
thi ... purpo-e. and the re ..ults are
noteworthy. ) mphony orcb~tra,
which would ntherwise perish (0;
lack of financial a" i-tan e. arekepl
in a Ilour-i ...hing Slate hy grants from
the trea-ury.
Th four ...)mphony orche:.tra>,
which ---hare in the benefib of the
unci!. arr Ih Birmingham Oreb~
Ira. the lIallt r he-Ira in ~1an-
hc;"u:.r, the I..i\eq)ool Philharmonk.
and th Lond n Philh rmonic.Thoe
or h ..,ro al-.o rcceh'e l:uh-l.Intial
aid from Ih it O~'n municipalities
and or tho Ir .. d [ram ,h. d...
financial _p Ire which hants om
aJI Ameri on orell Ira.
The dan uhy _ill be io g.u"'"'
I>e Ille t.uffi ienlly el'llhu ..i.~lieto de·
mand activn. Til" Art- in thisC'OlIIl-
Iry ha\" n t be n ""idel, recopized
a... ..~ nliol.. of American ~
The)' are IU)( re~8rdcd. as ~ fat
b) the Briti ..h during weir ma·
perienc . a e..'!! I'llia.1 (0 a ~ 1IlII·
look on lile. a rall)ing point api>1
the e\-i! and degradation .hid! sm·
round u....Art in lb' COUDU'Y is still
regard d 0" 0: plCL.'l.PI.doramenll
decoration. not ~making a lirir?'
'I> 10 now mO-1 of our sympbaar
orch "lras hll\-e been able to 'Iftl1}tI
th Morm. hut it is becomin~it
T ~inglr diffi ull. and n IOU"',]]
lak a haud in it if lfe an: to~
wbat we. ba\e. Lel u ..mIt kttef.
to the radio n t"'ork! prot~' tit
reOlo\'al o( fine. orcb -In.1 prop#
Or th lranlOf r of them 1 lbe"pttt-
ya.rd" houn; of tbe night. Ld U5~~
prai---e them when the do ~
con~lruclhe. Let u~m elhtfllUl':
menl feel that. ~ince il bas depme4
tll \"eaJlb - patron of hb abilitY\I
a-55bl arti ..Li ,- nlu.re:!. il mu4 un
h i51 plac 1!I~ pbilanthropi"t. '1\e~'
h ---lra i.. a tremend(l.u~ edut'J·1JIt
and ~piriluaJ force in ow ~.
Le, ~, guard it ical~! ,.d~
that I' pIa its part m tIJc-
curriculum. its part as a ~
8lional acth'it in the ~'
and its part in bringing \O.~
in the concert h.n ud .. tIJc ....
the m.p>ilicco' c of .-
mu ic. tit to
1liolin ~uestions
A BOOK ON HARMONICS
To get a Guild Teacher for your
child, write the Pres., Dr. Irl Allison,
Box 1113 Austin, Texos
the most mature professional ag~re-
cations to the youngest communIty.
~r "civic" groups. The orchest~a5
themselves have profited by the stlm~
ulus of playing to huge audiences be-
yond the radius of their immediate
influence.
Lately, this series has been pre-
sented under the title "Pioneers of
Music" by the School of Music of
the University of Southern Cali-
fornia in cooperation with NBC':-.
University of the Air. The former
institution uses these broadcasts as
part of a program at the college
level, offering a home study course in
which any interested listener might
enroll.
That these broadcasts are a vital
factor in the education of merlen
is a foregone conclusion. The Unlver-
sity reports that more thun 5.000
letters and cards of inquiry were
received concerning the program ...be-
fore the first broadcast!
It is tremendously important thut
the beginner jn musical listening be
carefully guided. It is not fair to
take people "off the street:' ~o to
speak, and to immerse tli III in a
serious symphony concert. [ore of·
ten than not, if they are without pre·
vious experience, they will be fright.
~=============================~I ened away from it permanently. It i...;
very similar 10 taking a child to
church before he has been to un·
day School or to hearing a play of
Shakespeare before he can read or
write. He wjll get something out of
it, but more than likely. he will de.
velop an aversion where he should
have developed an affect ion.
I believe that the initiate should
start with the Youth Concerts where
the works played are very melodiou~
and where an oral description of
each piece is given before it i
played. After two years of thi~ he
s~ould attend the less formal eve.
nmg concerts by the ·orchestra at
~hich the" well-known and '·ea;;;;ily.
lIstened·to classics are I>layed. [.
ter two or three years of this he will
be ready for the more sophislicated
(ormal concerts at which symphonic
works from the "by-ways" ratl
than the "high.ways" are heard. leI'
I spent last summer in Europe
where I had a chance to study the
rel~ahrk~ble work jn music education
w lIe IS being done via the d'
The BBC' E I TO JO.
d 10 ng and. particularlr
eserves mention for·' . .
I 5 sene.. of
prog~ams desjgned to meet the - r ~
greSslve. needs of the listener r~o:
~he ~eglOner to the professional art
~~~'hnTeh~fd'hpe weekly eVents. called
e 1T rogram'" dedl th h· IS un oubt·y e. Igh,water mark in .
broadcasting. It is of six h ,radiO
ation and a ours duro
. I d sample program would
mc u e a complet I
the B' M e per ormance of
rumor ass or Ba h A
Trarrcdy and Ie, Greek
"" a eClurc on Rem.
Hill OF London
We offer to players all over the U.S.A. the eemplete line of Hill producfs-
the world's finest. Bows for" the violin and cello from $75.00 to $250.00. The
full line of chin rests. including the famous "Gordon Model" at $12.00. Their
strings-cases for violin and cello-Durhill tuners-boxwood fittings-all are here.By HAROLD BERKLEY
A OOUBTFUL STAINER
Mrs.M. A. P., Michigan. If the
datein your friend's violin is 1716
thenit can't be a genuine Stainer,
for he died in 1683. It is probably
one of the many thousands of very
inferiorcopies, worth at most $150,
that began to appear over two
hundredyears ago when Stainer's
violinsattained popularity.
CONCERNINGFINGER PATTERNS
A. J. H., Indiana. Your article
on the value of finger patterns has
notbeen referred to me, so I can-
not give you any personal opinion
on it. However, as you outline the
ideain your letter it seems to have
excellentpossibilities. Finger pat~
ternshelp many students, though
the students are liable to feel lost
when they meet a passage that
doesnot followa defineable pattern.
TNOUSANDSOF IMITATIONS
AIrs. O. A. V., New Mexico. The
odds against your violin being a
genuineStrad are at least half a
millionto one. For each of the
~ixhundred genuine Strads known
to exist. there are at least a thou·
sand imitations varying in value
from ten dollars up to-in rare
instances-two thousand dollars.
If you think your violin has value
youshouldhave it appraised by one
ofthefirmsthat advertise in ETUDE.
A BOOK DN
VIOLIN CONSTRUCTION
F. A., New York. There are very
fewbooks available on the design
and construction of violins. The
?est of them is "Violin Making as
It Wasand Is," by E. Heron·Allen.
This hook was out of pdnt for a
numberof years, but I was told re~
~ently that it is available again.
his will be good news to many
amateurviolin makers.
WNAT ABOUT STEEL STRINGS?
Rev. 1. M., North Dakota. The
qU~stionof steel strings vs. gut
stnngs is a hardy perennial. My
personal experience is that any
really good violin will suffer tonally
when it is strung with all metal
strings.The steel E string we must
accept, for a gut E wears out too
soon.~nd breaks too quickly. A very
senSitIVeold violin sounds better
when the D and A strings are of
ETUDE-orrnRPR '0<1
pure gut, but the majoruy of good
violins-and this includes many in
the five-figure class-give better reo
sults when the middle strings are
made of gut wound with aluminum.
The G string should always be of
silver-wound gut. The great- ad-
vantage of stainless steel strings is
that they remain in tune. But as
regards the tone produced
That is another matter.
Relioble appraisal service available here. Widely recommended by players,
and collectors of valuable instruments.
c:/5~:r~ ~~cm
28 Eost Jackson Blvd. Chicogo 4, III.
PRIVATE COLLECTION OF
RARE VIOLINS
For sole ot less thon cost. $100 to
$600. List furnished upon request.
30 E. Adams St.-Chicago 3, Ill.
fl. 117., West Virginia. As you do
not tell me who composed the pieces
you have been playing, I have no
means of knowing to what grade they
belong. Any number of composers
used the same titles. Your hest
plan would be to write to the Thea·
dare Presser Co., tell what you have
been playing, and ask for a selec-
tion of slightly more difficult pieces
to be sent to you on approval. The
best book for the study of Harmonics
is that by Ferdinand David.
Specialists in Violins, Bows, Repairs, etc.
ESTABLISHED IN 1874. WftlTE ron CATALOG
Publishers of "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"
$2.50 per year-Specimen Copy 35¢.
R. McKEAN
32 East 57th St•• New York. N.Y.
250 GENUINE VIOLIN LABEL FACSiMILES AND
BRANDMARKS of the most impoetant Makee_neb
marked ns to Nationality. Coloe of Vaenish. and
Pclee fl.ange. This newly published booklet Is Ihe
"olle and only·' Of it~ kind. and Is 3 must foe Vlalln·
ists. Dealees and Colleetoes. An aUlhenUc Inlidc to
the identification and value Of old vloHns. Price $2.
SUBURBAN MUSIC STUDIOS
643 Stuyvesant Ave. Irvington. N. J.
JOHN Mll.RI<ERT & CO.
141 WEST 15TH ST.. NEW YORK II. N. Y.
VIOLINS OLD & NEW
Expert Re~alring. Send fer Cataloll
NEW AND INTERESTING PIANO WORKS
DATA ON CARL FLESCH
VITTORIO RIETI
CHESS-SERENADE ............••••.............. 6.00
BOHUSLAV MARTINU
FIRST PIANO QUARTET......................... 6.50
(Piano, Violin. Yiola, ·Cello)
FANTASY & TOCCATA..................... ...•• 3.50
SONATANO. 3- Yiolin & Piano. • • • • • • • • •• • •• •• •• • •• 4.25
FELIX GUENTHER (Editor)
THE PIANO AND ITS ANCESTORS. . . . . .. .•••••.•• 1.00
(An Anthology of Early Keyboard MtI~ic for the Piano)
*VICTOR BABIN
TWELVE VARIATIONS ON A THEME BY
HENRY PURCELL ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..••••• 3.00
*(In Preparation)
]. W. N., Kansas. Carl Flesch
died several years ago-in 1944, to
be exact. He made a number of
recordings, but whether they are
still available in America I do not
know. I think you could get this
information from the Jenkins Music
Store in Kansas City, Missouri. This
firm, incidentally, is probably the
nearest to your home where you
could purchase a violin bow that
would appeal to you. The publishers
of ETUDE could certainly supply
you with the various works that
Flesch edited.
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
2S W. 45th St.• N. Y. 19. (or your local dealer]
DUIFFOPRUGCAR NOT A MAKER
E. O. G., Florida. Duiffoprugcar
died about 1571, so he could not have
made the instrument your friend has,
dated 1642. In fact, it is doubtful
that he ever made any violins. The
many so-called Duiffoprugcars came,
most of them, from France, others
from Germany. They are worth, at
most, $150.00. Vuillaume, Chanot,
and one or two other fine makers
made violins they called copies of
dl "."Duiffoprugcar, an t lese COpIeS
are worth considerably more. Your
(riend should have his instrument
appraised. As for the words and
symbols on the label, I cannot help
you. But you might write to Rem-
hert Wurlitzer, 120 West 42nd Street,
New York City, using my name, and
ask him about them.
RIGHT WHERE YOU ARE
in the nearest sizable town
is one of the 350 centers of
National GUILDPiano Teachers
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When the Soldiers Came
BY LEONORA SILL ASHTON
IT WAS SUNDAY on a long-ago date
in the fourth century, when a
Church in the city of Milan, Italy,
was filled with people. The con-
gregation was listening to the ser-
man when suddenly the doors were
pushed open from outside, but just
as quickly closed and bolted.
Above the voice of the preacher
c::amea shout-"The soldiers are
coming". The people clung to each
other in terror. Only the speaker
in the pulpit remained calm. He
continued his sermon.
His name was Ambrose. He
knew an armed company had been
ordered to capture the church so
that it might be used for purposes
other than those for which it had
been built. He heard the soldiers
outside and knew darkness was
near. The church was too small to
pass the night in its shelter and
there was no food. Already there
were signs among the people that
they might surrender.
But Ambrose had other thoughts.
He had vowed he would not sur·
render the building. But how was
the unarmed congregation to de·
fend it from the force drawing
near? Ambrose happened to love
music. He knew the people in the
church loved it, too. He began to
sing. The melody was one the pea·
pIe knew well, but he composed
his own words to it, words of faith
and assurance and courage. Line
by line he taught it to them, and as
they learned, they sang, a few
voices at first, then more until the
whole church resounded with the
song.
Night came. Ambrose add~d
other familiar melodies and fitted
them with words which made the
people forget their fears as they
turned to worsh"ip and prayer.
-54
When morning came, the singing
was still filling the air, but the
soldiers were preparing to take the
church by force. The doors gave
way before a great surge of might
and into the church tramped the
soldiers of -the Roman Ernp,i reo
Ambrose and his brave congrega-
tion went on singing and took no
notice of the rough intruders.
And the soldiers ? For an instant
they stood and listened, surprised
and filled with wonder. Then, lay-
ing their swords on the floor,
gently, so that the clanking 'would
not disturb the singers or inter-
rupt the beauty of the music, the)'
began to 'Sing, too.
As history tel1s us, ';the 'power
of swords had lost against the
power of music."
And the name of Ambrose has
come down the pages of musical
history as one of the fathers of
church music, in the same way
that Haydn has been called the
"father of the symphony."
The End
THE CONTEST
By LO'IJell Signer
The birds jnst held a contest,
Right in our own elm tree;
Gay solos, then full chorus
Of.liqnid melody.
The jndges sat, heads tilted,
And, since the nests were near,
No trill or rapid passage
Escaped their list'llillg ear.
The chorus rated faullles5;
Pert nods did so attest;
But when it came [·0 solos-
Each thought his pupil best.
SQUEAKIE, THE CLARINET
BY PETER GLAD HART
O NeE UPON a time there wasa little clarinet who lived in
a fine band. His conductor was one
John Merathin Viatenberger, who
was a very kind man but had a
very hot temper. The little clarinet,
whom we shall call Squeakie, had
just graduated from the factory
where he had been learning to pu t
himself together. And, I must say,
he could do it very well, although
some times he got mixed up and
had to have his friend, Willum the
Sixth, help him.
Now Willy was a kind hearted
soul and being a little older than
Squeakie, he rememberd very well
how he had felt when he got mixed
up himself so he was always glad
to help Squeakie.
The band in which Squcakie
lived had four drums, six flutes,
three trombones, two bass horns,
five saxophones, a pair of cymbals,
five clarinets and some other in-
struments. The band practiced at
three o'clock and by very careful
timing, Squeakie managed to get
there on time. He would step out
of his case, get out the music and
start to wann up his reed.
Now Squeakie always had a
hard time, for no matter how h
held his reed or covered the hol~e
the sound always came au;
SQUEAK. The oth~r clarinets
laughed at hun, that rs, all except
Willy. But today he had foundnew
hope for he had found a newway
to blow on his mouth piece.
The conductor said to him.
" ow, queakie, do you want me
to give you a bad mark in your
grade bo k or do you want toplay
better ?"
"-I want 1 play better," 8aid
qu aki , very much excited.
"Good. '" all the clarinets
play an 0 rave from G to G.On;
two, thr e, go." They all play~
eight not up the scale, but
[ueakie played ,A, B, C, D
sIU k. qui k, quack. I
II ell ," aid the conductor
" qu ukie, you are improving:
That i b It I' than you havedone
bel T • Ju t k' p trying andyou
will 0 n be the best clarinetinilie
ban 1."
nd much lotcr, queakiedid
bee m the best clarinet in ilie
band. ~ore th n that, he wona
m dal for hi fine playing.
TilE END
Who Knows th
(Keep score. Oue 1llw(lred ;. pcr/ct.l)
1. What form of musical com-
position is "Madam Butter-
fly?" (5 points)
2. Name four composers whose
names begin wi th the Jetter
M. (10 points)
3. What is meant by Da Capo
or its initials, D.C.?" ui
points)
4. How may One half-note rest,
plus one dotted-quarter Test
plus one eighth-note rest be ex:
pr~ssed by one rest?" (IO
pOll1ts)
5. ~hich of the followin" operas
~.d Puccini compose~ Faust,
lda, Lucia di Lammermoor
Tosca, Cavalleria R b' '
(15 .) us cana,POlTIts
6. MacDowell was bh orn one·
undred·eleven years after the
4f."~'
'¥'P'i1 ··ID<il.lJ.!JJ vrl§
*~th of John Sebaslian Bach
en was he born? (5poinls)
7. If your teacher used th . d
embou h e WOrcure, to what type of
mu ital in trument would he
reler? (20 points)
8. Wbat i the name of the vio-
\; nil picllued with thi, quil1
(15 points)
9. What are the letter uarnt'~
the tonic triad in the roajor
scale o( which .,harp" ib<
leading tOile? (5 poio~) ,
10. From what is the them<@~
with this qua takell? Ii
points)
Ar.-,tci'!n on nUl ,."
NO JUNIOR ETUDE CONTEST THIS MONTH
Results of Jnne Essa~ Contest
5
, ontestants could select their
lllee C
les this time, there were many
OlrO top' d . I d
"
a subjects covere , Inc u -
interc!irng . WId
, .' How to practice; by stu y
10,:, , Bioaraphies of composers; The
lllu.lC, 0 • f . 'Ilnli . The beginnIng 0 runsrc ; l'· u-,JOm, WI .
,ic'i place in the world; rat IS mu-
~it,and many other:.
Prize Wmners
CIa,sA, Elsie Rae Musselma~ (Age
17), -Montana. Topic: My
Mllsical Life.
ClassB, Elaine Maaseon (Age 14),
Iowa. Topic: The Value of
Musical Terms.
ClessC, Calvert Shenk (Age 10),
Kansas, Topic: The Flute.
Honorable Menriou fOI' Essays
(In Alphabetical Order)
Doris Adams, Janice Brownbnugh,
Janet Elwood, Sharon Ferguson, Mn-
nan George, Valeria Joyce Hall, Ella
LouHendricks, Randal Jacobs, Elea-
norKeune, Kay Long, Harlin Mason,
SydneyMallon, Christine Mercugltono,
TberesaMacii,Jocelyn McAfee, George
jlellcnald, Roberta Pace, Robert Pal.
mer,Rosalie Parlato, Lee Richmond,
MauriceRose, Larry Ross, Alice Ru-
dolph,Judith Shea, Frances Schuyler.
FrancesSheridan, Luella Tiers. Ora
Turner,Adele Walters, Archie Young.
Letter Box
Send replies to letters in care of
Junior Etude, Bryn Mawr. Pa.,
and Ihey will be forwarded to the
writers. Remember foreign mail
requires five-cent postaO"c' for-
eign air mail. 15 cents." •
DEARJU~tOR ETUDE:
• I am interested in conducting and
composing.I play solo cornet in our
highschoolband, I would like to hear
fromother readers.
Conrad Ross (Age 15), New York
• I am a very interested ETUDE
readerand think it is the best maga-
zinethaI comes to New Zealand. 1 have
nineteenpiano pupils. I also play the
organin church. When I was sixteen I
~nt six of my pupils for tbeir first
theoryexam and their marks ran ..ed
from94 to 100. At the same tim; I
~assedmy own theory exams. I would
like to hear from other readers.
DianaPeters (Age 17), New Zealand
My Musical Life
(Prize Winner in Class A)
When I was seven years old my
parents bought me a 120·bass accor-·
dion. Soon I took up the harmonica
and guitar by myself and made excel-
lent progress. In seventh grade the
band leader needed a sax player, so
I got a tenor saxophone and soon was
soloist. By this time I had played in
two dance bands in our community.
I learned also to play French horn.
Then J bought a trumpet from one
friend and an alto horn from another.
Now I play the accordion, alto horn,
baritone, cor-net, euphonium, French
lroru, guitar, hormonica, mellopbonc,
ocarina, saxophone, sousaphone, trum-
pet and tuba. This year I played tuba
and baritone in the band. This goes
to show rhnt anyone with musciel tal-
ent can play several instruments.
I have just graduated from high
school and am going to take up music
teaching as my profession. I even have
a neatly printed sign, saying «MUSIC
STUDIO."
Elsie Rae Musselman (Age 17),
Montana
ANSWERS to WHO KNOWS
1. Opera; 2. Mendelssohn, MacDowell,
,Mozart, l\fassenet, Meyerbeer, Mon-
sorgsky, rvIonteverde, and others; 3.
repeat from the beginning; 4. by one
whole.note rest; S. Tosca; 6.1861; 7.
to any wind-instrument, as it refers to
the position of the lips in blowing;
8. Jasha Heifetz; 9. B, D·sharp, F-
sharp; 10. Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,
an American Negro Folk-song.
• Music is my hobby and I have been
studying organ piano and violin for
the past three years. I would like to
hear from others who like music.
l't1axirte Karpan (Age 13), Minnesota
• Our music club bas ten members 60
we named it "The Ten Music Notes."
We put on concerts for our parents
and friends and give what we earn to
our hospital. At tbe end of the season
we have a fine picnic. At Christmas
time we go out and sing carols. Am
enclosing our picture.
Sltsun Blackwell (Age 13), Canada
• I take piano and violin and intend
to be a concert violinist. I would en·
joy hearing from olhers interested in
music.
Margaret Wolfe (Age 15), Penna.
SHERWOOD MUSIl: Sl:HOOL
Distinguished since 1895 for the training of professional
musicians. Member of the National Association of Schools
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OUR FAMILY MAKES MUSIC
(Continued from Page 19)
When our daughter became suffi-
ciently advanced, we sold the old one
for the same price and purchased a
wood instrument in splendid condi-
tion for fortv dollars, A new one of
the same make would have cost al-
most two hundred. The cornet, if new
would have cost about the same. but
we found a good second-hand one for
thirty-five dollars.
- Billy is still using the school trom-
bone that. rents for fifty cents a
month. \'\lhen he shows sufficient
progress to wan-ant an instrument of
his own. we will start watching the
liner ads again.
Before buying any used instru-
ment. however, it is well to have it
examined by a music teacher or other
qua.lified 'person. Such an instrument
may have serious defects not visible
to an unpracticed eye. For example.
a .man offered me for len dollars a
silver cornet that, seemed to be in
fair condition, except for a slight'
dent and a missing cork. But the
school band instructor, after taking
the instrument apart, reported the
valves to be so worn that they could
never be put in good playing condi.
tion. Therefore, the cornel was worth-
less.
Our two youngest daugh~ers, five
and six respectively, look forward to
instrumental study as soon as they
are old enough. Ruth has her eye on
a three·quarter size violin that we
have in the family. Mary is more
interested in the piano. She has been
picking out nursery tunes with one
finger since she was four. If she can·
tinues to show interest, she can be-
gin lessons in a year or so. Since our
family orchestra already has a pian-
ist, perhaps she can be vocal soloist.
The love of singing that all our
children possess, stems, I think, from
the fact that they have heard music
ever since they were habies. Carol
Jeanne passed her first few years of
life on a mission station in Africa
where singing was as natural to the
students as breathing. By the time
she was two she was singing herself
to sleep in two languages, English
and KiJuba.
The other three children were
reared entirely in America, but we
made sure that they too were ex·
posed to music at an early age. I
like to sing as I work around the
house, and it didn't take them long
to pick up snatches of tunes. We used
songs for all occasions. They took
baths to the strains of "Baby's Boat"
and sang special lullabies for bed-
time. The two youngest even sing
their prayers occasionally using
"Jesus, Tender Shepherd" set to a
simple tune. Instead of saying the
Lord's Prayer, our nine-year old
sometimes sings it, using Malotte's
arrangement. He picked that up at
the age of three from the church
choir that practiced in the room just.
below his bedroom.
Some mothers may hesitate to sing
before their children, because they
think their voices aren't good enough.
A trained voice isn't necessary, how-
ever. Children aren't music critics,
I, myself would never qualify as a
church soloist. but I don't let that
stop me. All that a parent needs is
a love of singing, and the ability
to carry a tune.
A phonograph with carefully se-
lected records he] ps. too. The chil-
dren play the same song over and
over until it almost drives mother to
distraction. But as they gleefully
place the needle on the record for
the eighth time. they start singing
right along with the soloist.
The children also pick up songs
from the radio. although not always
the kind a parent would selecL. Suo
pervision is more difficult here. Thi~
was ilJustrated by an incident told
by Carol Jeanne's first grade teacher.
She heard the child singing one day
while concentrating on a writing les-
son. (Apparent.ly she had picked up
her mother's habit of singing at
work.) Totally unconscious of the
suppressed giggles around her, Carol
Jeanne was chanting pianissim.o con
moto "Lay that Pistol Down, Babe."
Billy also learned all kinds o{
songs from the radio and sang them
whenever the spirit moved hjm.
When he started kindergarten. he
sometimes warbled all the way to
school and back. One afternoon I
could hear him a block away_ en·
treating at the top of his lungs.
"Give Me Five Minutes :More."
Our singing t.ogether as a family
began as soon as the children were
old enough to eat at the table. From
a little booklet of singing graces. we
let them choose a different one- for
each meal. The cun-cut favorite is:
"God is great and God is good
And we thank Him for this food.
By His hand must all be fed.
Give liS, Lord, our daily bread.
Amen."
lessons
The next step in our family music
was a recording. Our first one was
made about two years ago to fill the
need for a special Christmas gift for
Grandmother. Since she was too far
away to spend the holidays with us,
why not make her a record of Christ:
mas music? Carol Jeanne was ap-
pointed to draw up a list of possible
numbers, and a new family project
was under way.
Every evening we practiced faith.
fully for a half hour amid growing
enthusiasm. Bill}'. who had been
showing a tendency to consider sing.
ing to be "sissy stuff," became in.
trigued by the idea of hearing his
voice on a record "just like Bing
Crosby," He consented to sing lollr
Old oint Nicbolos as a solo and to
join his older sister in a soprano-
all duet, Joy to 'he It:orlel. Ruth and
Mary carolled Away in a Manger
and Rudolph. As his contribution
Daddy sang Oil. Noly Night. and
Carol Jeanne played Iesu Bambino
on th . clarinet. For the final number
the \\ hole family joined in SileTl/
Night.
~ hen everything was ready, we
borrowed a re order and went
through our program. Finding that
we had misjud@:cd Ihe lime a little
(the number!" alway., seem to go
Iaster than Ihey do in rehearsal),
we all took turn;; ~8)ing. Christmas
greetings al Ih end. undma said
~hc like I the record e\en better than
Bing Cr ~by'''', now \\e bare made
the I roje t an annunlafJair.
Inci Icntally. we found that record·
ing i" an excellenl stimulu for lag·
gard musiciano;. When the children
becom sla k in their practice. ll'e
sllgge~l Ihal ,'till. a lillie more appli.
cation a certain number mighl be
ready to I)ul on a record. And the
tooting begins with renewed enthu·
siaslll.
Be!5id ... Himulating in_trumental
practice. the hrislmas recording
also ga'-e new impetus to our famay
singing. Every once in a "'hUe we
get together alter dinner for a family
"jam se_<;:ion" around the piano,We
try almo~t c\'er)tlling-folk song~
hymn~. populllr ..oogs, da~caJ num·
bers. The hiJdren like to Jearn songs
from oth r counlri too. Recently
we bought a new book. ''The Whole
"'odd inging" (Friendship Pr~
2_75) through \\'hose pages wehare
become acquainted with children and
their songs f.rom Scandinavia dOll'll
to hi 8. on we hope to makea
folk ~ong record for our collection.
Any family can duplicate our eI'
perience jn making mus-ie. We tre
strictly amat UI!. We nCler upeet
to appear al Carnegie Hall or 10 heal
one of OUT record broadcast over tbe
radio. But our mU!lic j .. enriching
our li,eg, and drawing u closer til'
getber as a family. Moreo,er, ll"t
doubt if even tbe Trapp r.mUr a'
they pIa and ~ing together han any
more fun tban we do.
THE t::iD
MODULATION IN THE CHURCH SERVICE
it shouldbe long or short accord-
. to the requJrements of that part
<fig h' I 'f the service in w IC1 It occurs.
F' Ib whether long or short, itour ,
shouldproceed to its goal by t~e
" direct route and should avoidnos . I
, ch musicalcircumlocutIOns as tne
• d' d"circleof fifths" and ascen mg om-
lnantsevenths.
Inthehands of an expert, a modu-
lationcan satisfy all these require-
mentsand in addition can be a fine
workof art. This is true of the little
FugatewhichDr. Georges Couvreur
hasconstructed,below. Dr. Couvreur
assumesthe organist has been play-
ingCome Thou Almighty King in
thekeyof E-flat, and wishes to mod-
ulateto the Doxology in its custom-
ary key of G major. The result is
E',roDom.ofDoxologyon"ComeTbou Almigbt)' King"
Fngato
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a 14·bar masterpiece of contra-
~untalwriting, with the themes of
Dome Thou Almighty King and the
oxology cleverly combined.
~ote that Dr. Couvreur is not
sahsfiedw,',h I' "I d'liS ongma en mg
andhas s "d, . upp Ie a two-measure al.
ernatlVee d' HthO . n mg. e does the same
lUg In the third of his three modu.
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(Continued from Page 24)
lations from C major to E major
on Holy, Holy, Holy. And the final
example shows no less the four solu-
tions of the same problem, that of
modulating from B major to G major
on Come Thou Almighty King.
The great organists are always ex-
perimenting in this manner trying
out new and different solu;ions of
the same problems, adopting fresh
ideas and discarding old ones. Al-
though not all of us can hope to
match the fluency and originality of
the men whose work is presented
here, all of us by exerting ourselves
a little can come up with something
better than the old, hackneyed text-
book modulations. THE END
.From C major to E major on "HOly Holy Holy"
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THEIMPORTANCE OF VOWEL COLORING the point the pressure is relaxed.
It cannot be relaxed entirely or the
bow will dance on the string, but
it is relaxed very considerably. If
the bow is moving rapidly, this light
pressure will be sufficient to keep it
steady and to maintain the vibra-
tions of the string. If the bow is not
moving so rapidly, slightly more
pressure is needed to keep the tone
steady. But the goal should always
be a fast how-stroke. The bow comes
to rest at the point with little or no
pressure on the string, and the right
hand and arm .a~ completely reo
laxed. Then, by al\ inward turning
of the forearm, pressure is exerted
in preparation for the leap to the
frog. This pressure, too, must be
relaxed at the moment the bow be-
gins to move.
At first, the coordination of hand
and arm may not be adequate for
a rapid stroke from frog to point
and, after a pause, back again. If
this is the case, about half the
length of the bow should be taken
quickly and the remainder more
slowly, in order to retain control.
But if control is to be increased,
gradually more and more of the
stroke must be rapid.
There is no bowing exercise so
beneficial for developing coordina-
tion in the right arm as the whole
bow martele. Correctly and intelli-
gently practiced, it will show results
after a few days.
will give you all the inf '
d F ormahonyou nee. or a briefer I
f th . d J r"'lm"lo ese perlo s refer you10'T~e
International Cyclopedia ofM '
d M " II !DIll'an usicians Or any oth "
h. '. erCOn·pre ensrve mUSIC dictionary.
-KG,
must he played exactly as they are
written. _R.A.M.
or should the stroke be somewhat
firmer? ... " -F. H., Ohio
lOuestions and Answers (Continued from Page 23)
The second joint of the first finger
is "bony" only if it is stiff. If this
joint rests on the stick and the fin-
ger is wrapped around the stick, the
resulting pressure will not be bony
and hard but, on the contrary, soft
and pliable.
Some whole-hearted adherents of
the Russian school maintain that
the bow-stick should be touching the
finger on the knuckle side of the
second joint-as, apparently, you
have been playing. I cannot agree
with this, for experience has taught
me that if the second joint is on
the stick, the flexibility of that joint
can be used in every change of bow,
resulting in a more flexible tone pro-
duction. Whereas, if the joint is on
the far side of the stick, the first
finger is rigid at the moment of bow
change. And this is a hindrance.
(2) I think you have been exag-
gerating the idea of a light bow
sJ.roke in the whole bow martele.
The bow must always be in firm
enough contact with the string to
keep it, the string, in constant vi-
bration.
Let me repeat for you the essen·
tial technique of the whole bow
martele. We will assume that you
are starting with a down bow. The
bow is pressing firmly on the string,
but at the moment it "leaps" towards
TEMPO AND INTERPRETATION OF
"RUSTLE OF SPRING"
tinued until the singers seem to in-
stinctively sound all vowel sounds
correctly and until the words come
to the listener through the thought
of the phrase rather than through
the impulse or accentuation of in.
dividual syllables and individual
words.
When this has been realized we
are ready for the study of mood in
vowel purity. No vowel sound can
be correctly produced unless it car-
ries the color of the mood that the
composer felt when he created the
music. When we use a mood of joy
our entire sentence has a different
vowel color and a different inflection
from that used in the mood of sor-
row. Exultation carries one mood
and brings to the sound a mood
color that is entirely different from
that of contrition. Tenderness brings
its own mood color to the sentence.
To the eye there are thousands of
different shades and colorings. To
the ear there are also thousands of
different shades and colorings.
Each vowel sound on each half
step throughout the range of the
voice of the singer wm have a slight-
ly different color if all vowel sounds
are pronounced according to the dic·
tionary. If all of these colors are
then multiplied by the number of
different moods that may be used,
we can then see the infinite pos-
sibilities for richness and vocal col-
oring. We also immediately realize
why our English language is one of
the most beautiful languages, if not
the most beautiful language in the
world. To achieve these results, cor-
rectness of vowel sounds in daily
speech and singing must become in-
stinctively right according to the
dictionary. Then instinctively and
very naturally the moods of the text
and of the music will give their
added richness and greatly increased
beauty to the singing of the individ-
ual or of the group. THE END
dis a gradually disappearing.oun lid d~olfelsound. The two e 1 eta·
getbermake up what we call a
~pbthong. .' .
Toooften in direcung a choir or
. teachingan individual to sing,
• . h h• <TO on the assumpuon t at t ere
,", I' 1". ne "ah" vowe as III psa m, one
ISO "" I"e" vowelas in see, one 00 vowe
insoon,one "0" vowel as in sew,
as , d u·"one"a" vowelas-in say, an one I
owelas in sigh. This faulty assump-\ I . ,
ticn immediatelymakes the singer s
dictionclouded because it limits the
mwels used to these few vowel
sounds.This immediately confuses
the listenerbecause in listening to
spokenEnglish we are used to the
two"00" vowels,"soon" and ·'soot."
Weare accustomed to hearing the
"ah'' vowelsas in "sod," "psalm,"
"saw,""fast," with the closely re-
latedvowel sounds as in "sung,"
"sal,"and aswirl." We are accus·
tomedto the Iwo ;Ie" yowels as in
"see." and l'sil" and the one closest
to themas in "set."
In mastering good diction, it is
absolutelyessential that we first
learnto use these twelve vowels cor·
rectlyaccordingto diclionary usage.
Thechoir director and the singer
shouldmake it a habit 10 use the
dictionarycontinually every time a
newnumber comes into rehearsal.
Heshouldbe absolutely sure before
he enters rehearsal that he knows
thecorrect vowel sound to use in
eacbword that he or his choir will
sing.It will help the choir greatly
if in the tuning of the choir these
wordsare used, not tuning the choir
just on one vowel sound or hum~
mingbut making them lune on all
vowelsounds even though to the
singerthe vowels produce in him
thesamesensation. When the leader
seriouslytakes up the study of vowel
puritythis tuning should be carried
on two or three times during the
rehearsal.In fact, it should be con-
Conducted by KARL W. GEHRKENS, Mns. Doc.,
Alusic Editor, Webster's New International Dictionary,
and Prof. ROBERT A. MELCHER, Oberlin College
• I am a piano student, sixteen
years of age. From your monthly
Etude column I secure much help
and inspiration. I hope you will
help me by answering the [ollour-
ing question.
What approximate metronome
marking would you recommend
for Rustle of Spring by Sinding?
Could you also tell me what note
to accent in the last seven mea ure
of this piece so as to play it in full
effectiveness or whether none
should be accented?
-Mr. f.R.P., South Dokota
IS A BRACKET AN
ARPEGGIO SIGN?
• I fl. me~$ure$ 51 and 53 oj Roch.
mamnoff s Prelude in C.Sh3!p
mer, Gp. 3, o. 2, is/he brackel
considered the same as theit
arpeggio sign? "'1
-At rs. C,D.S., COnlJ«l'UI
comes so difficult that few people
can perform it clearly and it be-
comes just a muddle. Also the use
of four thirty-second notes causes
unpleasant consecutive fifths at two
places. The "fake" trill I have sug-
WHO WAS PARAOIES?
• In the May 1946 ETUDE on
page 268 there was printed a Toe-
cata by P, D. Paradies (/712.
1792). But in Vol. IV of "The
W orZd' s Best M usic" published in
New York by The University So-
ciety in 1900 there is a Sonata by
Pietro Domenico Paradise, and
the dates are given as 1712-1795.
The second movement of this Son-
ata is exactly the same as the Toc-
cata published in ETUDE, but the
surnames and life spa,ns of the two
composers do not seem to be the
same. Call you explain this?
-A.E.H., Indiana
Ex:.2 6· f t ..
¥riw~
~~iw~
~"~wHiw~
o, 1J lit wavy arpeggi"i.
\01 rued, it would indicate~~t
th hard w re 10 be pl.)'edin,
roll d fa hion, beginning 'iili tn.
lowest not and going up sUCCe.>.
sively to th high I. The brack,
indic tC' that Ihe low oc~r."
• h rp arc to be played .imullant
u Iy in both haod!, theseocLtr,
I b pi d \ ry lorcefullyh;
r th r quickl), "ith the ch".
a bove them being played immoli,
at Iy afterword!.
I think you will find J.04 a
reasonable tempo {or this pic c.
I would avoid any special a' III
in the last seven measures. Th
seventh to the fourth men ur
from the end I would play 8 one
continuous, sweeping arpeggi r
working up to the cJims ti point
of the high chord at the sla ..t 01
the third measure from the nd.
If J tried for any special elTe I, it
would be to build an intensil a
this four-measure arpeggio figure
mounts to its height. I think that
placing accents within this finurc
would destroy its continuity.
I am glad that our column h
given you help and inspiration,
and trust that this answer will a _
sist you in learning this piece.
-R.A. f.
gested is not only much easier to
play, but is much clearer in sound.
The fingering for the upper mel-
odic line depends upon the size of
one's hand. If your hand is quite
large, you may find that the lower
fingering I have given is practical.
But I believe that most people with
an average-size hand will find the
upper fingering more comfortable.
The left hand can he performed
exactly as written, and occasion·
ally one hears a pianist do it so.
But it· is extremely difficult, and
must be done with a thoroughly
relaxed hand, and arm, with the
hand pivoting freely between the
upper and lower notes.
I would much prefer the version,
however, which is recommended
by Busoni. Here the melody is
Ex.3
The llUlne of this famous com-
poser was Pietro Domenico Para·
disi, but this surname is often
spelled Paradies in England and
America. The original word from
which the name is derived is para·
(USUS,and from this stem comes
our common word paradise-
which is probably what the editors
of the work you mention had in
mind. However, Grove gives the
dates as 1710.1792, and since
Grove's Dictionary of Music and
Musicians is commonly considered
to be the last word in all sorts of
musical controversies, I'll bet a
cookie that these dates are correct!
-K.G.
-all
A QUESTION THAT CANNOT
BE ANSWEREDI
• "' ill au pl/lllle 'end In< ~
mail a Ii I of requireJ Ko,l f.ro
.llIaent playing e;g.I!l·S'04,,,
leriaJ?
-Mrs. M.e ,G<or~
It u iTn 1'0 ible 10 rompUr
uch a Ii L It .11 depend; on!hi
abilit of the pupil. the ,tsndaJ.
of the I ach r. the I)pe of.. .,
in wbich both .re inlere;tol"
a wh I row of other anprtdidlbl
fa lOrs. Iten a certam l..cherlil
compile a list for him,e1I,;U~:
that each pupil rolet compltt<~
the materials ou tIlli ful in !hi
COurs 01 the ,ear. but ""th"
not good jud!,uenl becau.. ih<
type 01 pupil and the oy he~r
",ill I"ary I"en in the ca,e.f &
sam teacher. I ba". ro&cl~
otl, r authoriti about tho,.u,
and the are in complett·1'"
me.nl with me thai 10 COlDPifl
list of mu.ic wbich' lobe'
quire<! of each pupa who0.JO:
pl~ . a e"'tain grade ~fmaterill,
neither l\'is nor posilltIe- -K.
IS POlDINI STILL AllVn
• 1. One oj 771.ypiano pupils is
soon to play Poldini's Dancing
Doll, and I should like some in-
formation about this com.poser Is
he still living? .
2. I should also like to have ,rOll.
teil me where I can get illjormation
a out t!~e baroque, classical. and
romantLc periods in mu,sic.
-Mrs. C.M.H., Louisiana
HOW TO PLAY A DIFFICULT
PASSAGE IN BACH
• Will you please tell me how to
play meaSltreS 9 and lOon page 8
(See Ex. I) of Toccata and Fugue
in D Minor by Bach, arra.nged for
piano by Tausig?
-M.H., Indiana
A BOWING PROBLEM IS ANALYZED
(Continued from Page 25)
thatfortwo or three weeks you work the pressure of my index finger on
towardsfinding out how little pr~s- the bow stick is noticeable on the
sureis needed to produce a round side of the finger, slightly above the
~unquality of tone. But be sure t~ seoond joint. From your writings, I
ownear to the bridge. If you make gather that the index finger should
a babit of doing this you will find contact the stick at the second joint
that excessivepressure is quite un- and not above it. Does this mean
necessary. contact with the stick should be
made directly on the bony joint?
(2) Some time ago 1 read an article
by you in which you referred to t~e
bow as "leaping" towards the frog m
perforndng the whole bow martele.
With this in mind and also the fact
that you stress a light bow stroke,
I have tried to keep my stroke as
light as possible-almost to the point
oj just breathing it. Is this right.
played in octaves, with the repeated
G's performed an octave lower
than they are written. This is
much more practical for the piano,
and actually sounds a good deal
more like the original organ ver.
sian. Since this composition is a
transcription, one need have no
qualms about making certain
changes here and there, and any
change which keeps the transcrip.
tion as nearly as possible to the
effect of the original medium is to
be preferred. The measures imme-
diately following this passage can
not be adjusted, however, and
1. Eduard Poldini is a minor
com~oser who was born in Bud •
F~~t 10 1869 but spent most of t1~
a er part of his life in Switzer_
l
l~nd .and '~as still living there ear-
ler 10 thIS year P Id' .
I . 0 Ull wrotesevera operas, three "fair'
operas for children'" ) tale
songs, etc. His ~h:la~lO pieces,
piece Dancing Doll rmlllg little
b seems to b
~ out the donly composition that i:
lown an used in th·
2. Any good histor IS countr~.
(such as Finney's f y of mUSIc
, or example)
·]!ix.!
TheWhole Bow 1'Iartele
"8 I •
e ow I am relating my experi·
enCe • h
h s wtt the Russian method of,ld'h mg the bow and also with the
I\?le bow martele, about both of
w. :ch1 would appreciate your ad.
t'l,nng me. (1) After playing for
some time, a small mark caused by
Both h"nds make for difficulty
at th,is particular spot. I would
suggest that you perform the right
hand as in Ex. 2. If for the trill
you play four t1).irty·second notes
to each half heat, the passage he·
--------------
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ADVENTURES OF A PIANO TEACHER
(Continued from, Page 26)
at the ends of long or short impulses
of finger, chord or octave passages.
(1) Bounding release: Give a
slight lift of the elbow and wrist at
the end of the impulse and let the
arm bound lightly 10 the lap and fest
there. Don't drop the arm into the
lap or yank it down. Simply li lt up
your elbow and let the whole arm
bound easily. This is not only one of
the best releasers and relaxers but
an excellent aid in fanning good
practice habits. When you've played
a short (or long) passage and you
bound to your lap and rest. there is
time to decide whether you need to
repeat the passage. and how. The
intervening silence, too, clears your
ear as well as your brain, and in-
duces thinking.
(2) Collapse-release: This is sim-
ply holding the last note or notes of
your impulse and releasing by letting
your wrist collapse instantaneously.
The wrist colla pse causes the whole
arm to become inert. This is the
only complete release possible with
the hand still on the keyboard. The
co.llapse-relcase is invaluable since
it is a readiness-release. In the hair's
breadth of a second of relaxation you
are prepared to advance in another
burst of energy.
(3) The Float-release: This is a
lesser and not complete release. The
elbow and wrist lift slightly as the
arm floats while the finger tips de-
press the keys with the lightest pos-
sible weight. This is, of course, also
a readiness release.
OCTAVES AGAIN
Wrist Chop, the Elbow Clump, th,e
Riaor Mortis Ann .... Why won t
te:chers realize that briHiant or fast
octaves are played with super-strong
finzer tips reinforced by wrists, fore-
al'J~s, full arms?
It was surprising to see how
quickly the .studenrs' octaves gained
in ease, speed and endurance when-
ever I had them play parts of a pas-
sage first with thumbs alone (hands
separately) ... wrist highish ; loose
and only slightly curved thumb held
close to key tops and played like the
point of a pencil ... No attempt was
made to hold the octave span; hand
and arm were kept quiet; no lost
motion was permitted anywhere.
Immediately afterward when the
thumb was played with its fifth (or
I asked the members of my Inter-
mediate Piano Class at the Univer-
sity of California (Los Angeles) to
bring to our next lesson au octave
passage which was giving them
. trouble. This could be chosen from
any piece. Each student was to play
the passage, and I would try to help
him improve it on the spot.
This posed a sharp challenge. Al-
lowing 60 minutes of the 100 minute
class period for the octave playing
meant five minutes (by the clock)
for each of the 12 students. In that
time the passage would probably be
played twice by the pupil; the
teacher would "diagnose" the a il-
ment, explaining this clearly not only
to the student but for the entire class,
then give practical help toward cur-
ing it. In a piano class the student
at the piano is the "guinea p.ig." The
teacher's comment and criticism
must be made Ior the enlighten-
ment of the entire group.
Students brought hack a fine vari-
ety of pesky octave passages: The
left-hand "artillery rolf' hom Cho-
pin's Polonaise in A-flat; the brief
but tricky measure 8 from the mid.
dlc (D Major] section of the Polo-
naise in A Major ("Military") ; the
final page of Mendelssohn's Rondo
Capriccioso; that frustrating octave
passage in Lecuona's Malaguena;
and many others. Every species of
outrageous octave playing was un-
earthed ... the Tiger Claw, the
rJ
~~He'8awfnlly tjeklish under the chin."
fourth) finger octaves the "Iud~ enl
was urged to hold the same "I l"
in his hand as before, i.e. as tho:egh
h,e were still playing the thumb
alone .... It worked magicallyb II. h . 01
m c rome cases of contracted te.
taves, and with students of limited
hand-span. AI~ove all, it provedthat
good, economical octaves are played
by strong fingers in key Contactand
not by substituting wrist, forearmor
arm-hammering for weak, flabby
fingers.
After that I set the class to prac.
tieing those concentrated octaveex.
ercises on the last ten pages 01
"Thinking Fingers" (Maier.Brad.
shaw). These completed the Cure,
Now the students' octaves soundwell
and feel comlortuble. THE END
CAN YOUR "MARCHING BAND" MARCH?
(Conunued from Page 10)
proper function of a good marching
band.
It is true that such antics will
please and guin the plaudits of a
certain element of Ians, but so would
a "fan dancer."
No one is likely to condemn a
clever, original, well-conceived, and
beautifully executed formation, mao
neuver or pageant. However, we
must be certain that our program
truly possesses these requisites and
that such are presented in proper
taste as well as showmanship. 'Vhen
formulating and planning our pro.
grams we must always bear in mind
that the primary function of a mardi.
ing band is to m,arch.
If Our marching Lands are to earn
'the dignity and respect which they
deserve, 'i\'e must re-evaluate the
function and objectives of Our pro.
gram and thence proceed to develop
and standardjze those elements in
our marching bands of the future.
Such objectives can only be
achieved when we. as leaders. will
insist upon the development and
mastery of the fundamental elements
which emphasize marching and. at
the same time, reject the cheap type
of "floor show" which senes only to
cast discredit, not only upon, Our
marching bands as they perform on
the gridimn, but upon our bands in
the concert hall as wen.
The able marchj ng hand js one
that. is well-routined and (!J'ilIed in
all of the military commands. It can
m~rch with precision, in perfect
al!~nment, at a conservative cadence,
Wl~ erect ..ca~Tiage, unity of step and
stnde, coordination of bodily move-
ment, and smartness of execution. It
~o~sesses dignity, pI·ide and respect;
It IS well-uniformed, colorful for the
field, but always dignified and in
pro.per taste for the concert haH.
Ulliform ~ombinations are given seri-
ous conSideration and no "n' ".. d" OISY.
gau y patterns or colors are tole~'_
ated. The accessories are carefully
selected, with an eye to color and
adu ptubifity, as well a-, practicalus-
age.II" drum major is uniformedin
all the splendor and color Illtacbed
to hi" powiti n. YCI, we mU~1 notper.
mit him 10 forget that he is the
"Ieudcr of the band" and as such
must "aCI, dre ..a lind direct as such."
The twir-lers are male; or. if female.
are appropriutely attired. refinedin.
telligent. and conduct themselves as
an imegrnl purl of the band. In this
band very member is doing hisut·
me t 10 play as musicianly as if heis
presenting u oncerl or the world's
besl music. lie is endeavoring topia)'
wilh preci ..jon. rhythmic and lech·
nical accurnc)', pure lone qualityand
intonalion. balance. and blend.He
is careful of all accents. dynamics
and breath mark;;:. He observesall
articulation patterns and strifes {or
unity of ensemble under all condi·
tions.
This hand perform~ music which
is well-adapted 10 the marching
band·s instrumenlation and whichis
not 100 difficult. ~Iu::ic of consen··
ative range and not too rhythmically
complex. and whose technical de·
mands are not bevond the proficienc)'
of the bandsme~. Music which is
sonorous. solidly arranged so as to
enable the band~ll1en to give suffi·
cient heed to their marching respon·
sibilities, as well as to their playing.
This band need not be dependenl
ul}Qn vaudevilJe performances. cheap
tricks or shlllts for recognition or
applause. Instead. by meaDSof its
perfectJy formed sYlllbol~ and forma·
tions. colorful pageanls. cOllcei\'edin
good taste and carefully staged. and
through its dever. original. diversi·
fied program and superior musical
performance. lhis band will gainthe
respect and admjratiou·of the most
fastidious of audiences, It is supreme
because jt can both march and play,
and do each equally welJ.
It is Our duty as conductors 10 sec
that at no time do we permit our
macchjng bands to do otberwbe.
THE END
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NEW MUSIC
piano solos
Grade I
TO THE HUNT.
(Easy skips, phrasing, rhythm, boys)
Grade 11 2
THIS IS THE NIGHT OF HALLOWEEN Beryl Joyner
(Words, staccato and legato, dynamics, alternate use of hands)
DANCE OF THE RADISHES Edna-Mae Burnam
(Easy chords, phrasing, staccato and legato, rhythm)
Grade 2
VIENNESE MELODY.
(Waltz rhythm, thirds, legato phrases, adults)
Grade 2112
AUTUMN FIELDS.
(LH legato melody, RH chords,
Grade 3
PIANO AND FORTE WALTZ Paul Staye
(Staccato and legato, shading of dynamics, rhythm)
organ
... John H. Duddy
130-40181 $.30
110-40168 .30
110-40166 .30
110-40165 .30
130-41085 .30
130-41083 .30
113-400 I0 .50
.Mae-Aileen Erb
...... Anne Robinson
. Everett Stevens
practicing, First finger under palm)
PASTORALE.
(Excellent for church or recital)
choral
Sacred
THE CREED. . : .. '.' John H. Duddy
(SATB, B solo, written in old LIturgICal style) .
GLORIA! IN EXCELSIS DEO.. . ..... : ..... CeCIl E. Lapo
(SSAATTBB, brilliant, dramatic, yet not dIfficult, a cappella)
*IF THOU BUT SUFFER GOD TO GUIDE THEE
(SSAATTBB, with organ or piano) Neumark-Thompson
JUNIOR CHOIR CHRISTMAS COLLECTION
orr. by George Lynn
. t. J High School or Grade Schools will find this
(Umsoll, two par, fi·ve carols are: With Sweetest Songs of Joy,
OnBl:s~~~;;v~·o~~"'!ary Birthed A Little Son, Come and Be Joyful,
The Shepherds' Carol)
. Robert StevensonMAKE HASTE. 0 GOD ... . . . )
(Brilliant suitable for schools and concert programs
ONCE TO E~ERY MAN AND NATION .. David Stanley York
C b d ',b p,'ano accompaniment, effectIve for church and( an e use WI .)
concert medium grade of dIfficulty
N C~RISTMAS MORN IS DAWNING. Leland B.SaterenWHE ff' 't' a a must for church or schooD(SSAATTBB, very e ectlve wn lllo.
*We5tmin5ter Chorol Choir SelectionJUST OFF THE PRESS!
DITSON TREASURY OF CLARINET SOLOS
An album of transcribed and original solos for clarinet and piano.
by John Geanacos
The ideal book for both study and recital·! A wide variety in the arrange-
ments by this. noted clarinetist and tea11cher.'Yo.rks
1
of J'be bmasMters'Gandtranj
scriptions of famous melodies, as we as ongma so ?s. y r. eanacos.
Among the original numbers are Valse Elegante, a bnlhant waltz; Puck, a
clever piece with contrast of legato and staccato passages; and JYloo~s,a waltz
in modern style. Also included are: Th~ Mad Scene from LUCla dL ~am.mt:.r:-
moor, Bacchanale from Samson and Dehla, ~une Barcarolle by TschaIko~sky
and Perpetual Motion by Strauss. The clannet solos are mostly of medIUm
difficulty.
312-40101 .18
312-40099 .16
312-40 I05 .18
332-40082 .22"
312-40 I00 .22
312-40098 .16
332-40081 .22 •
PIANORAMA
OF THE WORLD'S FAVORITE DANCES
434.41000 $1.75
by Denes Agay
Tb . b h ndred and fifty years aree mostImportant dance forms of t e past two u . . Each
representedin this outstanding collection of twen.ty-two composI\\~ntoogie.
selectionrepresents a different dance form includmg a polka" wa z'r their
woog' f d d b 1 All have been c lOsen orIe, Ox-trot,square ance an c ar eslon. . r . E pecially
characteristicrhythm and for their appealing melodic. qua Itles. Good for
finefor piano teachers, physical education ~nd dance ll1structors.
homeentertainment, too! Medium grade dIfficulty.
410.41015 $1.00
THEODORE PRESSER CO., PennsylvaMawr, •IQBryn
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, t WITHSAY "MERRY CHRISTMAS
,.""""ClV-;/l ~Ru ~,'\'\\
iamo .pedaL 'P~ ......
STOPS "HEEL HOLES" FOREVER; SAVES PRECIOUS RUGS
A quality product moulded in a lovely musical design of rich. soft brown rubber which
blends ~~t11plano .fimsh. Adding beauty and utility to the finest of drawing rooms, it is
a Good nousekeepmg MUST. Prevents ugly worn spots or covers them; encourages cor-
rect posture-in a word-IT BELONGS. Sent to
any address in the U. S. A. for $3.50 cash, check
or money order. No COD's. On CLUB plan, order
five mats, remit $14.00. save $3.50. Special offer
for agents and music teachers. Due to conditions
the supply is necessarily limited so be safe-
order now.
NOVEL ART SPECIALTIES
v. M. CRUIKSHANK, Sole Prop.
Drawer 190 l·F Sunbury, Penna.
BE SMART-GIVE SAV-A-RUG- A lOVELY GIFT
Teacher of Voice
1908 N Street, Northwest
Washington, D.C. District 4079
WHERE SHALL GO TO STU DY?
PRIVATE TEACHERS (New Ycek Cay) RICHARD M,CLANAHAN
Matthay exponent, formerly his representative
Private Lessons, Teochers Cour,es, Forums""':
Summer closs-Southwest Horbor Me
801 Steinway Bldg., N.Y.C •
(Tues,-Fri.) CI, 6-8950, other days. KL 9-8034.
PRIVATE TEACHERS [Western]
CECILE HODAM BENZ
Bachelor Fine Arts-Formerly a College
Instrudor
TEACHER OF SINGING
Voice· Piano Studio, 2 Hamilton Place, Merrick,
Long Island, N. Y. Tel. FReeport 9-37&4
L1VERETTEOPERA ACADEMY
Lucia liverette, Dir.
SamoiJoff's Bel Canto Method
Write for information:
1833 W. Pica, Los Angele~ 6, Calif.
CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of singing.
Popular songs and Clossic,.
T,V.-Radio-Stage-Concert.
405 East 54th St. New York 22, N. Y. HAROLD HURLBUT
Singers who hove studied with him include
NADINE CONNER HOWARD KEEL
Jame, Parnell Henry Cordy
and other, of stage, screer'i, opera and radio
Res. 2150 N. Beachwood Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.
HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist
TRAINING FOR PROFESSIONAL CAREER
Tone Interpretotior'i~Master's Technique
, Speciol Course, for Teachers
ond Non·Professionals.
166 W. 72nd St., N. Y. C. Tel. SC 4-8385
CAROL ROBINSON
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
405 East 54th St. New York 22, N. Y.
Plata 5-st23
MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HULL}
Dramatic Soprar'iO
Teacher of Singing-HBel Canto"
Experienced European trained Artist
Coaching Opera, Concert and Radio
Correct voice production, defective singing
corrected.
Beginners accepfed
Phone: T",faIO(H 7·8230 Mon., Tue •.• Wed., Thurs.
608 West End Ave. New York City
MME. BOXALL BOYD
(leschetizky)
Pionist- Teocher-Cooch-Pro(:lram Sui Iding
Address-Steinway Hall-Nola Studios-
113 W. 57th St., New York City, N. Y.
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
229 So. Horvard Blvd. Las Angeles C I"f
DU. 3-2597 • a •.
EDWIN HUGHES
Pianists prepared for public
performance and for University.
College and Conservatory
Teoching Positions
338 West 89th Street New York 24, N. Y.
JEROME D. ROSEN
Violin ,~ecit.als-Ar!istic Violin Instruction
Founder AnCient String Instrument Ensemble"
Sfudios
6508 Delmor Blvd. 2070 N. Kirkwood Road
Sf. Louis 12, Mo. Kirkwood, Mo.
FRANK WILLGOOSE
Piano Instruction
Especially directed to an effective musical ap-
proach to the very young.
Many years of success in this field.
Teachers are invited for consultation. either
personaliy or by moil, regarding child student
problems.
Address:-29 Prime Avenue
Huntington. long Island, N. Y.
ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refr~sher Course for Piano Teachers'
~ odern Plano Tech n ic; Coa<;h ing Conce rt Pi~n ists'
roup ~ork: For further Information address;
StudiO 202, 10051h.Elm St., Dallas, Texos
August In New York
(FRANK) (ERNESTO)
LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
• Voice-Piano
Among those who have studied with Mr. La
Forge are: Marion Anderson, Lawrence Tib·
bett, Richard Crooks, and Mme. Matzenauer,
1040 Pork Ave., New York
Tel. Atwater 9-7470
EDWARD E. TREUMANN ALFRED JACOBS
Teacher Violin & Viola Coach
. Highly Recommended bl'
Wm. Primrose, Otto Klemperer & Mishel Piastro
Carnegie Hall Cal! CLoverdoleo 6-3701
Write to 7510-18th Ave., Brooklyn IQ, N. Y.
DR. FRANCIS L. YORK
Advanced.Piano Interpretation and th Th
work reqUired by the degrees f M e 8 eory
and Mus. Mas. Special Chopin °irlter~sr·eta~~h.,
DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC Ion.
D.troit, Mich.
Concert Pianist-Artlst-Teocher
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Mortiz MO,l·
kowski ond Joseph Hofmann.
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837, 571h St, at
7th Ave .• New York City Tel. Columbus 5·4357
LEILA TYNDALL MOSES
Former Pupil & Assistant of Dr. Wm. Mason
(Pioneer Teacher of Weight Relaxation
Rotary Motion)' ,
Gives Instruction (Closs, Private) in Mason's
"Touch and Technic.
315 W. 86, N. Y. 24, N. Y. SC.4-6351
ALMA FAUST B.S. Music Education
Piano Teacher
Learn to Teach or Play for Pleasure
Pupils teaching ,uccessfully allover the U. S.
600 West tilth. (Corner Broadway)
N~w York 25. N.Y. MO 2-6772
SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA_
TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Socramento Street Walnut 1-3496
Announces a new Director
ALBERT ELKUS
Formerly chairman of
The .Deportment of Music.
University of Califorllio
WILLIAM FICHANDLER ANNE YAGO McGUFFEY
Pionist, Composer, Teacher
314 West 75th St., New York Su-7-3775
Rec.ent Compositions published by
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Tips For Teachers
By Percival Gordon Entwistle
W HEN you sit down to an hour's
lesson at the piano, chances are
you've made all kinds of resolu.
tions about staying on the track
no matter what. But in the face
of obstacles your pupil may throw
in your way, like the question of
whether the umpire made a wise
decision in Saturday's game, it
will be tough going unless the
track stretches clearly ahead of
you.
During my many years of teach.
ing piano I have made use of a
simple guide, aiming in each Ies.
son to develop a little further some
phase of each subject on my list
of principal study-objectives, There
are only five, as J have outlined
them, so the list is easy to keep
in mind: (1) note reading; (2)
fingering; (3) Lime; (4/ pedal.
ing ; (5) exj ression. In the last
piano lesson you taught, did your
pupil make some progress toward
better understanding of each of
these subjects?
"RIGOLETTO" AT
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
(Continued froll'L Page 21)
als, but there is one hazard that can
set the directors tearing their hair.
Nine weeks before the ":Rigoletto~
first night, one boy singing the title
role was called up for military sen',
ice. Another student. Richard Dales
of Louisville. Ky .. learned the long
and difficult part in Lime to take his
place. As for talent. there's nem a
shortage of thaI.
"I am continually amazed at tbe
abundance of operatic talent in this
country." says Hans Busch, ''It'50nl)'
sad that so much of it has 10 be tal·
ent without an outlet. There is little
for Ulese young people 10 aim forex·
cept the Ietropolitan. and the Met
can't possibly absorb them all."
Perhaps none of the Indiana Uni·
versity students who took part in
"Rigoleuo" will ever be able to say
they have sung with the Metropoli·
tan, but they can always say the)'
sang for Ule fetropolitan. And ther
will always remember how Richard
Tucker and RelTina Resnik and Ru·
dolf Bing cla'='pped and s.houted
"Bravo!" and came backstage to
shake thejr han&::.
THE END
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BRING MUSIC INTO YOUR PRACTICE
(Continued from Page 13)
I me greatly to come closer toItheps D bsic whenIknow that e ussy
IDemu• .
I dan upright plano to aPre ere Id: that Schumann kept t re
gran, pedal pressed down all the
damper . . M. he wasimprovlslIlg; that - oz-
lime I dart loveddancing, punc 1, an stay-
, late' that Chopin was Influ-
lfig up, . f B II· .,
d by the vocal J me 0 e 1111 sepee
res Themoreintimately you pen-
ope .. .' f
etrateintothe lives, times, tastes 0
tbecomposers,the closer you co.me
understanding that crysta lliza-
10 1·1 . I·. of themsel!:es w uc 1 IS t ieirlion
music.
Everyonehas his own way of ap-
loachin"a work he has not playedpo. I
be/ore.My own way begins Wit 1
sludyingthe music away from .the
piano,followingthe form, ph ra mg,
emphases,transitions, developments,
etc,Alterthus surveying the terr-i-
tory.r play the work through with-
outhinkingabout technique, purely
lorthepleasureof revelling in new
esie. Iknowthe moment will come
whenthis first pleasure will be lost
inexperimentingand digging. so J
enjoyit whileJ can!
Ineverplaya phrase in public
withouthaving tried and discarded
manyotherways of playing it-at
differentspeeds, with other dynamo
irs, stressingdifferent voices, etc.
Sometimesa phrase which seems
You must first find out what the dif-
ficulty is, and why it is difficult for
you. In analyzing troublesome pas.
sages, you often find that the dif-
ficulty is not where you think it is
but in the measure (or even note)'
immediately preceding. You also dis-
cover that the difficulties are not al-
ways in the passages, but sometimes
in the individualities of your own
hand! Some hands make nothing of
runs or leaps, but stick at octaves-
and vice-versa. Your particular dif-
ficulties can generally be classified
and reduced to a few general cate-
gories. And those are the points to
work at.
In a general way, the idiom pecu-
liar to different composers can be
imilarly classified, though in the
highest sense, every phrase is unique
and involves its own technique-
which is why technique cannot be
studied apart from music.
Take, for instance, the matter of
perfect evenness of touch which in-
volves the ability to do precisely the
same thing with each finger despite
the structural differences of the fin-
gers; plus the ability to draw exactly
similar response from every key,
given the same pressure. Technically,
this problem must be mastered-but
musically it is rarely needed!
Of equal importance is the natural
When a composer informs us that he has devised
a "program" for his music, I say: "First let me hear
whether you have created beautiful music-then
tellme what it means." -Robert Schumann
perfectalone, doesn't balance the
nextphrase,Then both must be re-
casl,modified.I break the piece
downbitby hit, beginning with full
phrase-sandending, finally, with the
relationshipof note to note. When I
hovea clearidea of how Iwant it to
SQund-andwhy-I begin again,
~nthesizingthe notes and phrases
1Illofiowingmusic.
Andthen I put the work by to
mature,lettingthe subconscious deal
~ithit.Buthere the important thing
15 neverto put a work aside a fter an
unsatisfyingperformance, The sub·
~onsci(lUsshould take it over at its
est.
I plotoutthe music first as music
andth "I engohack to clean up techni-
c~work,The great danger of begin-
nlTI • h
II g Wit mechanics and <:aving
mus'" f ~~ ~c or later on, is that the
mUSIC"Ph never gets a fair chance.
caliasesthat are learned mechani.
Ie y tend to express themselves in
lAmsof technical difficulties
nd i' .'" n cleanmg up mechanics,,,erere " ,
I petltlon in itself won't hel p
n fact if th . _ . •
ticed' e passage IS bemg prae-
Wronglyeve . . 'Uonlymak .' ry repetitIOn WI
e It worse instead of better.
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un-evenness of touch which gives
character to a phrase by making use
of this very difference among the fin-
gers, A note in a melody sounds dif·
ferent according to whether it is
played, say, by the strong third fin-
ger or the weaker fourth. In gen-
eral, one uses the stronger finger on
the more important note. To sum up,
the phrase yields its secret only to
the right fingers-and by the right
£ngers I do not mean the most con-
venient ones as regards ease of posi-
tion! I mean those fingers which, by
their nalural individuality, will pro-
duce the right tone al the right mo-
ment so that each note takes its
plac~ as a weak or a strong unit,
according to the needs of the music.
Even with the greatesl teaching,
one needs sooner or later to find one's
own way of making the phrases
sound, making the most of one's
strengths and subduing one's weak-
nesses to the demands of the music.
But the musical concept must come
first, through every moment of analy-
sis, practice, and performance. That
is the purpose of music-study and
the only way to improve piano-play·
ing. THE END
SAROYA· ONOFRE I STUDIOS
Voice-Repertoire
Opero Workshop
Beginners to finished artists
200 West 58th St., New YOrk 19, N. Y.
To be well-informed obout
MUS I C
Don't miss an issue of
ETUDE the music magazine
Professional skill costs nothing extra. For
the best in tuning and repair service see
your classified phone directory for A.S.P.T.
members. Indorsed by piano manufacturers.
Send 3¢ Sttl/l1P for pamphlets "Piano
Care" (md "Moth Prevention" to Dept. E.
t1-ui:.ut.rl'~ t/P«HrQ,;,(, '¥'"
1022 W. Cameld Aye. MilwaukeeS. Wi&.
JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL QI' MUSIC
DECATUR."ILLINOIS
Offers tnoeoueh training ill music. COurS6S lead-
lug 10 degrees or: Bachelor of Music. Bachelor of
:Muoic Education. ,',{allter of Music, and Muter
or Music Education.
Member of the N at Iona 1aseocrauon SchoolsofM ustc
nulletin sent llDOnrequest
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN, DIrector
CLASSIFIED
HAIllUOXY. Compo si tion, Orch esr ra-
lion, Mue icn l 'rneorv. Pr-ivu t e or
Co rre spo nd ence t ns truc t lo n . Manu-
scripts r-evls ed and correc red. Mus!c
nrru ng ed. F'r-ank S. Butler, 32-·16 107
sr., Corona, N, Y.
LE,\.n.N PIANO TUNING Simplified,
authentic ins Lru c tio n $·1.00-Lilel·-
n.tur-c free. Pr-of. Ross, .f5li Beechersi Elmira, N. Y.
NE\V PIANO nU'L'E LETS YOU
PUAC'I'ICE nAY Oil NIGH'l' 'Vl'I'H-
OUT DIS'I'UIUHNG O'I'UEUS, Mutes
piano about 85%. Easily attached or
detached without harming mechan-
ism. State upl'ight, grand, or spinet!
Sold only on money bacl;;: guarantee.
Send $fi.OOfor mute and hill instruC-
tions. Richard l\'Iayo, Dept. OO.f,1120
Latona Street. Phila . .f7, Pa.
YOU It UN'VA~'I'ED ~IUSIC ex-
changed piece for }liece, 51 each;
quality matched. Burpee's Specialty
Shoppe, Delton, Mich.
'VUI'I'I::: SONGS: Read "Son~writer's
Review" Magnzine. 16fiO-ET Broad-
way, New Yor1;;: 19, 25¢ copy; $2.00
year,
,VIU'l'J:::ItS. COJIPOsens: Your name
on pennv card brings price list,
Magdalene Kuhlman. 184.South Point
Drive, Avon Lake, Ohio.
SWIl\'G PIAl\'O-UY IUAIL. 30 self-
teaching lessons, $3.00. OVER 50
PUBLICATIONS- classical and pop-
ular. Attention artists and tenchers
only: $30.00 of music for $~O.OO.Fre€
samples. (Introductory after.) PHIL
BRETON PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box
1402, Omaha 8, Nebr., U.S.A.
PIANO ACCOIUP.4..NI1UEN'I'S RE.
COn.-DED Send mllsic and checl{ for
$4 20 l\i~lsic returned with UN-
BREAKABLE RECORD. Vincent Re-
cording Service, P.O. Box 206, Union,
N. J.
UACK POPULAR SHEE'I" l'~USIC.
Everything. Catalog 101. ClasslCS ex·
changed for popular. Fore's, E3151
High, Denver 5, Colorado.
AURANGI:'\'G for Ban.d - Orchestra-
Piano Vocnls. l\ianuscl:lpt~ corrected
and prepared for publicatIOn. 'Vords
set to music-school songs. Send
manuscript for est~mate. frompt
service. Val's ArranglIlg Studl?, P.O.
Box 2169, Daytona Beach, Flonda.
"]UOSAICO YUCA'l'E<?O." ~iost ~om-
plete lyric folklore lor pHl.no. :send
registered ail'mail two dollars, and
by returning plane you get your copy.
Print name and address. cOITec.tly.
Luis H. Espinosa, 58 St. a3G Menda,
Yucatan, Mexico.
GRADED PIANO l'~USIC fOT techni-
cal studies and recItal playlllg. Con-
tinental Publishing. Compn!iy, 4441
Junction Ave., DetrOIt 10, MIch.
FOR SALE: Must sell two violins,
Rogerl and Cuypers. Ted Marchetti,
1275 Westwood Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
LEARN PIA:SO TUNING AT HOME.
Course by Dr. Wm. BraiS! :White,
world's leading piano techmcIan and
teacher. ·Write Karl Bartenbnch.
100lA Wells St., Lafayette, Ind.
ADS
:':NU EUl'l'ION. COl\lPLETE TREA-
TJ6E ON TRANSPOSITION by
Charles La.rr o ur g u e. ASK YOUR
DEALER. Charles La.g ou r-gu e, 35
West 57th Street, New Yorl<: 19, N.Y.
SONG\VltJ'I'EUS! Your tunes will
have hit quality if you know how to
put in highlights and uvotd weak
spots. Unique methode! Mail your
songs with re t urn postage for free
examination to "SONGART", 3031 Ed-
win Ave. IE, Fort Lee, N.J.
or.1} lUUSlC 'VAN'rEn. Ha.ve you a
collection of old mU::lic gathering
dust in your attic or barn'! Turn it
into cash. ""Vrite to George Goodwin,
Box 49, New Yorl{ 19, N. Y.
lUANUSCItIP'I' PAPER-12 stave,
9%" x 121;2", top quality. 20 double
sheets $1.00, 45-$2.00, 100-$4.00, post-
paid. Remittance with order. Michael
Keane, E-113 'Vest 57th, New Yorl{
19, :"J. Y.
PIANO SHEE'l' MUSIC, Order copies
of "My Television Girl." ""Villie Rice,
Gretna, Virginia.
BIPORTED JUUSIC: All kinds for all
instruments. Imported recorders (in-
struments). Jaeckel's Music House,
3649 N. Southport, Chicago 13, Ill.
LET ~(E PRIN'I' your original com-
positions for you. Secure copyrights.
Attractive title pages. Ready for sale
,vhen delivered. Edythe De,Vitt.
Paris, Texas.
FOR SALE; Hammond Organ, Model
B 4 leg spinet type with tone cabinet.
$1750. Lee, 934 N. Lancaster, Dallas 8,
Texas,
HO'V 'l'0 COMPOSE and ARRANGE
a Ma.rch fdr full military band a Ia
Hollywood style in 12 easy lessons.
Write for Free sample lesson to Dr.
E. H. Kleffman, llOO-B South Gar-
field Ave., Alhambra, Calif.
TEACH POPULAR PI,4..NO. Increase
your income teaching popular music.
Easy exclusive method teaches bass,
breaks, runs. improvisation by sheet
music chords. Complete course in-
cludes 40 popular songs available to
tenchers. Beginners or Advanced cor-
respondence students accepted. Chord
Chnrt 501-5 for $1.00. Write for free
details. Stuart Studios, 1227C Morris,
Union. N. J.
TEACHER TRAINING COURSES-
POPULAR PIANO PLAYING. New,
original presentation, procedures and
techniques for creative expression.
Descriptive booklet, information on
request. KARL MACEK, 1242 Main
St .• Springfield, Mass.
PIANO TEACHING ~IA'1'ERlA.L:
Practical, Basic List, graded; Clas-
sics, Technical and Melodic Studies,
Pieces, etc. $1. Enterprises, 1824
Spruce Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.
WHOLESALE: Genuine Italian,
French, German Violins, Violas,
Cellos and Bows. Historic material,
etc. R. Nusinov, 2n8 W. North Ave.,
Baltimore, Md.
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LEARN ANOTHER Ii
LANGUAGE by •
LlNGUAPHONE ...
ing at Converse College I was read-
ing "Piano Playing" by Josef Hof-
mann and carried it to my lesson.
Noticing the book. Mr. Spry said,
"I'll be very mueh interested in that
chapter on Rubinstein. You see, I
heard him play in Berlin."
"You did; Anton Rubinstein?"
"Yes, it was the last year I was
in Berlin, in 1893. about a year be.
fore he died. He didn't practice very
much at that time and he played only
his own compositions. but the one
concert I heard was the finest piano
lesson I ever had. I still remember
it as if it were yesterda y-c-." And
with his head slightly bent, without
pretentiousness or that pride that so
often pervades the recounting of an
acquaintance with the legendary
great, he looked at the piano, and
as he talked, earnestly, eloquently,
he became for me a glass through
which, in varying degrees of dark
and light, the character, wonderful
fundamental power, and the trernen-
dous emotional force of Rubinstein's
music filled the room and my con-
sciousness with what still seems to
me a first hand knowledge.
As the years passed there were
many of these seances. "I was there,
at the famous concert in Berlin when
von Bulow dedicated the Eroica Sym-
phony of Beethoven to Bismarck and
was hissed off the stage ... I heard
Brahms conduct the orchestra and
play the piano ... The Empress of
Austria, celebrated the world over
for her beauty. passed in the park
on horseback, and the Iron Chancel-
lor of Germany walked by me in the
Uuter den Linden. Rubinstein sat
down to the piano. His head went
back, his thick, dark hair falling a]-
most to his shoulders. As he played,
the expression on his face never
changed. It was a strong, Sphinx-like
countenance and very sad."
These stories came usually with
'my studies. I would be playing a
Brahms' Rhapsody, when Mr. Spry
would stop me. "Now Brahms was
not a virtuoso pianist such as was
Rubinstein, but he was a very re-
spectable pianist and I can imagine
how he would play this." At the end
of the lesson I would feel in my
juvenile conceit that I was playing
exactly as Brahms would have, but
when I returned the next week my
"perfect" interpretation would be
ripped to shreds. And so, Mr. Spry,
lending his mind out, let me ex.
perience great moments with the
masters.
For two years I had been going
every Saturday morning at ten
o'clock for my lessons. Then in Sep-
tember of 1944 I entered Converse
College to study for a degree.
I was given the job (and paid for
it) of stage boy. In this, what I
considered, very exalted position.
Ii I was to set up the orchestra, do
Wor/d's·Standard CONVERSATIONAL METHOD
FRENCH i'~I~;11l~~~~~~~i~1tl~~r~I~~SSi;~;"~}OUcu~;,
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How can
your church ~ .,
advertise \
best
An outside bulletin board
will advertise your church, but
Schulmerich "Cartllonic Bells"
will do it much more effectively.
Their clear bell tones provide
inspirational music for all within
hearing-setting a mood in
minds and hearts, a mood recep~
tive to your message.
For a moderate price,
"Catillonic Bells" provide music
that successfully advertises your
church in every part of the COIll~
munity. No church tower is
required. Write for further details,
SCHULMERICH
CARILLONS. INC.
1850Harillon Hill.
Sellersville, Penna.
eariUonic '93eLL~ I
"Carillonic Bells" is II trade_
mark. It denote" electronic
carillons p r od u ce d by
Schulmerich Electronics. lllc.
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odd jobs (some of which certainly
were) and take care of the needs
of artists at concerts.
The first real concert I heard was
by the Cleveland Symphony. I had
listened to the New York Philhar-
monic on the radio but my serious
efforts to understand and enjoy or-
chestral music had not been very
fruitful. Seeing the instruments and
hearing them at the same time re-
vealed a pinpoint of light through
the keyhole of the closed door and
I went home humming the melodies
from a Brahms symphony.
I had grown since that day in the
library" But it was with something
of the same awe that I listened to
Artur Hubinstein, the first great
soloist I heard. I saw him in the
dressing room aIter the program and
reflected to myself that he looked
but little different from ordinary
people.
Ezio Pinza came too. captivating
everyone with his voice, personality,
and good looks.
I met Iturb i and listened to him
practice during intermission. I asked
him to play the Eleventh Rhapsody
of Liszt as an encore. He played it,
came off, and winked at me, "Did
you like it?"
After my graduation in June of
1948 I went to Santa Barbara in
California for the summer.
I had classes with Schoenberg and
piano lessons from the town's lead-
ing musician, a cosmopolitan woman
named Mildred Couper.
It was while I was there that it
dawned on me that people generally
worked for a living-that about the
only thing I could do was teach piano
and I was very unsure about that.
This realization compelled me to con-
tact a teacher's agency and to accept
a job teaching "at least forty stu.
dents" in a public school at Oakboro,
North Carolina, population five hun.
dred and sixty.
The forty students I was to teach
grew in a week to more than sixty
... 64...._----------
and there was a glee club to conduct
and "a few other little things."
My apprehensions about teaching
were fading and as the months slowly
passed, I began to feel a sureness
permeating my own playing that I
had not noticed before. I began to
listen to music more critically and
even in my Paderewski records]
began to see possibilities of other
interpretations.
I ordered two films of Paderewski
to show to my students. M1'. Haynes.
the school principal. was dubious
about them. "They've never heard
anything like that. They may not be
very attentive."
His fears had certainly been borne
out in every chapel program wehad
had. However, we filled the dark
room and I talked to the students
for five minutes about Paderewski's
greatness as a man and rnusiciaa
and the music he would play.
The film started and from the mo-
ment he struck the first notes of the
Chopin Polonaise in A-fl(1I to the
close of the Second Rhapsody of Lisa
there was no sound but the music.
You couldn't even hear them breathe.
\Vhen it was finished, a little boy
stood lip. his brown eyes sparkling,
"wasn't that wonderful."
"Yes. Graham. it certainly was."
Toward the end of the year I
played a program for the Lanier
Book Club in Tryon, orth Carolina.
I bad played the last number. the
spectacular Sixtli Rhapsody of Liszt,
and was talking to the people who
gathered around the piano whena
shy Jittle old lady pushed her way
up to me. Reaching for my hand, she
exclaimed. "I had to tell you about
the first time I heard thai Rhapsod.r-
Rubinstein was playing it in the
Trocedero in Paris and Liszt was
sitting beside him on the platform.
Thank you for bringing the experi-
ence back to me. You reminded me
of Rubinstein."
Then she smiled and stepped back
into the crowd. It closed between
us. and before I could free myself
without offense. she was leaving.My
eyes followed her until her outline
was merged with that of the trees
at the foot of the mountains. As I
leaned against the door with the
breeze cooling my face. a realization
came over me. Those were the same
mountains I had lived with almost
ten years before but they were near
now and they were no longer blue.
They were green. and on every leaf,
heavy with the moisture of an after"
noon shower. a rainbow scintillated.
But they were still to climb! THE f,NO
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A CREDIT TO THE
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
It is significant that in recent years schools
and colleges have purchased many more
Everetts than ever before ... hundreds more!
Yet an Everett school piano is by no means
the least expensive that money can buy.
But, it is the lowest priced piano that measures
up to "Specifications for School Pianos," as
prepared by Dr. Carter. For full particu-
lars, send for your copy of "A Factual Re-
port on the Series 10 School Piano." Everett
Piano Company, South Haven, Michigan.
HOW HIGH THE MOUNTAINS!
(Continued from Page 15)
an inspiration to
the student
SERlE S '0 EVE RE TT SCHOOL PIANO
THE
WESTMINSTER CHORAL SERIES
The most successful edition cf ch e r e l music published
in recent years!
Magnificent arrangements-Superlatively voiced!
TITLE COMPOSER-ARRANGER CAT. No. PRICE
For Mixed Voices unless otherwise indicated
TITLE COMPOSER-ARRANGER CAT. No. PRICE
"'ALL GLORYON HIGH (Sop. solo, Austrian coral)
George Lynn 312-40086 ,18
~'ALLElUJA (Piano ad lib) Otto Luening 312-40061 .16
"'BEAUTIFUL RIVER (From, "Shall We Gather 01 the River")
(Tenor soja, Harmonica or accordion ccc. ad Ib)
lowry-Martin 312-40103 .22
t'BY'M BY (SSAA HBB, Spiritual, Dialect)
. Normand Lockwood 312-40073 .15
*DE CAMPTOWN RACES {S5AATTBB, Dialect}
Foster-lynn 312-40076 .20
~'(OMMON BILL (SAATBBJ George Lynn 312-40075 .16
t.<THECREATION (Narration, Optionol harp or piano)
Tom Scott 312-40077 .22
THE CREED (Bor. solo, Old liturgical style)
John H. Duddy 312-40101 .18
DARKEH'D WAS All THE LAND (Ienebrae factae sunt)
(English, Latin texts, Organ).Haydn·Lynn 312-40055 .16
*THE EARTH IS THE LORD'S (SSAATTBB, Psalm 24)
Normand Lockwood 312-40064 .20
"GLORIA! IN EXCELSIS OEOISSAA nBB,
Cecil E. Lopo 312-40099 .16
'GLOR'OUS MYlIERY SUBLIME (0 Magnum Mysteriuml
(SSAATT8B, English, latin texis, Organ ad lib)
Gabrieli-Lynn 312-40063 .22
*GO DOWN DEATH (SSAATTBB, Drum ad lib)
Tom Scott 312-40085 .25
GOTEll IT ON THEMOUNTAINS(SAB,
George Lynn 312-40089 .18
*GOD IS A SPIRIT (SSAATTB8, Scriptural text)
Paul B. Ondey 312-40087 .15
i.tGOD REST YOU MERRY, GENTLEMEN (For four choirs _
Junior, Junior High, Senior High and Adult Mixed)
(Traditional English carol) .. George Lynn .. 312-40094 .16
*6REAT DAY (SSAATBB, Sop. and tenor solo, Spiritual)
Warren Martin 312-40080 .18
'THE HUMPBACKEDFIDDLERIDer Bucklichter Fiedler)
(English, German texis, Rhenish Folksong}
Brahms-Lynn 312-40092 .18
'IN PEACEAND JOY I NOW DEPART ISSAATTB,
David Feller 312-40057 .16
*JA(OB'S LADDER {SSAATTBB, Bar. solo, Spiritual, Piano
ad lib) George Lynn 312-40066 .16
*JESUS BORN IN BETHlEA (Sop. solo, Based on
Appalachian coral). .Tom Scali 312-40093 .22
THE LAMB THAT WAS SACRIFICED (From Cantata Nc. 21,
Organ) ;. . .. Bach-lynn 312-40065 .20
""LONESOME VALLEY (SATSS, Sop. solo, Folksong)
George lynn 312-40062 .16
'~lORD, I WANT TO BE A (HRISTIAN (SATSB, Spiritual)
Warren Mortin 312-40082 .15
*MAKE HASTE, 0 GOD (Psalm 70)
Robert Stevenson 312-40100 .22
*HEW YEAR CAROL (Sop. solo, Mixed and Junior Choir)
George lynn 312-40058 .16
"NOW GLAD Of HEARTBE EVERYONE
Praetorius-Kerman 312-40088 .18
o MAGNIFY THE LORD WITH ME (Bay State Collection,
Organ) George lynn 313--40056 .20
*0 STAY SWEET lOVE (Madrigal)
Former-Kerman 312-40091 .20
ONCETO EVERY MAN AND NATION 10'900'
David Stanley York 312-40098 .16
""ONE EVENING IN WINTER (Traditional French, Christmas)
John H. Duddy 312-40097 .18
PRAISE YE THE LORD (Laudate Dominuml (Sop. solo or
Junior Choir, English text, Psalm 67)
Mozort~Lynn 312-40059 .18
*PSALM 19 Schutz-Lynn 312-40072 .15
O::PSALM fOO (Mixed chorus and mixed echo chorus,
English, German teJ:ts) Schutz-lynn 312 008 25
>:lTHE STORY OF THE TWELVE (SSAA TIBB, Dialect, From a
Mississippi Spiritual). . .. Tom Scott 312-4005" .22
*TENTtNG ON THE OLDCAMP GROUNDISAATTBB,
~Ormand loclrwood 312-40074 .18
*TO THEE WE TURN (TTBB).... Bach-lodrwood 3' 2-40090 .15
WHEN J IURVEY THE WONDROUSCROSI {Alto '010, 0'90"
Warren Marlin 312-40081 .15
Send for complete Choral Catalog. Dept. £-10-51
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA
